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t/nderthe new procedure, students must 
present, their student identification card at 
the polls to vote, Hie cart will be punched 
in the Cultural Entertainment Committee 
?ot to SS* Lanius added., 
'l&WiffV 
mm 
will be around 6,500 votes, considerably 
less than last week (17,186)," Lanius said; 
Last year, the runoff election drew only 
5,701 voters while more than 7,400 students, 
voted in the generalelection. 
*mxr 
Lee ftoParrish 
...presidential eandldotfef^ ̂  
^wwfttn.wnftw-. nwm,' 
Bill Wan Frank Fleming: 
^presidential candidate: 
SftfW- ' -
Hc^pmMintlol candidate. ..vice-presidential can 
SWS***-55 
By SCOTT TAGUARINO 
Texan Staff Writer saas^ut 
Presidential candidates Lee Rohn and 
Frank Fleming will vie for Student 
Government president in_a runoff election 
! presidential slot.-^'1- ~~ — " 
t4)ther runoffs place Linda Crooker 
gainst David Hall fbr Student Senate at-
jWge Place 1, Greg Powers and Olga' 
''Zapata for Senate at-lar'ge Place 3,, 
Michael Swenson and Randall Williams in : , 
Engineering Place 2 and Cynthia Valdez' 
jnd Pam Kostas in Social and Behavioral 
Sciences Place 4. 
* In addition to the runoffs, students will 
vote on 19 referendum measures ranging 
from a women's study program to 
recycling boxes. P 
. -The voting procedure will remain the 
&uhe as last week's general elecliori when. 
Students could vote at any of six" polling; 
places, Election Commission Chairman 
Robert Lanius said Tuesday. 
In other electfoh news; law stttdents 
were reminded that the filing deadline for 
the controversial law school Student 
Senate seat is 5 p.m. Wednesday. 
Interested students must file an 
application of intent with the Student 
Government, Union Building 319, for the 
March 28 election. 
'»The election was rescheduled by- the 
Election Commission Sunday, when both 
runoff candidates from the first election, 
Steve Russet and Royal Masset, withdrew 
from the race. 
. . . . .  
Vote Toddy 
, , us 
In Student 
Elections 
Campus polling places are 
at Gregory Gym, Main Mall, 
25th Street and~Whitis 
A v e n u e ,  2 4 t h  a n d  
Speedway Streets, East Mall 




WASHINGTON (UPIp- President 
Nixon is oh the verge of refusing requests 
by the House Judiciary Committee for 
more Watergate tape recordings and 
documents, unless the committee first 
decides what constitutes an impeachable 
offense and lists specific chargfes against 
him, White House spokesmen said 
Tuesday. 
In addition, the White House said, 
committee investigators will not be 
permitted to search White House files 
because that would be a breach of the 
separate and equal status of the executive 
and legislative branches as established by 
the Constitution. ' '• • •• 
The coordinated statements appeared to 
constitute Nixon's response to committee 
complaints that it wa& being denied 
evidence it needs to proceed, with its 
impeachment inquiry. • 
.-The committee, on the verge last week 
^^Bpehaing a. gtfoiip of tapes and 
documents it had asked for but not 
received, had informally decided to give 
the White House more time to comply and 
was prepared to wait at least part of-this 
week as well. 
But some members reacted angrily 
when White House press secretary Ronald 
L. Ziegler announced Tuesday that the 
Judiciary Committee's impeachment staff 
would not be given access to raw White 
House files. They said that stand could 
hasten a serious legal confrontation — 
presumably a reference to subpoena, 
actjpn and a court fight. 
Irrearly evening, presidential counselor 
'-•-Bi Harlow said Nixon would refuse to 
In Briscoe 
' r , By DAVID HENDRICKS 
Texan Staff Writer 
' A motion to quash oral depositions by 
more than 80 contributors to Gov. Dolph 
Briscoe's re-election was granted Tuesday 
by Dist. Judge Herman Jones during a 
pretrial hearing of Frances Farenthold'* 
lawsuit against-the governor. ' v. 
Jones told Ms. Farenthold's lawyer, J. 
Raymond Needham of Houston, that the 
questioning will have to be done through 
* 
• Mrs. Farenthold, Briscoe's main 
opponent mthe Democratic primary, has 
• filed a $2.5 million civil suit, alleging some 
contributions received in connection with 
Briscoe's Oct. 30 fund-raising dinner were 
illegal because Briscoe had not then 
named a campaign manager. .. - *. 
Needham had argued that he needed to 
question the Briscoe contributors orally to 
Verify if Briscoe's report on the money. 
raised at the dinner was accurate. 2 
Needham also said that the defense 
motion to block oral deposition was a 
"transparent attempt to delay a hearing 
at all costs." 
Needham also stressed the need to get" 
the trial settled as fast as possible, before 
the May primary-if possible. He said the 
suit itself affects the election, anffthat the 
trial should "ventilate" the issue of 
Briscoe's campaign finances. 
Jones warned the attorneys, "I do not 
care to use this court to ventilate political 
campaign purposes.". 
Jones also told Needham that a final 
decision on the case is impossible before 
the May primary. *• 
April 8 still is set as the opening date of 
the trial. 
Attorneys for Briscoe and Joe Kilgore, 
Briscoe's campaign manager and former 
University regent, had argued that there 
was no emergency requiring that the trial 
be held before the primary election. 
Attorneys for both Briscoe and Mrs. 
Farenthold indicated that both candidates 
would be willing to testify if such 
testimony were required during the course 
of the trial. s 
turn over 42 additional tapes and other 
documents sought by the impeachment 
committee unless it first drew up a 
specific bill of charges. 
Harlow used the figure 42 for the 
number of tapes already specified, 
although someCQmmittee members have 
j put the figure at 43. • 
: Harlow said Nixon had not yet made a 
final decision to turn down the committee 
staff request, "but he's near it." 
HARLOW'S REMARKS to a group of 
; reporters in the office of Ken W. Clawson, • 
White House director of communication, 
was a follow-up to earlier statements by 
Ziegler which strongly indicated the White 
House- is preparing for a legal 
. confrontation with the committee. 
Harlow's comment that a specific bill of. 
'Suzhardt, . special White House counsel 
who formerly was in charge of Nixon's 
Watergate matters before_ Boston 
criminal lawyer James D. St. Clair took 
over. - tt <-«v -—««it " 
* r » •»' ' , - \ ** 4?y \ 
Harlow said the committee "has and is 
receiving a very large treasure house — 
more than has been analyzed — from 
White House files. 
Moreover;5he said, "They don't know 
where this ihaterial may lead them," 
because they have not fully analyzed it.; 
: Harlow and Buzhardt made the same 
point as Ziegler that the impeachment 
panel should define an impeachable 
offense before trying to obtain "search 
rights" through the files to do 
trashing around." , 
'a lot of 
* The House committee is somewhat in 
the position of a lot of children at homes 
all over the United States," ^arlow said^ 
"When you're at meals and you want 
seconds, you have to clean up your plate 
first." ^ --->r 
Harlow said in proceedings of this sort 
"the staff tends to take over" and the 
, press should be "a little careful" when it 
refers to what the panel is seeking from 
the White House, since the committee 
members may not actually have seen 
individual requests themselves. 
He noted that the request for 42 
I1*** 
' additional tapes was made in a letter from -
committee special counsel John Doar to 
S t .  C l a i r s  _ _  f  
7 Harlow said the committee should be 
"reasonable" and use '^relevancy" as its 
yardstick in determiniijg what dqcumeiits; 
it needs for its investigjation,, ; , 
> Once the panel decides what is an 
impeachable offense, he said "we have an 
obligation to be as responsive as we can be 
within constitutional responsibilities. -, 
— "I'd like to see them limit their t>wn 
investigation," he admitted. "They have 
to make a decision sometime and w< 
would then know what areas they're., 
interested in." Z 
• " S I ,  •  
^WASHINGTON (UPI) — Vice-Presidertt 
Gerald R. Ford said Tuesday if the White 
House refused to comply with a House 
Judiciary Committee subpoena, it might 
provide a catalyst that would bring about 
President Nixon's impeachment. 
In an interview with a.group of 
newsmen, as reported by the Washington 
Star-News, Ford said, "If they just lock 
charges probably will become av.-the doors of the White House, that 
Warns of ^Catalyst' it House 
precondition for turning over further 
materials to the committee appeared to go 
beyond Ziegler's statement to reporters.. 
Ziegler had said Nixon would not turn 
over additional materials until the 
committee had decided what constitutes 
an impeachable offense. 
He also said Nixon would not allow the 
committee to search White House files for 
evidence because it would violate the 
constitutionally decreed separation of the' 
executive and legislative branches. 
Harlow said the committee "will make 
a very grave error if it assumes because it 
is an impeachment committee, it has 
unbridled authority." ™ - 7 
"THERE ARE TIMES when the 
executive branch should not provide 
papers to Congress," he said, adding this 
would be where Congress was abusing 
some particular privilege. „ 
Harlow was flanked by T. Fred 
becomes extremely serigus, but I don't 
think they're going to do that." ' • 
Later, at a government seminar for high 
school students, Ford said that while he 
had no intention of running, for political 
office in 1976, he hoped the Republican 




Among the strongest GOP bonteriders, 
he listed former Gov. Nelson A. 
Rockefeller of New York, Gov. Ronald 
Reagan of California, Former Treasury 
Secretary John B. Connally and Sens. 
Howajrd Baker^Tenn., Charles H. Percy, 
111. and Edward W. Brooke, Mass. 
All coul<Lfun on their records without 
fear, Ford^said, because none"is^n any 
way involved in Watergate," and they 
could cite the Administration's own 
record of peace and domestic progress. 
Ford told his youthful questioners he did 
not believe Nixon would be impeached 
because there was no evidence "at the 
moment" to warrant such action. But at 
the breakfast session with reporters, the 
Vice-President speculated on possibilities. 
mm. 
Asked Jibout a situation In which Nibcdn 
'defied any Judiciary Committee 
subpoenas for White House materials for . 
its impeachment inquiry, Ford was 
quoted: "We are dealing with 
practicalities here as well as the fine legal 
definition of impeachment." A 
Ford said a totally adamant attitude on 
the part of White House officials, "which I 
don't think exists now, could be just one of 
those catalysts" to influence House 
members who might, be undecided, on 
impeachment.. '< 
Asked if a refusal to honor a subpoena 
would in itself be an impeachable offense, 
Ford said,"I'm not sure ... but it certainly 
adds fuel to the fire. 
Raven 
In Prostitution Case 
v By CHRIS BARBEE 
Texan Staff Writer 
— The Travis County grand jury Tuesday 
afternoon indicted Travis Raven Sr., 51, 
and Audrey Anne McDonald, 28, on 
charges of "compelling the prostitution" 
of a 16-year-old girl. 
„ Three others accused in the case 
pleaded guilty Tuesday morning to 
misdemeanor charges of prostitution and 
were fined $200 each. 
Dist. Atty. Robert O. Smith said the 
indictment against Raven and Ms. 
McDonald is scheduled for the docket call 
of Judge Tom Blackwell, 167th District 
Court, March 21. 
County Court at-Law Judge Jerry Dellana 
at the request of the district attorney. 
The pleas and .the fines came after 
attorneys for the .three men met several 
hours Tuesday morning behind closed 
doors with Smiths 
Charges were filed against all five last 
week by Lt. Bolton Gregory, chief of 
Austin police intelligence, for compelling 
prostitution, a second-degree felony under 
a provision of the new-Texas Penal Code. 
The charges cited under the new provision 
in the Penal Code were recommended by a 
State Bar committee to cover "the most 
reprehensible forms of pandering." •"•'"•"fT • • ' -
"Compelling prostitution" is punishable 
by a prison term of 2 to 20 years. If a 
woman is 17 years or older, it would be 
necessary for her to have been compelled 
by force or threats for it to be a felony. 
Under 17, no force or threat is necessary. 
after hearing approximately three hours 
of- testimony from various sources, Smith 
saidi. Reportedly the state's evidence' 
included four hours of tape recordings of 
telephone conversation and of an alleged 
conversation between Raven and the girl 
in ,a local nightclub, ^ v 
}  , .  
Raven coached Austin Reagan High 
School to three Class 4A'state football 
championships in six years before 
becoming athletic director for the Austin 
Independent School District. He was 
suspended without pay from that post at arrests, Gregory said, 
his request Friday after being charged 
w i t h  t h e  c r i m e .  . . .  ,  - •  
^• Gregory said police became involved 
(wo weeks ago when the parents of the 
girl, who live in Houston, called juvenile 
authorities and claimed their daughter 
had been "beat up" atthe residence where 
she lived in Austin.-
The girl was angry about her injury and 
gave police information that led to the 
Birdh Birds; Birds! 
Swarm, of Mackbiidt ond itarlingt engulf the evening Hitchcock'. "The Birds," eitimated at1t> milli*h; th« flock 
tkirn above the tiny western Maryland community of hat -boon frightening livestock and devouring seed in 
Oraceham, recreating^ scene similar to ones In Alfred freshly planted fieldrfor several month*. Wf 





Frank Maloney, defense attorney for |; rSuCCCSSfullW Will b© 
Mat?; said there was no way the grand ytdlSCUSSflO Dy -ByrOfl'^r 
lies,"-Raven said 'Jwy coaldhave indictatfthethree'meiifor 
compelling prostitution. "TTiey were 
to 
^ r -r^, found guilty only of engaging in a sexual. 
- act with a 8>rl on one occasion for 
the misdemeanor monpy(» he said. "My main concern now 
is the bad . publicity these people have ~ of buying the services—of 
Richard L, 
Peterson estate* man, and McLaughi 
with the Texas Hospital Association. They occured in Febry^ i^ 





, ; iWednesday's fore^ 
Xcast calls for cooler 
- ^ t e m p e r a t u r e s  a n d  
:  part ly cloudy skles4^ 
"  The hlgli  will  be in the^ 
- .  upper 70s,  with the 
low in the mid-50s. 
" Winds will be north-1 





^'How To Raise Moneyed 
w 
'Welch at  a  noon sand*; 
"wich seminar on the 
Communication Com?« 
plex Patio.  Bring 
lunch and y»t ont on a'—. 



















By BILL DAWSON% 
''//•The major advantage of 
he igh tened  c i t i zen  
participation in government is 
tha t  i t  inc reases  the  
legitimacy of governmental 
institutions and cuts down on 
alienation and distrust, an 
Indiana University professor 
said Tuesday jn Austin. 
ie™S6u!Kern ting 
Newspaper  P  u  b  l i shers  
Assoc ia t ion  Founda t ion  
confe rence  on  "Money ,  
Morality and Politics," Dr. 
York Willbern, professor Of 
public and environmental 
affairs, said on campus, 
"With increased participa­
tion, it is harder to talk about 
'them' (government), since it 
is more, 'us' being talked 
about." 
Wi th  "Ci t i zensh ip  
Participation" as his topic 
Willbern told the newspaper 
ed i to r s  and  repor te r s  
pa r t i c ipa t ing  in  the  
conference, "There is a kind 
o t f  symbol i sm '•  he re ,  bu t  
symbols, are very important in 
our society." 
"We've had a real surge of 
in te res t  in  pa r t i c ipa to ry  
democracy," Willbern said of 
^velopments'tft Trecent years?" 
New developments Willbern 
cited include the movement 
for participatory manage-
in  en t  in  un ivers i t i  e s ,  
churches ,  un ions  and  
corporations; the growth of 
collective bargaining and 
movement  to  * more  
democra t i zed  po l i t i ca l  
parties; affirmative action 
programs within various 
institutions; and the growthof 
citizen lobbies and citizen 
Input 
interest groiips. -
Wi l lbe rn  sa id  he  i s  
somewhat doubtful of the 
arguments that only primary 
recipients of government 
programs know what those 
programs ought to be and that-
increased citizen participa­
tion automatically reduces 
governmental corruption. 
- He -noted the increased 
equalization of citizen access.. 
and influence as a clearer 
ft 
" Alternatives or additions to 
p resen t  governmenta l  
s t ruc tu res  a re  needed  
nationally and within the 
mm® 1 '£ -i. v * 
VOTE 
TODAY Q 
AT LARGE ® 
PLACE -
3 





Present your I.D. at any of the 
following locations: 
Gregory Gym, Townes Hall, Main 
. Mall, 25th & Whitis 
24th & Speedway, East Mall 






advan tage  ofo  
participation but added, "I 
doubt there will be any major 
redistribution of power this 
>;<iK i-:. msmieomms ?v 'I 
Willbern stressed the many 
t rad i t iona l ;  ins t i tu t iona l  
arrangements for citizen 
participation which have 
existetHtt-thireatmtir 
fo rming  an  h i s to r ica l  
backdrop  to  cur ren t  
developments, ! ; 
states to cope with growing 
special interests, a former 
Univers i ty  government  
professor and alumnus told a 
group of newspaper editors 
arid reporters Tuesday. 
Dr. .Clifton^McCleskey, 
director of the Institute of 
Government at ihe University 
of Virginia and a specialist in 
pressure groups and state 
government procedures, 
spoke at a seminar of the 
Southern  Newspaper  
Publ i shers  Assoc ia t ion  
Foundation on campus. 
McCleskey  sugges ted  
'having "not one Congress but 
severa l  Congresses  wi th  
func t iona l  d iv i s ions  of  
r e spons ib i l i ty"  as  an  
a l t e rna t ive  to  ex i s t ing  
structures. 
The seminar continues 
through noOn Wednesday at 
Sid Richardson Hall. : 
ITT Merger^to4 
K". "' • 
,,^The House 
Committee has 
Jud ic ia ry  
added to its 
impeachment probe possible 
Whi te  House  ac t iv i ty  
concerning the OTP-Hartford 
Insurance Co. merger, U.S. 
Rep. J.J- (Jake) Pickle's 
"•office said Tfle^yi^fe^ 
Pickle is a ranking member 
of a special investigative 
subcommittee that has been 
looking into the tax-free 
merger and possible White 
House involvement. 
U.S. Rep. Jack Brooks of 
Beaumont, member of the 
International Students 
Judiciary Committee, wrote 
Pickle that "several of the 
issues you {Pickle) raised 
should be of interest to the 
Judiciary Committee in both 
our  impeachment  
investigation and pursuant to 
our antitrust jurisdiction^— 
fickle stated last week the 
ITT inves t iga t ion  wi l l  
continue although the Internal 
Revenue Service reversed its 
1969 tax-free ruling in the 
largest merger in the nation's 
corporate history. 
P ick le  a l so  sa id  
ri-:: i ' • "• HI!•. investigation is continuing on 
two other  fronts  in  
cooperation with Pickle's 
subcommittee.' f , fi 
Spec ia l  Wate rga te  
prosecutor LgonJaworski and 
his staff are looking not only 
• into the circumstance* of the 
merger, Pickle said, but also 
into any p'ossible cover-up 
during earlier investigations. 
Pickle added Mat the Joint 
Comm i t  t ee  on  In te rn  a l  
Revenue Taxation also will 
investigate after it completes 
its study of President Nixon's 
tax returns. 




-  Mrs ;  Lyndon  J« i ins 'on  
announced Tuesday a $500,000 
donation from the Lyndon 
Baines JOhnson Foundation to 
c rea te  a  pos i t ion  in  the  
University LBJ School of 
Public Affairs. The position 
will honor former .Secretary 
of State Dean Rusk. 
The post, nairied for Husk, 
secretary of state during the 
John F. Kennedy and Johnson 
admin is t ra t ions ,  wi l l  be  
awarded to a senior/professor 
at the LBJ school. 
Tta> public affairs school 
trails graduate students for 
careers in public service. 
Organizing Meeting Set 
Discussion on the formation 
of an International Student 
Organization will continue at 5 
p .m.  Wednesday  in  the  
International Center living 
room,  Margare t  Kidd ,  
assistant director of the 
Univers i ty  In te rna t iona l  
Office, said Tuesday. 
The main emphasis of the 
Ms. Kidd said. 
f|The international group 
began several years ago as an 
international Union club, 
eligible to request funds from 
the University. Next, the 
group became a committee 
with ho membership, but with 
the power to plan activities 
for foreign students. 
meeting will be a report by "The students wanted an 
the Volunteer Working organization where they could 
Committee, established last 
month to suggest activities 
$nd programs. 
" In te res t  In  the  
organization has been raised 
by foreign students who want 
a  vo ice  in  Univers i ty  
activities and feel that they 
often haye been overlooked," 
express their . views and 
communicate ideas about 
their native countries," the 
assistant director said. -
All students are invited to 
a t t end  the  Wednesday  
mee t ing  and  to  app ly  fo r  
membersh ip . "  Fur ther  
information can be obtained 
by contacting Werner Uhrig at"-
444-6121, or Veikko J. Nuotio 




Dr. Linn DrOp©rf Director NuclearReactionLab 
Dr. Harlan Smith t Chairman Astronomy Dept. 
Author and social critic 
Vance Packard will speak 
Wednesday on a changing 
,  Amer ica  as  pa r t  o f  the  
„ Advertising Clinic Seven. 
Sponsored by the Austin 
• Adver t i s ing  Club ,  the  
University Department of 
Adver t i s ing '  and  the  
Department of Art, the all-
day clinic begins at 9 a.m. 
Packard's talk, the same 
subject as the title of his 
latest book, "A Nation of 
strangers," will be at 2 p.m. 
All sessions will be held in 
the  Joe  C.  Thompson  
Conference Center. 
Thursday, 
Sponsored by Consumer 
12 Noon 
& Environmental 
Student Gov't. " 
Union 304 
Protection Comm. of 
Packard's talk, and his 
book, deal with the impact on ~ 
the American life style of the 
accelerated movement of 
Americans, the upheaval of 
established communities, the 
breakdown of kinfolk ties and 
• the increasing demand *:for 
new products and services. 
The morning sessions of the 
clinic are free. Tickets for the 
afternoon session are $7.50 for 
nons tuden ts  and  ^$2  fo r  
students. Tickets for a dinner 
following the clinic cost $10. 
All tickets are available in 
the advertising department, 








i •—.—^ • • 
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Parrish 
VicePresiderit 
Political advertisement paid for by Bill Parrish. 
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Electronic Calculator ~ *109.95 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Pi, scientific notation, square roots, squares, reciprocals at the touch of 
a key—as well as addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. 
Constant, chain., and'mixed calculations. 
Range of nearly 200 decades—8-digit mantissa and 2-digit exponent. 
Automatic (full floating) decimal placement. 
Rechargeable long-life NiCad batt,$rje£—or AC line operation. 
Pocket portability. ^ , 
Change sign key: and standard-arithmetic.-—•—1 : ———-
Full year warranty . 




pwrcho»«-  of $2  or ,  mora .  
Bdnk  Amcr ica rd  A 
Ma>t»rCharg* w«lcom«. 
The Department of French-Italian 
and Longhorn Travelers, Inc. invite 
all interested persons to-attend a 
free slide lecture on the Depart1 
ment's Summer Study Session in 
France. The lecture will be held on 
Wednesday, March 13 at 7 p.m. 
in the Main Lounge of the Alumni 
Center, 2110 San Jacinto Blvd. 
Edmond Bazerghi, director of -
the Summer Study Session, 
will present the slide show 
to explain details of the 
program which focuses 
on French culture and 
civilization. Students 
may receive three 
hours credit in- ~'~~ 
French 340K (French Civilization) 
for participation in the program. 
This year's program, from May 20 
through June 25, includes: . 
• Transportation by Air France from 
Houston to Paris and return 
• 10 days in Paris and 
surrounding >area 
• 9 days in Western France -
• 18 days in Central„and 
Southern France 
" • Daily lectures and guided 
visits to museums and 
. other places of interest 
Come to the program 
for full details on 
- this educational 
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Start as an 
Officer. 
For the college graduate: an executive . 
position, a challenging, rewarding future. 
'SSZ'tS 
Fir further iifiraatim 'contact: 
'•' if 1 
. » SA-J «•? > 5^ 
LT. DELOWISWALKER ' , \ X 
WAC selection orriciifel̂ T  ̂
US ARMY RECRUITING MAIN STATION 
••30 BROADWAY • «....... 
, SAN ANTONIO, TE^AS 7«2I7 
PM0N6i 225-5511. Mt 
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r. > '^Traces of the '50s combined 1 
with a 1974 version of a spring 
' prom will be presented at 8 
p.m. Friday by the Fine Arts 
Student Council in the Stephen 
F. Austin Hotel Pallroom. 
^ Selection of _ a prom queen 
by an applause meter will be 
revived from days of earlier 
proms, but the styleof the 70s 
should replace the stiff prom 
mood. A steady flow of beer 
vWill replace elegant punch 
bowls, and a 10-act 
entertainment show will 
: v substitute- for the big band 
sound. ; 
"For. $1.50 per person, 
University students can have-
all the beer j they can drink, • 
enjoy the lQ-band show and. 
select the prom queen," 
; Diane Gorzycki, council 
president, said Tuesday. 
. Although spring proms 
usually required suits and 
formats, Ms. Gorzycki said 
dress can include "anything 
from jeans to formats." 
Ms. Gorzycki said the 
council is capitalizing on 
, talent within the three fine 
. arts departments- __ 
Tickets can be bought 
Wednesday through Friday at 
booths in the Art Building,' 
Music Building, Music 
Building East and Drama 
Building or at the door the 
night of the prom; 
-w *1 
Poison Preventionpi-ograms Planned!^ 
jWiBy UNDA BENSON 
;r To emphasize National 
. Poison Prevention W«ek; . 
.which begins Sunday, campus 
pharmaceutical groups, are 
planning activities reminding 
everyone to dispose of 
outdated drugs and to keep all 
v toxic substances out of reach 
of small children. 
In a campaign to collect and 
destroy outdated and no 
longer used drugs, Phi Delta. 
" 
—UH TaMwt* 
On a Bicycle Built for—One 
San Francisco workers art walking, hitchhiking and 
bicycling to work by the thouwnch as attempts to end 
the municipal workers strike failed again Tuesday 
A free workshop to discuss 
problems, sponsored 
*rby the Small Business 
'Adminis t ra t ion and the 
. ..Service Corps of Retired 
* Executives (SCORE), has 
been set for Tuesday at the 
Federal Building: 
"The purpose of  *the 
workshop is to discuss basic 
requirements for starting a 
, new business and solutions for 
- problems encountered in 
operating a small business," 
Robert Fowler, vice?;;: 
chairman for the Austin 
chapter of SCORE, said 
Tuesday. 
The workshop is open to 
business  owners  and 
prospective business owners. 
Fowler  suggested that  
University students in the 
C ol lege Of B u §  iness  
Administration or any student 
who is thinking of starting his 
own business would find the 
workshop useful. 
The theme revolves around' 
nine keys to business successv 
Chi pharmaceutical fraternity 
members are placing drop 
boxes in 10 Austin pharmacies 
for . persons to dispose of old 
prescripUofts. . m 
"A |25 savings bond will be': 
given to the person depositing 
ToLDeal 1 
m$ 
Fowler said. The topics will 
deal with personal objectives 
in business; organization and 
planning a business; sources 
of capital; taxes, regulations 
and insurance; business 
records; management; the 
opportunity for a successful 
business;  sources  of  
information and self-training 
for better business practices 
and financial factors or the 
need for capital. 
•; The workshop will 'meet in 
Federal Building 577, 300 E. 
Eighth St.Jfrom 9 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. - - -
f ' - S  3- ^ 
Those interested in  
attending the workshop may 
cal l  397.-5111 to  make 
reservations. " >. , 
• SCORE is a group of retired 
executives sponsored by the 
Small Business Administra-
'• tion who offer their assistance 
1 on a voluntary basis. 
Oil V-P Beats Gas Shortage 
• By Zodiac News Service ^ 
Members of the general 
public may have trouble 
getting gasoline these days, 
but apparently oil company 
officials do not;. 
Take the case of Bernard 
Markwell, vice-president of 
the' Gulf Oil Co. Markwell 
recently drove into a Gulf 
service station in Concord, 
N.H.. only to see a sign which 
said "No Gas,'' 
The Gulf vice-president saw 
.the owner inside, knocked on 
the window and told him to 
come out. When told by the 
station owner that he was out 
of gasoline, Markwell replied;' 
''Like hell you are." Markwell 
says he produced papers 
proving who he was, and a few 
minutes later he left the 
station — with a full tank of 
gas. -
the  oldest  prescr ipt ion 
medicine,"' Chip Nance, 
president of the fraternity, 
said. 
Nance said persons can 
check with their neighborhood, 
pharmacy to learn tb.fi., 
location of the drop boxes. 
Kappa Psi pharmaceutical 
«U\ 
present- a poison- awareness 
program to several  fourth 
grade clajses in. $e Austin 
In conjunction with Kappa 
Psi ,  the Longhorn 
Pharmaceutical. Association ; 
wil l  present  a  pamphlet ,  
"Poison and You" to the 
fourth graders . ;  The 
associat ion also wil l  
distribute poison prevention -
posters  to  a l l  Aust in '  
pharmacies. 
Reports from the National 
Clearing House for Poison 
Control Centers state most 
accidental poisonings or drug 
overdoses occur in children 
tinder 5 years of-age. The 
main drug taken in overdoses 
is aspirin, Don Watson, Poison 
Information Control  ? 
pharmacist at Brackenridge 
Hospital, said. 
With camping season here, 
to  safeguard,  against  
poisonings, Watson said 
"avoid plants and berries that 
are unknown." 
Oleander  leavesand 
branches are so toxic a person 
can dig from eat ing a  
marshmallow roasted over a 
f i re  made with these 
branches, Watson added. 
Watson said many plants 
and berries around the home 
also may be toxic, so parents 
wamsmall children 
rtot te«twild plsntstheyfind 
"without parental permission. 
Other recommendations 
from the Poison Information 
Control Center are not to store 
poisonous substances in food 
or beverage containers, keep 
internal medicines separate 
from all other medicines and 
when taking medicine, read 
all directions and caution 
statements on the drug label 
each time it is used. 
But because poisonings will J 
occur ,  the  center  says;  
everyone should have a one-
ounce bottle of syrup of 
ipecac,  a  small  container  of ;  
activated charcoal and a copy 4 
of  American Druggis t ' s !  
Counterdose for the Home i 
Chart. 
Most Austin pharmacies 1 
can furnish these antidotes: 
with directions for use at a \ 
nominal fee and free copies of I 
the counterdose chart, Mark i 
Noble ,  d i rector  of  thel  
Brackenridge /Hospi ta l '  
Pharmacy, said. 
PAIN 
Book Now( —77" _ 
Space Limited on 1974 
Ills 
The People's Assembly to 
Impeach Nixon plans a trip to 
Houston Tuesday to attend 
President Nixon's speech, 
which begins at 7:30 p.m. at 
Jones Hall. j 
"We plan a very loud and 
vis ible  . . .  but  peaceful  
demonstration outside the 
hall," said Henry Rohmlich, 
PAIN spokesperson. 
"We're going to give him a 
Texas-style 
added. 
greeting," he "The buses are available for 
anyone who Wants to go," 
The group's chartere^tu^ Rohmlich said. "We want to 
will leave Littlefiel<y£$untain get as many people as we can 
at noon Tuesday And will there.? . • . 
return about midnight. The 
cost is $4- -; • * • An impeachment rally will 
Rohmlich said the'^pxaip^: be held at noon Friday on the 
will march together with a 
coalition of Houston groups, 
including the farm workers 
and AFL-CIO. 
'Main Mall to discuss the 
Houston trip with interested 
students. 
Tables also will be set up on 
the West. Mall and in front of 
Jester Center this'week and 





UT Department of Chemistry 
. discusses , 
Problems in Meeting the Demand for 
Electricity 
Soup and Sandwich Seminar 
-Thursday 12-1 p.Ai.,'"r 
University "©iristia nChurch 
2007 Univeriity Ave. 
At-Large 
Place 1 
'7 believe in a group of individuals forming a 
coalition to goverti instead pf a coalition form,' 
ed to govern individuals." 
pol adv.-pd. for by Linda Crooker 
AUSTIN/LUXEMBOURG 
via Braniff/Icelandic Jets 
For U.T. Students/Faculty & Families 
Departures 
May 16/Aug. 6 
May 30/A»g. 22 
May 23/Aug. 7 
May 26/July 26 








New York/Luxembourg Portion Only $239 • 
Avstin/N.Y. $142.60 (plus tax) Return Any Pay 
Call the Europe experts 478-9343 . 







Academic Affairs Committee 
presents 




Wednesday, March 13 
Union 304-305 
Boyce Harbura, 




On St. Patrick's Day, Sunday, March 17, we're ? 
a nation of Irishmen, all out for a good time. 
Hal lmark has  designed everything for  the -
wearin'—and sharin'—o' the green: cards, party 
goods, gifts, and a host of other Irish items.. 
Visit our St. Patrick's Isle. _ 1 
 ̂ Th© . , Plaza Bblcones-
Crown Shops . • • i. .• .y. 
••• , r Highland Mall 
'^"3. 
Ideas and Issues Committee 
presents 
Bishop James Armstrong 
Member of McGovern steering committee, 
Methodist bishop over Dakota area. 
Participant in Wounded Knee negotiations 





Foot Ecology with this 
favorite exercise sandal. 
Strenghtens leg muscles/ 
perfect for warm weather. 
Long-lasting and func­
tional in handcrafted 
wood - contour strap in 
beige, cherry, navy or 
white leather. 
Could be the finest receiver 
available today. The SONY»STR-7()65. 
that's what many of our customers are saying 
about this top-of-the-line Sony FM stereo/AM , . t 
receiver; But come in yourself andput the Sony 
STR-7065 through its paces. Listen to its clean 
"60+60 wattis into 8 ohms reproduce every instru­
ment faithfully from deep bass (20Hz) to highest 
higffe (20kHz). Hear it pull in even the weakest 
stations immune to overload of strong ones. And - --• 
-"shape the sound to yqur taste with the smooth-
acting controls (including bass, treble, high and low 
filters, dual tape monitors, FM muting, preamp-out/ 
amp in connection, speaker switching, and mic 
mixing). See the indicator lights on the dial show the 
function you've selected. With walnut finish cabinet, *429.50 
; - If you can't quite afford the 7065, Hear the SONY. STR-7055. 
' If just clean sound is all you want, and you're , 
willing to settle for a bit less power, a few less -
; luxuries, we recommend the Sony STR-7055. Its 
- 35+35 watts RMS into 8 ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz 
: is more than enough to drive and bring out the best 
-in low^efficlency acoustic suspension speakers. 
Besides it has all the features of the 7065 except 
' mic mixing and function indicator lights 'The sognd-
_ Is justasdelightfulrbuHlie price is^Hghtefr •j-X.-j.'-
© 
1 • SONY I 
. . wwweb-' 
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Audition SONY Receivers at 
Stereo Unlimited 
5Q2 W.Hopkint 
4 San Mcircos(: texas 7866 
The Discount 
10114 East 38th 
Au.tin, Texa» 78705 
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I^Texaa: Why are you running for Student 
"Government president? What do you want 
to do if you get elected? 
^Fleming: The reason I'm running is 
because I've been on this campus,for three 
and a half years, and I've seen several 
Student Government presidents, and 
several Student Governments, but that 
there have been a lot of areas neglected. 
Tenui: You've mentioned that we need 
to get back towards Uiiivertity-rejUUed 
inactivities. Do you believe that; Student 
Government lias been ... the other Way? 
on the 
issues 
we need to become more involved with 
campus problems and things, I don't mean 
become more involved with them and less 
with the other, but I think that the scale 
has to be tipped. I think we need just to 
come down this way more. I don't think we 
need to get out of state or city politics, but 
I certainly think we have neglected our 
commitment to campus concerns. 
Texan: In view of the traditional 
disregard of regents for student opinion, 
how would you implement the goals you 
have articulated? 
Fleming: I think, first off, we're going 
to have to make a real conscious effort to 
deal with the administration and do our 
''homework'.,. . -
Texan: Frank, you said in your leaflet that 
political rhetoric is often distorted and 
rovers up the issues. Can you give any 
specific examples of that happening? 
Fleming: Well, I think one instance of 
this would be that Lee's advocated very 
strongly that we'should have a student on 
the Board of Regents, and I don't think 
that anyone would disagree with that; but 1 •, 
don't think she's being realistic with the 
problems involved in appointing a student 
to the Board of Regents of the University 
of Texas System. I am not opposed to the 
concept.... my own problem is that I dcwST 
think that Dolph Briscoe will ever appoint 
one. Instead of promising the students that 
I will get a student placed on the Board oL. 
Regents, I've saidihat I would like to see 
a very young regent — somewhere 
between the ageof 25and 3Q. Ithinkif 
we're going to be realistic, Dolph 
Briscoe's going to appoint someone for 
political reasons, and if he doesn't think 
that he's going to get the student vote by 
appointing one student, hopefully we can 
get him to appoint someone who's 
receptive to students. ^ 
Texan: In regard to student needs, how 
Will you approach a possible 
reappointment of Frank Erwin to the 
. board? •''. ' ' ; 
Fleming: I'm opposed to Frank Erwin . 
being appointed. There are obvious 
reasons : he's done a lot of things I would 
certainly object to, and I'm also opposed 
to someone sitting on the Board of 
Regents for 18 years. 
Texan: What sort of experience do you 
have that will enable you to be an effective 
student body president? 
Fleming: Well, I think my qualifications 
are that I've been involved with various 
organizations on this campus, and I 
believe I have proven effective in trying to •> 
work lor change on the students' behalf I 
We certainly tried to get a- Senate 
workload through when I was in there. We 
were unsuccessful. But we did set up bus 
rides to campus activities, which later 
evolved into a whole round of campus 
services — the Student Government tours. 
I've worked On the Union Board; I guess 
our greatest accOmplishihent this year 
has been the fact that we've been able to 
get the regents to agree to spend the 
money to renovate the union and obtained 
permission to sell alcoholic beverages--
there. 
Texan: In an ad placed in the Tuesday 
Texan, former candidate Jean Marie^ 
Kelly stated her belief that Lee Rohn 
would only bea detriment to the women's 
movement. ' 
Fleming: I was glad to see that Jean 
Marie and I both agree that the issues in 
this race transcend sexual stereotypes. 
. Texan: There's been considerable 
speculation in the city's political 
community that this election could well 
influence the spring, 1975, city elections. 
How do you view your role in those, 
elections in terms of the student interest? 
4 Fleming: I think that students should 
Certainly become very aware of the 
elections because they will affect them for : 
a long time to come. I have stated in 
speaking other places that I will not allow 
my (if elected) name to be used as 
president of the student body for 
anybody's campaign. I reserved the right 
as Frank Fleming, the individual, for my 
name to appear on someone's ad, 
endorsing someone, but, like I say, I am 
not involved in any qt the upcoming races 
:^ttiiis.tihie. 
is. Texan: What kitoff of endorsement^ 
could we expect from Frank Fleming, the 
individual, if, for instance, > there is a 
Lebermati-Friedman clash for mayor. 
What stands sould you be expected to 
take? , I1' ' 
Fleming: t don't thirik'ihat, a year away 
from the election, I could possibly say who 
I would support in that race* even if it 
were just Lowell Lebermann and Jeff 
Friedman. 
h Texan: On the city and legislative 
levels, how would you define the student 
interest? 
„ Fleming: :Well, I think that certainly 
having a stuident selected for the Board of 
Regents or getting certain people wlio 
would be a lot more interested in what 
students are saying is the biggest issue 
that will be coming up in the next election. 
Other student interests are much more 
funding for minority recruitment, and 
direct allocation from the Legislature and 
insuring that tuition and building use fees 
Texan: Lee, summarize if you will why 
you want to be student body president and 
what you intend to do with the office. 
Rohan Want to be president because I 
like the direction Student Government has 
taken this year in taking an active role in 
..the community, in trying to get people 
outside the . University on our side and 
trying to work for social change. I took a 
lode at the candidates running and did not 
think they would pursue those ends 
particularly Frank Fleming. I intend to 
work on social services and school or 
University services, but also to do things 
in the community: to protect the 
neighborhoods,^ try to-get legislators on 
our side in order to put pressure on the 
Board of Regents and to regain financial 
independence for Student Government. 
Texan: Inherently, what powers does 
the Student Government have to 
implement change? 
Rohn: The only power that it's had 
recently is the power to manipulate the 
media and the power to go and beg for 
things. One of the problems has been that 
presidents have said ''I feel" and 
"students feel" with no power to back that 
up. I think we have to start having a large 
number of polls and be able to walk up and 
say "98 percent of students feel that." We 
have to become more independent in our 
• funding so that we can be stronger in 
fighting some of the things the 
administration is doing. We thus would not 
have to worry about losing the students' 
attorney or-having our funding cut off. A 
third goal is enabling our students' 
attorney to sue the University for 
discriminatory policies, for illegal actions 
and for deprivation of civil ririits bv 
surveillance on campus. Also, I don't think 
students haVe been effectively organized 
in the past to the extent , that they need to -
be organized. 
Texan: So you think you have organizing 
abilitv? . 
Rohn: Yes. I organized a large number 
of the students and faculty at the law 
school: for the first time students have 
voting rights three votes on .a-
committee of nine on who is hired and Who 
gets tenure. There have also been a lot of 
small changes. Probably the most 
important thing was an attempt to 
fingerprint all incoming law students,-•'We 
set up a statewide conference for all the 
law schools of Texas and got natidnal 
speakers to come and stop the national 
Supreme Court from fingerprinting all 
jjneoming law students. 
Texan: There's been some speculation 
that the 1975 mayor's race will be between 
Jeff Friedman and Lowell Lebermann. 
Who would you support if that were the 
, case?., ... 
Rohn: Jeff Friedman has stood very 
strongly on many of the things I've wanted 
him to in the past. I'll certainly give 
Lowell Lebermann the chance to state his 
opinions, but from his opinions prior to 
this I don't expect him to take a.stand on 
certain student issues. 
"" Texan: How would you relate to Frank 
Erwin's possible reappointment as 
regent? 
Rohn: I would make it one of my high 
priorities to make sure he's" not " 
reappointed. I really worries me when 
people go before the Union Board and ask 
people to publicly commend Frank Erwin. 
I don't think we need any type of positive , 
reinforcement from students as Frank 
'Fleming did in a Union Board meeting — 
saying that he's a good person and has 
done a fine job on the Board of Regents. 
Texan: There's a lot of talk by a lot of 
people about what the "student interest" 
is. Now, with regard to specific University 
policy it is fairly clear what student 
interest means. When we're talking about 
City Council, though, what do you mean by 
student interest? 
Rohn: I think that city affairs affect 
students along with everybody else as a 
part of the community. We need to realize 
Texan: Bill, why do you wiuat the office > 
of vice-president? 
Parrish: I'd like to make the office 
something it has not been in the past, an 
active office. I'd like it to present a new 
image of Student Government to students 
— one of getting things done, rm running 
because I think I'm qualified and have a 
good background in the University and the 
community. 
Texan: Student Government has very 
little power delegated to it by the 
administration. How do you see yourself 
affecting change in a role with very little 
power? 
- Parrish: The delegated power is very 
little, but the power that you have is the 
power you give yourself. We have the 
power of student opinion, and if we can 
present an image of unified force, broad-
based, then we can have an influence. 
Certainly the students have a great deal of 
influence with the vote. We have the 
power to sway votes and bring issues 
before the public. As an organizational 
force, our potentials are fantastic. If we 
can only organize the different groups and 
act as a clearinghouse for information, we 
can have tremendous effect. — 
Texan: In 'View of past differences 
between presidents and vice-presidents, 
and the resulting stagnation, how would 
you view your role in alleviating that 
situation? 
Parrish: The next vice-president will be 
someone who is active and not afraid to 
stancLup for his views whether they agree 
with those of the president or not. I would 
hope that they could work together to 
become a writing organizational force. 
Texan: One criticism of Student 
Government has been going to the media 
with complaints. How do you view this? 
Parrish: I think the media can be a„very 
powerful force. It is important to have an 
active media so that it can apply certain 
types of pressure that are needed. 
Texan: Do you think that the new 
committee structure is a viable system 
for the organization of interests? 
Parrish: It involved more people 
apparently, but I'm not sure about the 
number of active people. We have to 
organize people ground a topic of interest 
to be effective. It is a very viable way of 
organizing work in Student Government. 
Bill Parrish 
It concentrates people who are interested 
in certain areas in doing research and 
work in those areas. 
Texan: There is one question that has to 
be answered by any aspiring politician on 
this campus. We have had a number of 
Student Government presidents and vice-
presidents in the past who campaigned on 
a lot of issues. Most of them have not been 
implemented. What do you think you could 
do to change that trend? 
ttParrish: I think the issueslhave been 
dealing with are very realistic, and I think 
I have proposed some very practical 
solutions. The approach lhave taken in the 
past, of doing a lot of research beforehand 
and presenting the facts objectively, and3 
my experience in working with the 
administration and the City Council has 
gained me a reputation so that they 
respect my opinion. I think that we could 
organize students behind an issue. 
Take the issue of minority recruitment 
which has been talked about for years and 
nothing has actually been done. The first 
step we have to take to get something done 
in this area is to coordinate a lot of the 
different groups like MAYO, Blacks, 
Project Info and Ethnic Student Services. 
The people in these groups differ in their 
philosophy in how to get things done, but I 
think we have to be realistic once again. 
We have to approach the conservatives 
and moderates as well as the Black 
caucus. I think that to some extent the 
moderates and the conservatives as well 
as the liberals will identify with me. That 
is the same kind of strategy we used in 
SUN. I did some investigation on the 
implementation of the add-drop policy and 
talked to an assistant dean. Instead of 
going in and bitching like I had intended, I 
asked him the reasons behind the action. 
By talking to him in this manner, he came 
to agree with me on some "things and to 
agree that some kind of compromise. 
might be able to be made. I think that' if* 
we presented things in that fashion, we'd 
have a good chance of getting something 
done. I think the same holds true for any of 
these issues? The main thing Is tor us to 
stop criticizing everyone and start 
organizing to do the things ourselves. 
Texan: What exactly do you want to do 
with the office of vice-president. Why do 
you want the office? * 
Ware: I'll start off with the why. I'm 
tired of impotency in the face of a really 
callous and irresponsible Board of 
Regents. So I've decided to involve myself 
because I don't see anybody else who is 
willing to put forth the kind of effort 
needed to regain the power of Student 
Government. 
Texan: In the past, the office of the"vice-
presidency has been pretty much a do-
nothing office, or at least it hasn't been a 
visible office. Are you thinking you would 
serve a different kind of role? 
Ware: It's primarily the personalities 
involved in the office the last couple of 
years which have given it that reputation. 
Texan: A basic question raised by one of 
the presidential candidates is that of 
persuasion versus "going to the media." 
How do you regard the question of say,, 
persuasion versus confrontation with the 
administration? 
Ware: Persuasion confrontation with 
the administration has been of marginal 
value in the past. Confrontation with the 
Board of Regents is, in some areas, 
worthless. The best thing is if we can goto 
the Legislature and say what the regents, 
have or have not done in the area of. 
funding. ~ r—----
Texan: There has been some criticism 
: of the committee structure by one 
| candidate. What do you think about the 
committee structure. ~~ ~ ~ 
Ware: I don't think Student Government 
| should form a committee without a 
that we are a part of that community and 
that we stay here longer than the average 
Austin citizen. Things like no-fare mass 
transit aind whether or not we're going to 
have freeways through paries are all 
student interests. Those are things that 
affect students' lives and things should be 
done to fight changes in Austin that harm 
our way of life. Statements have been 
made that students should get out of state 
and city politics and back into University 
politics. People don't spend very much 
time on the University campus per se, but 
they spend a lot of time out in the city of 
Austin enjoying it. 
Texan: One of the charges leveled 
.consistently against you has been the 
Existence of a "Kress-Rohn" machine 
which is allegedly attempting to dominate 
campus politics. Would you respond to 
that charge? 
Rohn: Ok, there is no such thing as a 
"Kress-Rohn Machine." Sandy Kress and 
I have worked together while I was 
president of the Student Bar Association 
and he was president of Student 
Government. Sometimes independently, 
and sometimes in conjunction with Sandy, 
I attempted to work for student issues. 
There is no attempt to insure that only a 
"handpicked candidate" can get elected. 
Texan: What about the election code, 
which allegedly discriminates against 
independents? 
Rohn: I believe the election code is 
project. I . think the purpose of a 
committee should be action. T prefer 
research teams and action teams over a 
committee, as an example, for women's 
affairs. If women want to have this 
committee, it should exist as pressure 
group on Student Government rather than 
as a subsidiary. 
Texan: Student politicians have pretty 
well agreed on basic issues in the last few 
years, yet there has been very little 
progress. What m^kes you qualified to try 
to tackle that problem? 
Ware: One thing unique about me is my 
years of experience in politics working 
with and against the system. I've worked 
in electoral politics) and I've also worked 
Bill Ware 
with issues such as the farm workers. 
Basically I played a very active critical 
role over the last few years. 
- Texan: Do you think that is the kind of 
role that will produce results next year in 
that office? 
Ware: I think the critique is basic, but I 
think my main activity will be finding; 
people who are interested in promoting 
things such as the recycling program, and 
off-campus iitigations. I would also like to 
open my office to the Austin community 
and make Student Government a liaison. 
don't go up any more. ;,~r-
Texan: You've fcfeen labeled, hy your 
opponent as a conservative; do you put'', 
any labels on yourself? Could you define 
your politics?* 
Fleming: On student issues, 1 don't 
really see where the labels of conservative 
or liberal apply at all. On the city or 
national level, I-would consider myself a ~ 
liberal. I don't see why Lee decided to 
interject that into the face. 
Texan: In your leaflet, you criticized the 
new committee system as cumbersome. 
Others, including the URC, have seen it as „ 
" introducing democratic participation into 
Student Government. Would you explain 
your view ; why do you believe the way you 
do? 
Fleming: I think the committee 
structure certainly needs to be looked at 
insofar as which committees are effective 
and which are not. I personally have 
gotten a lot of feedbabk from people who 
worked with committees who felt like they 
were rubberstamp committees or that; a 
few people on the committee ran that 
cpmmittee. * 
° Texan: You've criticized Lee as being 
part of a hand-picked machine. To wtyat 
extent do you think that this is the cqpe 
with the Greek system? Do you think that 
as valid as your contention? * 
Fleming: I certainly don't think that (he 
Greeks are a political machine. Obviously 
they're not, or they wouldn't have had two 
people running for president, so J don't 
think that holds true at all. *. 
poorly written, ft does give favoritism to 
people who run on a coalition. I think 
that's wrong — I would change that/ I 
think the talk of a political machine is 
really funny. I noticed several candidates 
out on the Main Mall during the first 
election leafleting for each other, falling 
people for each other, etc. It was just as 
much a machine, only they were not out 
front enough to say, "look, we're all -— 
working for each other." 
Whether you call it a machine or a very 
good organization is really irrelevant. 
People are trying to avoid the issue of who 
has the most experience and who can do 
the best jo b and throw up thjs" 
smokescreen about a machine in this race. 
There are two machines in this race, and i 
think that everyone is well aware of that. 
Texan: In a Texan ad Tuesday, Je^ri 
Marie Kelly accused you of "political 
payoffs" and said she felt you would not 
only «be a detriment to the University 
liberal cause but also to the women's 
movement." What is your comment on 
that? 
Rohn: This whole experience has really 
been disillusioning to me. People just go 
crazy in these political campaigns, and 1 
don't have thick enough skin to take it — I 
don't know if I want to have thick enough 
skin to take it. I blew up at Jean Marie's 
ridiculous demagogueiry,'because she had 
never even talked to me before. I don't 
know why she does wha,t she does. * 
Texan: How would you respond to the 
1975 possible reappointment of Frank 
Erwin to the Board of Regents? tT 
Ware: I think it is about time Frank 
Erwin picked up his check. I don't think I 
can singlehandedly stop his 
reappointment, but I do thinjk that I can be 
verbal enough to direct attention,to 
Erwin's past record on the Board: of 
Regents. 
Texan: One question that has surfaced 
in political circles is the role, of these 
newly elected officials in the spring 1975 
elections. How would you define the 
"student interest" in the legislative and 
city governments? 
Ware: The City Council has to have at 
least a pro-citizen council, which we do 
not have now. We are going to have' to 
elect some people who will work with 
neighborhood groups asr opposed Jto 
working with the Chamber of Commerce. 
We need a City Council which will promote 
more green space and less paved space. 
Issues whicji concern our neighborhoods 
are very infportant — less traffic, and also 
^neighborhood control of zoning. 
Texan: What about local legislators? 
What is your opinion on issues at tfiat 
level? What would yoijr role be at that 
level? v«'-
Ware: I know several of the legislators 
personally, and I' have worked in several 
of their campaign's. I think my role woSld 
be very similar to what it is now, except 
^telr^«tBild.T:liav^;thi&ftitlfc:ilf^tt£r. 
president, an elected official, behind me. I 
would speak more for the student interest 
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Vying for the Student Senate 
^ By SCOTT TAGLIARINO 
Texan Staff Writer 
Other runoffs Wednesday will include 
David Hall against Linda Crooker for 
Senate at-large Place 1. 
To give meaningful representation, Hall 
said, "the senators have to go out where 
the people are and hold their meeting 
there: in the co-ops, the dorms, 
fraternities and sororities and married 
student housing. 
Hall also advocates Senate office hours 
and the regular publication of senators' 
phone numbers in The Daily Texan. 
Additional suggestions are a revamping of 
Senate committees so that students can 
serve on the Committees. 
The main issues in Hall's campaign 
involve a student oh the Board of Regents, 
the creation of a health center bggrd of 
directors, minority recruitment and 
continued involvement in civic affairs. 
"I'm not a campus isolationist, I think 
students should be active in state and local 
politics," he said. 
In the past, the Student Government 
There are definite ways of improving 
the effectiveness of the Student Senate 
such as: establishing Senate office hours, 
publicizing Senate meetings, varying the 
location of Senate meetings and using 
student polls and surveys for programs, 
Ms. Crooker explained. 
"The student body president and vice-
president must use the Senate as its. 
"feelers" to give input and feedback and. 
to do some of the work and research on 
projects," she said. 
Ms. Crooker feels the major issues arc 
' self-evident and that the only problem lies. 
in revitalizing the Student Senate to make 
it an effective body. 
Claiming she is not a politico, Ms. 
Crooker said, "I'm running because I 
think I can really get something 
accomplished, and I am not going to make 
any idle campaign promises." 
minority recruitment with emphasis on 
women s athetlics and the Student Health 
Center. 
"However, the only way we're going to 
get more minority recruitment is to have 
a minority student working on it, and the 
only way to get women's athletics is to 
have a woman working for it. I'm 
interested" and will be able to devote a lot 
of time to these programs," Ms. Zapata 
said. 
Another plank in Ms. Zapata's platform 
is the necessity of student representation 
on the Board of Regents for an effective 
Student Government. "If'you cannot get 
any support from within your own 
administration, there's got to be 
something wrong with the system, the 
system being the Board of Regents," she 
laid. 
president lias taken a lot ot credit tor-
Senate accomplishments while not always 
taking the blame for its failures. As a 
senator, I want to be an independent voice" 
and not just a yes-man for the Student 
Government president.'.'J ^ 1 
Emphasizing dependability as One of her 
highest principles, Ms. Crooker said she is 
the kind of person who, once committed, 
sticks to her programs and finishes them. 
The only other election involving at* 
large candidates is'Olga Zapa' 
Powers for Senate atjarge PL ,7 
"Student Senate could be greatly 
improved by publicizing what they do 
•more and making the-Senate do what they 
say they'll do," MsrZapata said. 
; But Ms. Zapata's main concern is with 
equipment in the Academic Center Jand 
better health center parking hold the 
emphasis in Powers'platform. 
"I advocate that additional parking be 
designated on the west side of the health 
center for patients. Parking should be 
allowed only upon receipt of a daily permit 
issued by the health center staff," Powers 
said. 
Other Powers programs include 
mandatory course evaluations, increa&y 
revenue for women's athletics to imprOVte 
facilities, a paid coaching staff, 
scholarships and traveling expenses. 
Alsoimprovements are needed in studieiit 
lounges in major academic buildihgs 
where students are forced to either stalld 
or sit on the floor while waiting for 
classes, he said. . . * 'V 
"I will work towards the establishment 
of more convenient areas to relax between 
classes, laqje enough to handle f ~ 

















Zone 3: March 13, Wednesday* Maplewood 
Elementary, 3808 Maplewood Ave. 
Zone 5: March 17, Sunday, Andrews Elementary.-^ 
6801 Northeast Drive. 
Zone 6: March 18, Monday, Old Palm School, 706 
Pi«t St. , >, ' 
Zpne 7: March 17, Sunday, tjnion Main Ballrodm, 
University of Texas. 
Zone 8: March 19, Tuesday, Oak Springs 
Elementary, 3601 Webberville Road. 
Zone 9: March 19, Tuesday, Westlake High School, -
SiTOtKJAtUBtoad, ,-; m 
Zone 10: March 20, Wednesday, Subset Valley i 
Elementary, 3000 Jones Road. 
more firing line W 
By JOHN BURGEES 
and 
LYNE WATSON 
® 1974, Pacific News Service 
Burgess has served as 
Indochina correspondent for 
The Washington Post,  
Newsweek and other 
publications. 
Thailand, is a free-lance 
writer based in Bangkok. 
^ BANGKOK, Thailand - In 
the wake of a CIA forgery, 
incident which sparked fresh 
demonstrations by the student 
proposal, from a Thai 
insurgent leader, turned out to: 
be the work of-an American 
mm 
movement, Thailand's new^ClA agent. 
civilian government baslfg No curtailment, however 
J+\. 
f - V  
t n 
Silll! 
To tbe editor: 
Why is  minori ty 
recruitment such a "big 
i$sue," and why would ''any 
candidate be a fool not to 
favor it?" Scott Tagliarino, 
writing about the Student 
Government election, did not 
see fit to answer these 
questions, but someone 
should. The trutli .may be 
embarrassing to those who 
have been so vocal in support 
of minority recruitment. 
How much money have you, 
the candidates, and members 
of the faculty and student 
body contributed to a minority 
scholarship fund? You don't 
mind telling taxpayers how 
they ought to spend their 
money; but if this issue is 
really so important, why don't 
you put your own money 
where your mouth is? Then do 
your lobbying. v 
Jesus said, "For where your 
' treasure is, there will your 
heart be also." If we students 
seriously want the 
government to practice racial 
discrimination in its support 
of education, then we need to 
prove it by first donating our 
own money (earned by 
mowing lawns or whatever), 
not by taking a poll to show 
how we .think other people's 
money should be spent. 
If you want to strip away 
the hypocrisy and see where 
the hearts of the students 
really are — just pass the hat 
and see what this "big issue" 
gets. . 
Thomas James Godfrey 
M 156 Jester Center 
Central city 
To the editor: k 
The Old Austin 
Neighborhood meets at 7:30 
p.m. 
United Methodist Church to 
hear a progress report on the 
group's opposition to the 
extension of West Ninth Street 
and the widening of West 10th 
Street in the central city of 
Austin. 
Residents feel that the 
introduction of two high-
volume traffic streets into 
this  historic  area wil l  
adversely affect present land-
use pat terns.  Another 
immediate cause for concern 
is  the fact  that  a  park 
presently existing as a single 
•«.j=sgr-#$4 
shown itself nearly as wedded 
. to U.S. foreign policy as was 
the military dictatorship it 
replaced. 
National  feel ing was 
, inflamed in early January 
when a letter to Prime 
Minister Sanya Dharasakti, 
purporting to be a cease-fire 
A * •3 
4 The government took no?Sj| 
Action, however, on proposals 
to curtail CIA activities in 
Thailand. This step is beingj^&'case officers*'/ by the 
^American JEmbassy^; 111 
the '"Thailand at 150. Udorn, site of 
the second largest U.S. air 
base, is also CIA headquarters 
m 
jgounterinsurgency . efforts,.; Kintner's background, widely^reconaissance jets equip; 
>hich still flourish today. In explored in the Thai pressggWth infra-red cameras ta! 
includes 20 years in the U.S. off from Udorn Air Base fs 
Army and a stint with the CIA spy on in^urgent-controllm 
during the Korean war.  He,  port ions of Laos a  " 
denies any connection witii/Cambodia, and Americ 
. the agency since. v I transport planes daily 
1970-7?, the agency recruited 
and trained a Thai mercenary 
force for service in Laos. 
 The New Yorlf /T. im^s 
recently placed the number of 
CIA operatives —. termed 
•p~\ v 
"entity, -will be split in tsiro by 
the proposed four^lane 
extension to W. Ninth Street. 
Plans for developing a 
presentation of Old Austin 
Neighborhood's views to the 
City Council also will be 
discussed at the meeting. We 
particularly heed resource 




To the editor: T 
^ I. Why should anyone in an 
educational institution need to 
s. clubs, or mace? 
II. The enumeration in the 
Constitution, of certain rights, 
shall not be construed to deny 
or disparage others retained 
by the people. 
III. The legality of any act is 
determined by the beliefs of 
the' majority- of the people. 
tSfiUT 
IV. The power may lie With 
the people, but nothing can be 
accomplished until that power 
is successfully employed. 
V. When public servants"-1' 
cease to serve the public, they . 
no longer deserve the public 
Support. 
-  VI. ,  Let  there be a 
legit imate end,  then any 
means used to achieve that 
end are legitimate. 
: VIII. • Government of the 
students, by the regents, and 
for the regents, must perish 
from the earth. 1 
Jon P. Dowling 
Jester M-441 
HJ 
For informatienon Austin 
Tomorrow Neighbor­
hood Meetings, call 474-
4877. 'Neighborhood 
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you KNOW, MY emons ARE 
60/N& TO BE VBRY ASTONISHED 
WHEN THEY HEAR HOW YOU 
PEOPLE LIVE. MALI 7H0U6HT . 
STUPENTSM/ERE BQCK IN THE 
LIBRARIES, FtUED U/m GR/M 
SERIOUSNESS OF PURPOSE!, 
>—n 4^ 
" 3-a ' 
BUT YOU 6UYS ARB CRAZY!-
YOU /N6ESTIVE/RD DRUGS! 
YOU UVE IN TOTAL 
DECADENCE! YOU DON'T 
DO ANY WORK! 
D0NT6ET MEU/R0N6 - I'M 
NOT SHOCK# OR AN'YTHm-
I WENT TO HARVARP, AND 
WE HAD SOME PRBTTY ZANY 
PEOPLE THERB, I CAN 
TBLL, YOU' 
iers FA&ttz-
W 6UY5 MS. 
still- HIPPI&1-
/ .  
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52 Golf mound 
53 Rockfish 
54 Search for 
55 Sin 
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4 Man's name 
5 Existed 
6 Come into 
view 
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demanded by many Thais,' 
only now discovering 
extent to which the United 
Stales has used their country 
as a basQ of military and 
^intelligence" operations. 
The magnitude of l) S 
presence here is not measured 
in the number of troops, now 
reduced to 35,000 from 45,000 
at the height of the Vietman 
war . Vital to U.S. military -
interests are Thailand's six 
major air bases, which served 
as headquarters for U.S. 
bombing raids against  
Indochina. 
'' Thailand has long been a 
center for U.S. clandestine 
operations as well. A National 
Security Council noiemo of 
Aug; 20, 1954, later published 
in the Pentagon papers,  
propo&d to make Thailand 
"the focal point of U.S. covert 
and psychological operations, 
in southeast Asia." 
In the early 1950s, the Sea 
Supply Company, a CIA front 
with headquarters in Miami, 
channeled millions of dollars 
worth of equipment to Thai 
.police, - ' - - - - -
CIA in the green 
When armed insurgents-
began to attack government 
outposts and police stations in | 
the early 1960s, the CIA was 
on hand with money,  




The agency maintains fbur 
'major intelligence evaluation , 
centers  in northeastern 
Thailand, center of insurgent 
activity. Operatives advise 
•. the Thai military and police 
on intelligence gathering and 
analysis. In .addition, they 
maintain ^their .  own 
intel l igence network,  
complete with locally hired 
agents . / ,  
, A few days after the CIA 
letter incident, a crowd of 
4,000, mainly students, rallied 
outside the U.S. Embassy in 
Bangkok,  shouting-
antiAmerican slogans and 
waving posters. > - ^ 
••> Resentment has not been ~ 
Soothed by the revelation tha.t ; 
Ambassador Kintner> '  
appointed before last  
October 's  uprising,  was 
formerly a CIA agent ,- .  
More recently, Kintner has ^ munitions from Utapao, 
been director of the PentagoiWj\|B-52 base in southeaster 
funded Foreign PjaliG£!lThftiland,-te-Phnom Penh. 
Research Institute at the, Following a recent tour 
Universi ty of  Penn&ylvaniaff | the Udorn air  base^ 
and a  staunch advocate of a  correspondent  for  t l  
strong U.S,  tniJUtary s tat jce in, .^prest igious Far  Eastern 
Asia. \ ^ 
"Restore and safeguard'* j^evidence that U,Sv joilots a e 
Demands for his oustei|j\.~^still flying • combat^missiots 
following the CIA .incident,-
have been ignored by the 
government. In a major policy 
address,  foreign minister  
Charunphan Isarangkun na 
Ayuthaya declared:  "The 
United States is in a position 
to restore and > safeguard 
peace and ^ s tabi l i ty 
"efffectively aiid to assist the 
countries in the area in their 
task for development and 
progress."  And Prime 
Minister Sanya, promising 
investigations of the CIA role, 
praised the agency for its 
"useful  act ivi ty" in 
"monitoring the opium 
traffic." 
Meanwhile,  American 
advisers  continue to t rain 
Cambodian pilots and infantry 
at  Thai  campSjw/U.S.  
e 
from Thailand,  in violat ion If  
cease-fire agreements. 
New elections < 
Wil l  a  const i tut ional  
elected government be mote 
responsive to popular anji> 
U.S. feeling than the present 
leaders appointed by the kini? 
Elections will presumably 3e 
held this spring, after t|e 
National Assembly finishes 
drafting a new constitution! 
People here are beginning 
to wonder how„:the Unit! 
States would respond to a|y 
anti-American move byua Tlmi 
government.  Replying to 
. rumors that the CIA might 
sponsor a Chile-like coup 
Defense Minister Dawje 
Chullasapya d~eclar< 
recently, "That could nev^r 
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i'm not 0aN6 Anttwins, 
MARCie... I'M JUST 60IN6 TCk 






ANP 60 TD 
• School 
WITH ME.' 
IM SCJIN6 10 $TAV I?|6HT 
HEK£ BECAUSE OL'fNOOP 
THE 0NL¥ ONE WHO 
UNPER5TANC^ME.' 
* 
There have been serious consequences of Kress's 
political maneuverings. Consider the following: 
•Kress's election code revisions have limited the voters' 
choice in the run-off. 
M Looking for 
•BRIGHT LIGHTS • FAME • IMMORTALITY?: 
•The same Kress who -has attempted to' woo the 
women's vote with his protege Lee Rohn, is the Kress 
Who had considered plans to unseat Sarah Wedding-
ton, the most effective advocate of the women's move­
ment. . . • .'••; r; 'v.v' - • 
•The same Kress whose Athletic Council appointee was 
placed in the untenable journalistic position of inter­
viewing F. F. and Lee Rohn on T.V. is the Kress who 
lives with the Daily Texan Editor, Michael Eakin. 
Kress's political maneuverings leave questions as to 
the intent of our Student Government leaders. Has 
Student Government been "student serving" or "self-
serving" to Kress and friends? 
This year there is an alternative to the type of Stu­
dent- Government that the URC offers. We students 
have an opportunity to elect a Student Body President 
who will be responsive to our problems. 
v Whether working as a Student Senator for needed 
referral services or as Chairperson of the Union Board 
Committee successfully leading the fight for the $6 
million union proposal, Frank Fleming has been an 
effective, independent voice for students. Frank's elec­
tion will give Student Government new direction His 
administration will seek input and ideas from all areas 
of campus life. .• . - .. „ ... 
-  " I n  my  a d min i s t ra t i o n ,  any student who 
wishes to make a meaningful contribution to ^ ( 
Student Government will he welcome.'| 
JtrtT r37Wi ' 
Expressions in culture 
Submit creative writing in any language or genre for publics  ̂
; tion- \nathe New Literary Magazine to W M Q B 206 A. 
^ Deadline March 15 
College Council of Humanities 
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• ENTRANCE FEE $10.00 
. • DEADLINE: NOON FRIDAY, MARCH 21 
• RETURN APPLICATION TO UNION 340 
' 
Sponsored by interfraternity Council 












* JsL' / 
VOTE ̂ | 
Pd. Pol. Adv. by Greg Powers * '**• t 
"IF YOU ARE A HINDU, YOU CAN BE SUBLIME. 
IF YOU ARE A CHRISTIAN, YOU CAN BE SUBLIME. 
IF YOU ARE A JEW, YOU CAN BE SlfBLIME. 
BUT IF YOU ARE NOT SUBLIME. YOU RE A NUT. " 
* 3 
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UNION MAIN BALLROOM 
THURSDAY, MARCH 14, 7:30 P.M. 
Sponsored by University. 3 H O 
S' A . -
>' • Wednesday, .March 13„1»74 THE DAILY TEXAN Page* * ; '  f 
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Texas Takes Pair From 
fu 
By MARK PEfcL 
Texan Staff Writer 
: SEGUIN - The Longboat 
basebfill~team took a pair of 
ponconference wins from 
exas Lutheran College. 
lesday, M and 13-1. Texas Is. 
w 21-1 for the season. 
In the first game of the 
doubleheader, a seven-inning 
feontest, Texas hurler Rick 
j&urley went the entire game, 
allowing only two hits and two 
bases on balls while striking 
out 12 Bulldogs. Doak Pierce 
Started and went the distance' 
for TLC, giving up seven hits 
and five walks to the Horns 
while fanning four. v~ i. , 
Bulldog Coach Ray Katt haid 
planned to start Robert 
Vargas in the first game, but 
Vargas complained to Katt of 
an elbow injury and did not 
play. Vargas' roommate, Ken 
Eilert, a sportswriter for the 
Seguin Enterprise, said 
Vargas.' elbow had been 
bothering him for some time, 
but he> had not reported the 
injury to Katt until before the 
game. 
K RIGHTFIELDER Dfcvid 
Reeves jH)t the first Longhorn 
hit of^uie doubleheader. It 
came in the third inning of the 
first game. 
Second baseman Bobby 
Clark and shortstop Blair 
Stouffer followed Reeves by 
grounding out. But Reeves 
advanced around the bases on 
ended the first game with 
the nightcap for Texas and third and Burley ort second, 
pitched five innings before .Texas could taveaddedtwo 
being relieved by Frosty more runs, but they were left 
Moore. During those five 
frames, Cuellar allowed only 
one Bulldog, Larry Mireles, a 
hit. Cuellar, who is now 2-0 for 
the season, walked one TLC 
battef while striking out 
sevien.;; • 
three hits in three trips to the 
plate. . • 
' The next two timings were 
about as productive for Texas 
as the first two, but 
centerfielder Mike Anderson 
smacked a double to start the 
sixth inning. Burley drew an 
intentional walk and then 
catcher Rick Bradley hit 
another double to bring 
Anderson in for the second 
score. 
Pierce Walked first-sacker 
Mickey Reichenbach, then 
Reeves singled again to drive 
in Bradley for the Horns' last 
score of the game. 
BOBBY CUELLAR started 
t vAr*Vv'I^ ^ * 
Where you can order a meal, take in a movie, 
and buy beer, wine, and fresh baked goodies 
until midnight or later any night of the week. 
Park free with any purchase. 
DOBIEMALL* 21st and Guadalupe 
^ a gallery of distinctive shops 
ve the 
impression that it, too, Would 
be a low-scoring contest. In 
the fourth inning, the Horns 
came to life as third baseman 
Keith Moreland hit a single 
and Burley drew a walk. 
Bradley struck out, and then 
In a comedy of errors, Texas 
scored again sind then was 
retired by a double pTay. 
DAVID DULLNIG started 
on the mound for the Bulldogs 
in the second game, but Katt 
replaced him with Ralph 
Behrend after four and two-
thirds innings and four 
Longhorn runs. 
The fifth inning belonged to1 
Texas with five runs from 
three hits including a double 
by Moreland and a home run 
by Burley. It was three up and 
three down for the Horns in 
the sixth, but they came back 
in the seventh with a run by 
Anderson. With Moreland on 
stranded as.Bradley and 
Reeves both went down 
swinging to retire the side. 
The bottom of the seventlf 
was the only bright spot foxf 
1ITLC "all day. Centerfielder 
Bill Bippert knocked a double 
-and then first baseman Bill 
Miller followed suit to score 
Bippert for the Bulldogs' first 
and only run in both games.-
In the top of the eighth, 
Clark, Stouffer and, Pyka all 
Statistics 
Turn 
T. Pyka, If 















Burley (W, 5-0) 




















































had doubles, Stouffer and 
Clark-scoring the eighth and 
ninth runs for Texas. 
BEHREND WAS replaced 
by Steve Knight after two and 
two-thirds innings and four 
Longhorn runs. Knight could 
do no better than his 
predecessors, as he gave 
Texas its last three scores. 
Mark Griffin, a pinch hitter-
for Burley, started the final 
inning with a single, and then 
Tom Ball did likewise. Clark 
advanced on a walk, loading 
the bases with only one out. 
On the third pitch, catcher 
Doug Duncan hit a grand slam 
homer over the centerfield 
fence. •• • 
The Bulldogs, with hopes of 
possibly repeating their 
seventh inning performance, 
couldn't put it together in the 
last two innings, making 
Texas 4-0 for the two teams' 
meetings this season. 
V H I B H I O  
7 2. 0 0 2 12 
5 1 0 0 17 
3  8  1 1 1  1 ,  
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_ TEXAS COACH Cliff  
Gustafsqn said that Burley's 
home run in the fifth sparked 
the Horns in the second game 
but added,he was not pleased 
with his team's hitting in the 
first game. * 
"They (TLC) just ran out of 
pitchers. They were going 
pretty good in the first game 
but began to tire in the second 
one. With the slump we're in 
right now, I tell you, we were 
glad to hit off anybody," said 
Gustafson. '-Jt seemed like 
the further we went in the 




, - M . —Ufl Telephele. 
Safe at Third y 
^°ne'*co Oionts third baMitian Dave Kingman jumps our of the way of .Oakland 
At Billy North, who/it sliding safely for a stolen base in game won by A'» 8-5. 
Sports Shorts 
Bob 
FREE DRINK WITH STUDENT ID 
MASSAGES 
»aI£IL SWEDISH STEAM ROOM 
MAGNETIC TOUCH WEIGHT LIFTING 
POWDER 
fEmtdj of Centra 
BODY MASSAGE FOR GENTLEMEN 
Young Lady Maueusat in Complata Privacy I 









2222  Guada lupe  
Bob Griese, quarterback^ 
the Super Bowl champion 
Miami Dolphins will speak at 
a dinner at the Conclusion of 
the University Advertising 
Un-Clinic  a t  7 p .m.  
Wednesday at the Villa Capri 
Motor Hotel Ballroom. 
„ JCicketsareJHOioiLstudents_ 
and can be reserved by calling 
Wayne Franks, 441-6989. 
Griese, who works for 
National Airlines and Sears-
Roebuck in the offseason, will 
speak on the topic ,  
"Endorsements Are Better 
Than Ever." 
• • • • „ 
A1 Peuerbach and George 
[COUPON 
Poy M .39 for your beverage: 
and get a 1/2 lb. superburger free. 
AMERICAN INDIANS MOW TEXANS 
(AINT) 
OPEN MEETING 
TONIGHT 7:30 ^ 
Schotz's Beer Garden 
1607 San Jacinto 
Or: Buy our 1/2-lb. superburger special, 
and we'll pop for the pop (regular size)..: or the 
coffee, tea or milk. When you give the dhef 
this coupon. 
Your money covers a lot of ground at 
Sizzler. A full half-pound of juicy beef broiled to 
order...served on a great sesame bun. Plus gobs 
of golden french fries. 
It's the Sizzler fair-trade plan. Get this 
coupon into the Sizzler, and everybody with you 
who orders our regular superburger, gets a tree 
hot or cold beverage on the house. 
Sizzler 
Famly riadc houMs. 
hr mdin «f OUT TIXAN Miy 
Offer fapM'MMKH II. 1*74 
Austin 
901 &. Gmgnv M t. H»niM« 
m 
STOKE HOURS: 
SwL-TlMrs. II JO s-m. (• MO | 
Fri. t Sat. 11J0 ua. t* IfeN 
DINE WITH US 
thick, juicy 
STEAKS 
from $1.95 to $6.95 
Delicious Sourdough Homemade 
i Bread, Tasty Salad Bar 
JOEY'S Sizzler 5 oz. Top Sirloin with large baked potato ft trimmings 
*2.50 
fflkstattnmf 
1411 W. B«n Whit* 
Woods, the worW's top ^wo 
shot putters, will enter the 
47th Texas Relays, Texas 
Track Coach ~Cleburne Price-
announced Tuesday. 
Feuerbach, formerly of 
Emporia State and now from 
the Pacific Coast Track Club, 
broke Randy Maton's world 
record last summer with a put 
of 71-7. Woods, also of the 
Pacific Coast Track Club, 
holds the indoor record of 72-2 
The relays, to be held at 
Memorial Stadium on April 12 
and 13, will include Dwight 
.Stones,  who posted the 
current high jump mark of 7-6 
% at Munich last July. 
• • • 
COCOA, Fla. (AP) - Cesar 
Cedeno and Milt May each 
collected a pair of hits and 
knocked in a run Tuesday to 
lead the Houston Astros to a 4-
3 exhibition baseball victory 
over the Minnesota Twins. 
Cedeno knocked in a run in 
the * first inning off Bert 
Blyleven when his single 
scored Greg Gross, who had 
doubled.  The Twins '  
righthander yielded a second 
run in the fourth on Cedeno's 






__Jj> the eighth, with Bill 
Campbel l  pi tching for  
Minnesota ,  May s ingled 
across a run. Larry Milbourne 
scored the fourth Houston run 
on a delayed double steal. 
Ken Forsch,  Fred 
Scherman and Oscar Zamora 
blanked the Twins on jhrge 
hits through seven innings. 
• • • 
POMPANO BEACH, Fla. 
(AP) — Rookie third baseman. 
Roy Howell ' s  run-scoring 
double highlighted a four-run 
fourth-inning Texas uprising 
Tuesday as  the Rangers  
handcuffed the Atlanta  
Braves, 7-3. 
Alex Johnson opened the 
fourth with a  double  and 
reached third .as  Dave 
Johnson 's  throwing error  
allowed Jim Spencer to reach 
first safely. 
Joe Lovjtto's groundout 
scored one run, Toby Harrah's 
single the second and Howell's 
double the third. Howell took 
third on Darrell Evans' error, 
then.Scored'on Barry Lersch's 
wild pitch. 
J im Bibby gained the 
victory, pitching four innings 
in which he allowed only one 
run on two hits and one walk. 
He struck out three. Steve 
Hargan and Lloyd Allen each 






- - Roichlt 
wilderness/whitowater supply 
5440 burnat road 
This is your key to unprecedented calculating 
capacity Only Hewlett-Packard offers it 
ft lets you "speak" to your calculator with total consistency, because 
it lets you load data into a 4-Register Stack. This means: (1) you a/ways 
enter and process your data the same way, no matter what your problem-
(2) you don't have to re-enter data; (3) you can see all intermediate data 
anytime. 
Our HP-45 is one of two pre-programmed scientific pocket-sized 
computer calculators with this key. That's one reason it's the most pow­
erful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific computer calculator Here 
are three of many others-. 
1. It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic, trigonometric«nd 
logarithmic functions and data manipulation operations bevond the 
b a s i c  f o u r  (  +  . x , *  +  ) .  
2. It lets you store-nine constants in its nine Addressable Memory 
Kegisters, and it gives you a "Last X" Register for error correction or 
multiple operations on the same number 
r . displays up to 10 significant digits in either fixed-decimal or 
scientific notation and automatically positions the decimal point through­
out its 200-decade range. vuy 
Our HP-35 is the other. It handles 22 functions, has one Addressable 
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 digj&jn either fixed-decimal 
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerful pre-programmed 
pocket-sized scientific computer calculator. 
Both of these exceptional instruments are on display now If you're 
looking for unprecedented calculating capacity for your monev bv all 
tnedr ib sec and test  them.— : • • •  •—- :  ^ v .••••  
m. 
THE IDEAL MEAL FOR A 
MISERDf GOURMET 
LUMBERJACK! 
BUT \WLL LIKE IX TOO/-
CHICKEN 
FRIED STEAK, 
RICH COUNn^GROiVY, FRESH 
TEXAS TCAST/ FRENCH FRIK, 
TOSSED SALAD, CHOICE of DRESSING  ̂
REGULARLYA $1.69 VALUE... 
WED, TUUI?, 
MACOM3-I4 




• i •7 
calculator in die world. 
9 
Op«i: MON.-Wtt. *1)04:90J SAT. 9:0(M:00 
UNIVERSITY CO-OP 
^.O. *•> 7520, Austin, TX. 71712 
(512) 476-7211 
r J • * ' "at 
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ALTERATIONS 
Zippers, Waists, Ungths 
We Are Now Doing 
Outside Alterations at 
Easy Prices 
BOB ELLIOTT'S 
2426 Guadalupe On-tlw-Drag 
Open Thursday till S p.m. 
SONY. TV 
Quality 
Rigorous quality control 
procedures — at every 
stage of the manufacturing 
- process ™ «wyre9 flawless 
performance from every 
Sony product you buy. 
"Quality first" has earned 
for Sony worldwide recog­
nition as the unquestioned 
leader in solid state elec­
tronics. Here's another ex­
ample of Sony quality 
KV-1520R TRINITRON® 
REMOTE CONTROL COLOR TV 
• -15-inch screen measured 
diagonally . 
• Trinitron one gun/one lens 
system for sharp, bright • 
life-like color • 
• Sony Remote Control-
Commander -v 
• UHF pre-select detent t 
_B-channel tuning systsrp 
• Automatic fine tuning, 
color and hue in one pu|h 
button control 
• Solid state reliability '• 
• Recessed side-mounted -
handles . 
«Walnut grain wood 
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* By LARRY SMITH "' about Snyder when be was the 
_Texan Staff Writer ,., head tennis coach at the. 
When the Texas men's University of Arizona. Also, I 
^ team begins Southwest came here because my father 
Conference play Thursday is from Texas." 
against defending conference^; IN ARIZONA, Keller was 
champion Southern Methodist the state high.school singles 
University, they Vfill depend champion his senior year. "I 
exas Tennis 
courts.' 
heavily on two freshmen, 
Stewart Keller and Gonzolo 
[unez: 
Nune* isTocas' Nociseed 
While Keller is the No. 3 
player. They combine to form 
the Horns' No. 2 doubles 
team. Both are from out of 
state and are.^p full 
scholarships. £$• , 
"One of the reasons l came 
here is because I knew Texas 
Tennis Coach Dave Snyder," 
Keller, a business major from 
Phoenix, Ariz., said. "I heard 
was ranked about sixth of all -
the men in tiie state/' he said. 
The fact that he could pla„ 
tennis the entire year was one 
reason that Nunez came to the 
, University. Another factor 
influencing his decision to 
come here was that neither 
UCLA, Stanford : University 
nor tbe University of Southern 
California, the schools with 
Nunez, an undetermined^ the three top-ranked tennis 
""major, played his high school, teams in the nation, recruited 
tennis in t La Jolla; Calif., • him as actively as did Snyder^ 
although he is originally from "LA JOLLA was considered 
Ecuador ami his parents are to have the top high school., 
from New Jersey., i tennis team in the nation,"^ 
" "t went to California Nunez said. "We played USC 
> because the weather was and UCLA and lost by scores 
good, and I couldtilay tennis like 6-3 and 7-2," 
the whole year," Nunez said. Nunez began playing tennis 
\"If you live in New Jersey it when he lived in Ecuador. "I 
.gets-pretty expensive because " got started because my father 
you have to play on indoor Used to play it," he said. "In 
AjteateaBfei :  
p(i Ecuador everybody plays 
' 7" soccer and there are few 
tennis courts. I was lucky my 
father knew some people who 
belonged to a tennis club." 
Nunea believes playing 
soccer helped his tennis by 
increasingly agility. "1 don't 
have any real weakness, but i 
don't have any real strong \ 
points, " Nunez said. • 
„ The strongest part of 
Keller's game is his ground 
J strokes and his serve. He feelsK 
his weakness is his volley. 
"My father wanted me to 
play a sport I could play £11 
.my life," Keller said, 
..explaining why he started 
" playing "tennis. "Also, there 
was a tennis club near ouiu, 
house." ' * - ^ - ~'i 
KELLER WAS recruited by 
UCLA and Stanford but was 
not offered full scholarships 
by them. 
"Even if they had offered 
me more than half-
scholarships, I probably Still-
would have come to Texas," 
he said. "At UCLA they 
seemed more unfriendly when 
I was there. Texas is hiore 
unified as a team whereas at 
UCLA they play as 
individuals." : 
Keller and Nunez have had 
winning records since they , 
have Been a^ Texas and have 
helped to make the Horns one 
of the best teams in the 
nation. Both won singles 
matches when Texas upset 
national-power Trinity, 6-3, in 
Austin on Feb. 16. 
The fact that the Horns' 
were able to recruit Nunez 
and Keller exemplifies the 
rise in quality in Texas tennis. 
since Snyder became coach 
two years ago; 
murals 
\',r "-w' 
life : '7 
•ASKfTtAU. • Oau "A" 
- —T«Kon Staff Mm* by David I 
Gonzolo Nunez returns against Trinity. 
No. 




5 Fingers 6f Death 50, Six 
W*ecklng_Crew 36, Roger'* Raldert ?t 
Delta upslion 54, Zeta Beta Tau 36 
Phl Sigma Kappa 34, Sigma Phi ^miion 
Sigma Alpha Mu 36, Beta Theta Pi 3V v"; 
BSU 38, Teias 38 
ASA 45, Pros from Dover 30 
AIME 55, Navy 22 
Haley's Comets 47, Castltian 30 
Jester/1 36,'Hill 35 , 
Jester/2 32, Jester 4 21 ' : • k 
. SOFTSM1 • 
Oou "A" i 
Atomic Mole People 13, Benzo Dog Band 
1 -
Coper 13, Tigei s 11 —;"•* 
Patterson TQ 1, Goolsby TQ 6 '•*/>-
Nations TQ S, Farley TQ 7 - _ 
Stoners 10, HunyaKs 6 
Texas Law Review 15, Vulcans 5 ') 
Tumbleweeds 8, Columbo 7 
Foul Outs ll. Swine 6 ' ^ 
Prather 11, Jester/2 4 <V. 
Jestef/6 13, Brackenridge 3 . ^ • 
Acme Academy 7, No Names 6 . v , 
Kahoutek U, Clippers 3 
Waiters till Dark 22, Maulers 4 
Crows 2, Velveteen Rabbit 1 v . 
Cold Beer 16, Jester Follies 5 
By The Associated Press 
UCLA will open its bid for 
% an eighth straight NCAA 
championship Thursday night 
as the nation's second-ranked 
basketball team. 
And the Bruins' opponent 
will be No. 20 Dayton, the 
team that helped UCLA 
become runnerup to North 
Carolina State in the latest 
Associated Press major 
college poll released Tuesday; 
North Carolina State, which 
won the Atlantic Coast 
Conference, Championship 
with a 103-100 overtime 
victory over Maryland last 
Saturday, remained No, 1 with 
24 first-place votes and 792 
points. The Wolfpack will take 
a 25-1 record, best of the 20' 
ranked teams, in the NCAA 
'East playoffs against No; 5 
Providence, 23-3. 
UCLA, 23-3 after winning 
the Pacific-S with a lopsided 
victory over No. 15 Southern 
California, received the other 
17 first-place votes andT748 
points. Dayton, 20-7, cracked 
the rankins with 23 points. 
top 20 
The Top 20, with first-place votes In 
parentheses, season records through 
games of Saturday and total points. 
Points tabulated on basis of 20-18-16-14-
12-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-&2 : 
1. N.C.St. (24) 
2. UCLA (17) 




7. N. Carolina 
8. Marquette -
9. Lng BchSt. 
10. Indiana 
11. Alabama 
i 12. Michigan 
13. Pittsburgh 
14. Kansas 
15. Southern Cal 
16. Louisville 
17. New Mexico 
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ent bf STUDENTS FOR TERRY 
r ̂  "I •UUMi ' ' 5504 Burhet Rd. 454^9290 9-6 W««kdayi J|r 
9 to St30 Thursday 
Candidate for County Judge 
Tomorrow 
Terry Weeks will be on campus all day 
tomorrow to discuss his race for Coun­
ty Judge. Talk with him about preser­
vation of county parkland, planning of 
new recreational areas, rabid over­
development of many of Austin's most 
beautiful landscapes, property tax 
reform, enforcement of anti-pollution 
standards, expansion of day care 
facilities for children of working 
mothers, duplication jof governmental 
functions. . . * v " 
WeeKS. ft OS Nueems St BM Brmy. MaxJ* Dunn and Joe 
0*9*1 chairpersons. Published at 7HG DAIjLY TEXAN. TSP 
Building. University of Texas. Austin. Texas. 
1 J 
* 
urn irtmrn — ' 
I iir Presents on unusual DYNAMIC 
MI0NIGHMAIE. 
rt4 hour* bf tremendovt valuos. n 
^Tonight » Wednesday - March 13th > 8 p.m. to \Z p.tril 
of rising prices) were you ablo and will bo able to boat thoso prices. Seeing Is believing. 
m!m!Srinln *°me ®*e offered during this big 4-hour midnight sale. 
24.95 to Z9Mz*m 
mm Regubr to 49.95 
V«ry fin* fabrics and a good assortment of solids and 
patterns - siios 36 to 42 and S, M, L 
All Jong SIMV* dr*n and sport shim now on sol* -
oil iparktd down 2.00 to 3.00. A BONUS TONIGHT 
OF AN EXTRA $1.00 - FOR EXAMPLE - If marktd 
Jtfown from 9.95 to 7.95 low 1.00, .You pay 6.95. 
SIXM 14 to l?V4 and S, M, L, XL iw' 
On* group of >ans in colors 
(not blu* joant). S.00 a pair -
Roawlar tO.OO. Sizos l#i 
411 Mem by |Im NS. 1 AN i f X sf Hm Immm 
fwMut mwwiactwsr to this cstm- ; )•% MMsfsctwin. Nmws w 
t -4 !«*•«•» krWi, 
chMts frwR. AIm iathNM art aH ? Iwxm, I T-sWrts. RM«hr mi 
tabrW (MM M Wwi - VHMCL Sitts S, M, I, XT MTF II 
Siiti }t to 3t • ots«Kt«i iMgtks. ; (• 4«. 
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Umbrollos ot umntwlly low 
pritos. 6.95 now 4.95, 8.95 
now 5.95. 
Wkidbrookors ;» now 9.99, 
rogulor 14.00. Broken shot 
and colors. 
.BATHING SUITS at S.K y^|J* 
to** 7.»s to MS). Vf-"0*.3" 1 
Shss H to 40. Assortsd »' M' L< XI «nd flOOtf 
ssMs and ptttmm. pattorns. 
All spring and swanor 
short sloovo knit 
skirts. AN 'sins. 25 
stylos eai colors. Tksy 
on rMbciri 2.00 to 
100 sock. Now yoo 
nay Moct 1.00. wk 
ta<k. 
2 V Hanklos - What a buyl 8 for v 
J .50. Regular 50* each. White : 4*SH 
HI on :whltikr;M |̂̂ ^̂ ^S»'; 
. : 135 pairs of Dexter shoos. Nino styles 
to- choose from. - 5 .̂ r itog olar 
22.95 to 23.95. You will bo surprised 
to see what kind of shoes^; .̂̂  ̂
Calorod T-shirts with 
' 1.M - sizos podill. 
s, d. 1, XL Colors 
< N^IT 
Burlington Socks ;' 
BsKsvs It or aot, «rs $1.00 a pair. Rogvlar 
1J5. U tslors to chooso from. Any sho fits. 15207 JULY'73 
& 
Closing out entire |uit 
prices f 
99.50 now 49.75 
; 89.95 now 44.97 
79i95 now 39.97 
.,A,K 
M.K 49 
Sixes 36 to 46 -Mllds and pattorns. Small charges 
for alteration. 
Closing out entire stock of sport 
coats at Vi price. ; 
69.95 now 34.97 ^ ^ 
59.95 now 29.97 
Sixes 36 to 46 - solids and patterns. Small 
charge* for alterations. 
One group of wide ties. 1.00 
each. Values to $6.50 ,;-
Entlre stock of short sleeve dress and sport 
(v « shirts are now on sale. They have been mark­
ed down already  ̂ Tonight deduct $1.00 
'•Mm n^ore. Good colors and sixes. 
8-?( 
All our Levi's tab shirts are 
10% off. 4 colors. All sizes.-
One small group of long sleeve 
dress shirts. Now 3.99, regular 
8^00 to 9.00. Sizes 15 to 17Vi. 
Entire stock of western 
shirts. 12.95 now 9.95, 
16.95 now 12.95. Sizes 14 
to 17. 
Entire stock of belts 10% off (brand 
new merchandise). One group of baggies (on top of our, showcase). Yt pries „ . 
A r?.. ^ S 
Blue Chambray Shirts (a hard to 
get item). Now 6.95. All sizes. 
12.00 now 6.00 
19.00 now 9.50 - >s 
Entire stock; of selected slacks, flares 
and cuffed. Latest styles, patterns, 
and all sizes. 10% saving (what a 
saving!). ~ 
^ '  tit ^ t ^ t* 1, 
150 pairs of straight leg slacks 
at $4.00 - ($10.00 to $13.50 
pre-ticketed).' .. 
mm 
>w lef s talk aimn ihwsmI savMss on Hie tollownf 
items, which yoe con still, use for a while, and this fall 
}they wiH be worth et least twice es mech (espocielly 
with the rising prices that we expect). 
Entire stock of brand new ttas fust 
received. 10% off. , . IPlPfs., 
Here is the inventory: 
1. Sleeveless sweaters $12.95 values now $5.00. Good colors and sizes. 
12. ENTIRE STOCK OF VEIOUR SHIRTS-PATTERNS-SIZES $t M. i. XL $19.95 values tiowj 
 ̂ $11.95. $16.99 values now $9.99l» 
3. All lonasleeve knit shirts all on sale plus $1.00 additional discount.  ̂
4. All turtle neck sweaters and combed cotton turtles all on sale - drastically reduced ploH 
$1.00 additional discount | 
'̂ <5. One group of corduroy sport coats. $29.95 regular $49.95 - a fair selection as to size! 
l̂and-color. 7 7, ~  ̂ \ i ̂ 7 i ̂77^1 
6. One group of fine corduroy coats. $44.95 - regular $60.00 - fair sizes. 
7. All winter outer-wear: a. $29.95 regular $39.95 to $65.00. b. all suede coats $69.95 -
rogular $89.95 (not all sizes) r , T ... s , 
8. ENTIRE STOCK OF GLOVES - SAVINGS TO $2.00 to $3.00 #  ̂
9. Entire stock of long sleeve sweaters are 50% off'of original price. ..7-7*l/'Tiii 
^There are many and many more items, butitis impossible to mention as space doesn't 
permit. So we must do our best. Please be here early to avoid the big rush, first come, first 
We d» not limit qudnHtm. ^y ĵSgSMa M 
Do not forgot our pqridng tacilitiot In the roar of our shop. Romombor tho place and tho titno. It's Michael's 
U^ss'e UfAM. T S L.'jl I. \O I ^•.l. A . f 7 Wear - 2424 Guadalupe. Tonight, Wednesday, March 13th, 8 p.m. to 12 p.m 
I. m 10|tl fa,,) . Thanks, 5i/tcentyt MICHAELS, INC Austin, Texas. 
,,E,,. 2. No refoerfs bet wo will oxtkema." 
fefe' 1 Wo ectopt the feHowiee troAt conk; 1 -
'~i4 
I. MasterCkar«e 
C Amorkee Express £ 
D. Dieor's Clvb 
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%ss $10-16 $10-16 $40-45 
$13-17 
" 'I IN BRITTONS 
iiftll 
$J- *x. R ̂  % -Tfr'̂ Ai'n 
3 1 * 
Ifs Monopoly. When it's your turn to move, make 
your move to Brittons. For styles that can't be 
equaled back home - --r or anywhere else in 
Austin for that matter. 
You like leading the pack, don't you? At Brittons 
you're off to a great start every time. With a little 
•luck - and your smooth1 line — you're set to con­
quer. Every time. ~ ~ -
J'lwgw • J> 41 "d W pwwB«pp**ww^iippi^ap*pwppi*p*ppiiaB»^^ 






























: - Minority students in Austin 
high schools will have the 
opportunity to apply for 
scholarships being offered by 
the University - beginning 
Wednesday. 
"  herecrui t ln^  pla in ,  
hievement Scholarship 
Program, .was instituted last 
month by the University 
System Board of Regents. It 
was designed to serve Texas 
high school graduates who 
tave demonstrated or have 
shown strong potential for 
demonstrating outstanding 
characteristics of scholarship 
and leadership in spite of. 
limitations imposed by 
economic circumstances, 
, ethnic background br limited 
educational opportunity. 
HIGH SCHOOL principals 
and counselors will be asked 
for recommendations and 
students may apply by 
submit t ing a  complete  
application and indicating an 
interest in the scholarship 
program. 
Dr .  Rober t  Marion,  
assistant to University Vice-
President Lorene Rogers, 
heads the program. 
The scholarship  i s  
pr incipal ly  targeted for  
minority students, although 
other disadvantaged, students 
are eligible for consideration. 
A student must be entering 
college for the first time and 
must  meet  the  regular .  
admission criteria. "We are " 
interested in students who 
demonstra te  s ignif icant  
leadership and academic 
JtoilitS,!!. Marion, stated; ,JL 
SCHOLARSHIP winders 
will be selected by the 
president of the University 
wi th  the  advice  of  a  
committee appointed by him. 
The scholarships provide all 
the educational expenses of 
selected Students during their 
four years at the University. 
The minimum will jbe $1,000 
per year, regardless of 
financial need. 
Special recognition of the 
individual circumstances of 
economically disadvantaged 
students will be given in 
determining both expenses 
and potential resources.' 
Cont inuat ion of  the  
scholarship is dependent upon 
sa t i s fac tory  academic  





dominate ;  the  agenda for  
Thursday 's  Ci ty  Counci l  
meeting. 
The 1 p.m. meeting will be 
held in the City Electric 
Building Auditorium. 
A publ ic  hear ing on a  
t ranspor ta t ion energy 
conservat ion package,  
prepared by the Department 
of Urban Transportation, will 
be at 1 p.m. 
Among the  measures  
proposed in the package are 
reduction of bus fares from 30 
cents to 15 cents during non 
peak hours, institution of a $10 
monthly commuter pass for 
peak periods and a taxi-pool 
service from the F!ox Theater 
on Airport Boulevard to the 
central business district. 
The council aiso is expected 
to set a public hearing for 1:30 
p.m. April 18 on an application 
for  federa l  ' funding to  
purchase new equipment, 
including 18 air-conditioned 
buses. 
Urban Transpor ta t ion 
Director JoeJCernus also will 
suggest implementation of 
"no smoking" rules on city 
buses, 4 
In other transportation 
related matters, two citizens 
are  scheduled to  speak 
concerning s t ree t  con­
struction. 
-  .Carolyn v-  Bucknal l ,  
chairperson of the Old Austin 
Neighborhood, will discuss 
extension otSiest Ninth Street 
and the widening of West 10th 
Street, and Michael McHone 
Will speak on the proposed 
widening of Guadalupe Street 
between 26th and 27th Streets. 
! In  other  business ,  the  
council will discuss a proposal 
by Mayor Roy Butler on 
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f Slw sfli" 
SR-ll slide- calculators. 
SR-10. SR-ll. Two proven performers. And now with 
crisp, new price tags. 
At only $109.95, the SR;11 is priced so you can have 
one of your own. Yet, it delivers the computation power 
to handle a wide range of slide-rule functions. 
A single keystroke gives you square roots, squares, 
reciprocals, and multiplication and division by a con­
stant-or Pi. And using simple methods, you can quickly 
compute nth powers, nth roots, sines, cosines, tangents, 
arc sines, arc tangents^xponentials and logarithms. 
Both the SR-10 and SR-ll include AC adapter/ 
charger, vinyl carrying case, user's manual and appli­
cations guide. And both carry TPs full year warranty 
against defects in parts and workmanship. 
Order your SR-10 or SR-11 from Texas Instruments 
and use it for 15 days. And if you're not completely 
satisfied, just return it for a full refund. 
SR-10. SR-ll. Either way, you get the func­
tions you need... and at prices you can afford. 
Without writing down interim results, you'Jl be able to 
solve quadratic equations, the sum of products, the sum 
of quotients, the reciprocal of the sum of reciprocals, the 
square root of the sum of squares and more. 
But all this scientific capability doesn't mfckn the SR-
ll is hard to operate. An easy-to-use algebraic keyboard 
lets you key problems as you'd write them on paper, 
r Data may be entered in full floating decimal - point, 
scientific notation, or any combination of the two. And 
the SR-ll's bright, 8-digit display is clearly visible for 
.. hours of fatigue-free operation. 
A little more capability than you need? Then take a 
- look at Texas Instruments SR-10. Except for the,absence 
of a Constant capability and Pi Key, the SR-10 has the 
same basic features and capabilities as the SR-ll. But 
it costs just $89.95. 
i Try the SR-10 or the SR-l l for 15 days at no risk. 
Send this order form 
and enclose a check, 
money order or 
company purchase 
order of $113.90 for 
each SR-11 ($109.95 
plus $3.95 postage and 
To: Texas Instruments Incorporated - _ _ 
P. O. Box 3640, MS/84T, Dallas, Texas 75221 
Oear Sir: 
I enclose a ( ) check ( )moneyorder( ) company purchase order for 
$ tor the purchase of SR-11(s), • SR-10(s). 
. _ _ I understand thatTII get my money back if at anytime during the 15-day trial 
handling). Or $93.90 for I'm not completely satisfied. 
each SR-10 ($89.95 
plus $3.95 for postage 
and handling). Use 
either for 15 days, then 
if you're not completely 
satisfied, just return it in 
the original carton with 
allaccessonesforafull 
refund. Please add state 
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS s- ^ 1906 r««rl • Suite 201 ^ 476-9292 
Austin, Texas 78705 
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Q MHH MIT Of TCHAIKOVSKY WAITZ Of TMT HOWWS 
Ajrmo* RODZINSKI CONDUCTING THE PHILHARMONIC SYM­
PHONY OUCH. Of LONDON; 1812 OVCHTUW. MAURICE AIRAVA-
NEL CONDUCTING THE VIENNA STATE OPERA ODCH-i PIANO 
CONCERT #1 IN I FLAT MINOR, JACOB LATEINER. PIANO; SWAN 
LAKE SUITE} VIOLIN CONCERTO IN DMAJOR.ERICAMORINI. 
VIOLIN, CONDUCTED BY ARTHUR RODZINSKI. 
• MMM wnor KETNOVU9TH SYMPHONY (CHORAL  ̂LAST 
MOVEMENT; R. RESNIK, CONTRALTO; JON VICKERS. TENOR: 
LONDON BACH CHOIR; PtERtE MONTEUX COOUCT1NG; WEL­
LINGTON'S VICTORY. 1ST MOVEMENT; HERMANN SCHERCHEN 
CONDUCTING THE VKIMA STATE OPERA ORCH. SYMPHONY #5 
IN C MINOR, 1ST MOVEMENT; SYMPHONY #6 IPASTOOAl)—3RD • WIMMi MAIL FOX "OR TOf OF" MM VttGH FOX, ORUAM. 
MOVEMENT WILLIAM STEINBERG CONDUCTING THE PITTS- TOCCATA IN F; PRELUDE & FUCUE IN D; FANTASY ft FUGUE IN C 
BURGH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. PIANOCONCERTO #5. "EMPER-
OR.''P«ULBADURA-SltOOA. PfANO: 
a WOMNI «T OF MM HERMANN SCHERCHEW CONDUCT­
ING, ARTISTS; CARL WBNRICH. VWGIl FOX,'ORGAN, BERNARD 
GdffhUOUSE. CELUST. ANTHONY MAXAS. PIANO. "AIR FOR A G 
STRING'; PRELUDE ft FUGUE IN E MINOR; TOCCATA IN F; BRAN­
DENBURG CONCERTO «2 IN F MAJOR; ANO OTHERS. 
DHHI1K «tn FIORI THE WU«E LOVE H. SCHERCH­
EN. DERVAUX. AND ABRAVANEL CONDUCTING THE VIENNA 
STATE OPERA ORCH. KHACHATURIAN SABRE DANCE; BORODIN; 
. POIOVTSIAN DANCES; KORSAKOFF; CAPMCCIO ESPAGNOL; 
I RACHMANINOFF; PIANO CONCERTO f], AND OTWWS. 
•  WOUIM BOT OF ONOFflMNM. t WALTZ NO. t In E PUT MA-
? JO*. OF. IBt MAZURkA NO. 3 in C SHARP MINOR, OF. 30, PREL­
UDE NO. 3 IN G MAJOR. VIVANCE; BERECUSE. OF. Hi NOC­
TURNE NO. 7 in C SHARP MINOR. OP. 27. NO. 1; AND OTHERS. 
BARBARA HESSE-BUXOWSKA. RYSARD BAKST. FOU TS'ONG.MUl 
BADURA-SKOO, PIANOS: 
• MiWKffraimeMMffONTIICIIOWTOFOUWS,0* , 
TI MARIA STADER. SOPRANO; JAN PEERCE, TENOR; VIENNA 
: ACADEMY CHORUS; VIENNA STATE OPERA ORCHESTRA; HER­
MAN SCHERCHEN. CONDUCTOR. 
' OWOI-WtTJ.». M0H: ORMMIMM MBITIBMCMt FOB 01-
I BMDTBB SONATA (S. 31L- SINFONIA (S. IB), CONCERTO (S. 42), 
1 CHORALE FANTASIA (S. *), AND OTHHS. ROBERT RUOOIF CON­
DUCTS THE VIENNA 
• WOMM VIMUfcTNfFOM WHOM JUUAN QLEVSKY. VIO- I 
UN; VIENNA STATE.OFERA ORCHESTRA CONDUCTED BY HER­
MANN SCHERCHEN. 
• IMIIini: I0MTMMB MITM SONATA IN E 
MMOR. X. 11.-SONATA B+G MAJOR, K.39I; SONATA IN A MINOR. 
K.462. SONATA IN D MAJOR. K.30F; SONATA IN G MAJOR, K.3BO 
ANO OTHERS. CARLOS BARBOSA-LIMA. GUITAR. 
• WOMOIIWTOK: THREE VILLAGE SCENES AND MUSIC FOR' I 
STRINGS. PERCUSSION AND CELESTAJ BUDAPEST RADIO CHOIR, 
BUDAPEST RADIO ORCHESTRA CONDUCTED BY GYCXKiY LEHEL -
• ••Hilt VMMt: PttUO IS MO OftOTWCS DIE MEISTER-
SMQEti FAUST OVERTURE, LOHENQRIN—INTRODUCTION TO j 
ACT IN, DER FUEGENDE HOUAIOER—OVERTURE, RIENZI OVER­
TURE. WUIAM STEMERG CONDUCTING THE PITTSBURGH SYM 
PHONT ORCHESTRA. 
Q WOMW MISSOIttXY-tMrtL: MTIKI *T M OHIIITIMi , 
ANDRE VANDONOOT CONDUCTING L'ORCHESTRE CONSERVA­
TOR*. . •. 
a • 0»-WH MMIC FOR VOICES AND VIOLS III THE TIME OF 
COMHJCTIM3 VfS- HMKEIFtME GREENSLEEVES (VKXS); I SAW MY LADY WEEPING 
PERS: INVOCATION GREAT UTANY- FMYERSOF LIGHT; HYMN WHERE GRYPING GRIEF (HARPSICHORD), THE CRYES 
BE«W ,̂̂ flS!wkYER Tb'TOELORD; ASSNIFKAT; 
DOXOLOGY; AND OTHERS. 
• MMIS1 UKI/IWTOIt ITtlOO OOUTETS AllEGRI STRING 
• W0S-SI4I VIHIL FOX PUTS TNI JONI WMMUIM 
OMW—FWUOELFHM WAGWB, "FANFARES FROM THE GOOD 
FRIOAY MUSIC"; BACH, "COME SWEET DEATH"; ELGAR. "POMP 
AND CIRCUMSTANCE"; AND OTHERS. 
• (IUM KMTEUPOMIY BOMTMFOO FUTI «M PUWO 
JULIUS BAKED. FLUTE. A. MAXAS, P1AN6. MARTINU, FUST SONA­
TA FOR FLUTE AND PIANO; ROUSStli ANDANTE ET SCHERZO; 
PISTON, SONATA; AND OTHERS. ~ 
QJFSMM7 THOIKOVSKV: MKMCUI MUIT « TWO WW 
MT) |CO«lKnS A. RODZINSKI COND. PHILHARMONIC SYM-
PHONT ORCH. OF LONDON 
MINOR; AND OTHERS. 
P WOMMt COMTEMPOtUY MHO FOR THE OllfTM ERNESTO 
BITTTTT, GUITAR. CAVKRN*; CANCION ARGENTINA; LAS ABE-
JAS; SONATINA MERIDIONAL.-AND OTHERST, 
Q VUHW HESFEIS MO BUTIM OF THE EMTEM OITMOOOI 
MHCH RUSSIAN CHORN POTORJMSKY ( 
•to»Mi KIT or PBcaw FOR ORCHESTRA (EXCERPTSIBY 
OPERA ORCHESTRA. RIZLL 
QUARTET. RAYEL ALLEGRO MOOERATO-TRES DOUX; ASSEZ VIF-
TKES RYHME, IRES 1ENT; VIF ET AGITATE; BARTOK; STRING QUAR-
SHAFFER CONDUCTING THE VEM4A STATE 
TOSCA; LA BOHEME; MADAME BUTTERFLY. 
i- ' Jk' 
ELECnOnCWSM FOt THE BBOET: 
N TWCGEORGE EALANCHM. DMEC-
OMS4W KT mom wuma JUUUS RUDEL AND HER­
MANN SCHERCHEN CONDUCTING THE VIEHWA STATE OPERA 
ORCH. ROSSINI. WHXIAM TEU OVERTURE: VON SUFPE; POET ft 
PEASANT OVERTURE; AND OTHERS. 
• WOS-tlW40NR •ILLMM: IPRMIIH SBITBR J. WILLIAMS, 
I CLASSIC GUITAR. TORSOS*. SONATINA; SUITE CASTEUANA; 




• MS-tlll VMOHM WKUPB: OREEVSLEBTtS MO THL 
FMM null SW ADRIAN ̂ OOULT CONDUCTING THE VIENNA 
STATE OPERA ORCHESTRA. ~ ' 
• MOS-ltll BEETHOVEN: Pfli0«0RCERT0#l BID CHOBM. 
FMT1ST DANIEL BAREWOtM.̂  MNQUMBO SOMOGY CON-
DUCTING THE VIENNA STATE OftRA ORCHESTRA AND VIENNA 
ACADEMY CHAMBER CHOIR 
• VOM-IIIIJBLIXR BIEBM PUTS UCH J. BREAM. GUITAR. 
CHACONNE; SARASANDE; BOURREE. PRELUDE AND FUGUE; AMD 
OTHERS 
• MS-MM HM0EL- VITEIMUK (COMPLETE) H. SCHERCHEN. 
I CONDUCTING THE VIEHMA STATE OPERA ORCHESTRA 
F • VOMIIi HUE U0 HARPSICHORD SOMTM JEAN PIERRE 
RAMPAI. FLUTE; ROBERT VEYRON-LACRIOX. HARPSICHORD AND 
PIANO: TELEMANN; SONATE IN F MAJOR AND CONTMUO: TELE-
MANN'CONCERTO IN B MINOR; J. C. BACH: SONATA IN D 
I MAJOR: J. C. BACH; SONATA IN G. MAJOR. 
aWOMIII THE 0I8MS OF THE MTIOML SMR1RE. «MHIM-
I TOO, O.CL M ft M. DURUFLE; BUX1EHUOE; FUGUE A LA GIGUEI J: C 
I BACK CHORALE PRELUDE, HANDEL CONCERTO FOR TWO OR-
I GANS, SCHUMANN SKETCH IN B MINOR, AND OTHERS 
1 • *0Ht1t BajUIMS^OACHIM. HHWHIM OMCES (COMPLETE) 
I ROBERT GERLE. VIOLIN, NORMAN SHETLER. PIANO. 
I • VOM-Bill OECTHOVEN: FIMO tORBTM: "FITHETIQOE". JSA?SJ}i*SISC 
I MMOOHUOHT*T> "APMSStOMTB RAYMOND LEWENTHAL, MAN- OPERA ORCHESTRA. 
] O. 
• WOS-llil LISZT: HiHOAtlAH IHBFSOOIES H. SCHERCHEN 
CONDUCTING THE VIENNA STATE OPERA ORCH. NO. 1, NO. 5; 
NO. 4. 
• MMttl RimXT-KOBSWOFF: SCNEHEUZUE H. SCHERCH­
EN CONDUCTING THE VIENNA STATE ORCH. 
U WBS-lltl BEETHOVER: SYMPHONY HO. > I* C NIHOt. OP. 
W/KIIOSIW: STWMIMR M. I • ( Mm CMFMISHa .̂ A. 
RODZINSKI CONDUCTING THE PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY 
ORCHESTRA OF LONDON 
• WOS-llil IMNNS: SYMPHONY >0.1 IN 0. OP. 71 WILLIAM 
STEMERG CONDUCTING THE PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY ORCH. 
O WSMttt EDVUO BMXWELL: FIMO COMEITOS #1 MO #1 
® OPERA..ORCHESTRA CON-
• W8S-I1SIFIMZ LEHBI: THE ME MY WIDOW, EMMEIICH 
MUHRrnmmS Munu FRANZ BJUJER-THEUSSLCONDUa-
' NG ENSEAWLEAND CHORUS OF THE VIENNA OPERA. VIENNA 
STATE OPERA l̂ pHESTRA. 
aWOMMBMOatT: EWE KLEWE MCWmOSIK. ITMFHOHT NO. , a MIHOI SIR ADRIAN BOULT CONDUCTING THE VIENNA 
STATE OPERA ORCHESTRA. -
• mm THE "IEM." amiES AUTHENTIC GYPSY MUSIC PER­
FORMED BY HUNGARIAN GYPSIES THE SANOOR LAKATOS EN­
SEMBLE OF BUDAPEST. SOLOISTS, MARIA PATAKI. LASZLO SZA-
LAY. SARI VOROSK KAROLY XIS. 
• WBMW KEYMMM MLEBOSCOPE JACK CROSSAN. HARPS-
CHORD, CLAV CHORD. CELESTE. PIANO FEATURING THE MUSIC 
OF BAOC GOULD. BARTOK. HOVHANNESS. ELLINGTON. LAI. 
.BEKllNiGERSHWN. BACHADAdVOMM MD MMY OTHEtl 
• WOS41SIHMmi:MOIIM(ORIGNAL DUBLIN VERSION 1742) 
HERMANN SCHERCHEN. COM>UCTING THE VEM4A ACADEMY 
CHORUS ANO VIENNA STATE OPERA ORCH. NAN MERMMAN, 
ALTO. LEOPOLD StMOtCAU. TENOR! RICHARD STANDEN. BASS. 
PIERRETTE ALAIE, SOPRANO. 
Q W0S4IM KETMOVEK TWO SOBATAS FOI MOUH MO FIMO 
SONATA NO.»IN A. OP. 47(KREUTZER). SONATA NO. S IN F, OP. 
24 (SPRING). ROBERT GERLE, VIOLIN; MARILYN KCEIEY. PIANO. 
VIOLS. THE GOIDEN AGE SINGERS. ROGER PUGH. HARPSI­
CHORD; HERMAN LEEB, IUTE. 
a»M-JlllMUIIOALS MI0U TH10E BTBBIESDEERIN . 
QUEM VIDISTIS PASTORES; GABRIEU, ECCO L' AURORA; MON­
TEVERDI.. ECCO MORMORAR L'ONDE; UJEUNE, REVECY VENIR DU 
PRINTANS; MORLEY, THOUGH PHILOMELA, SENNET, WEEPO 
MNE EYES; DEBUSSY, YVER, VOUS TESTES QUOIN VILLAIN. ANO 
OTHERS. RIVERSIDE CHAAUER SINGERS. 
• WOS-ltll MY Fill UOY/THE S0IR0 OF MUSIC WILLIAM 
STEINBERG ANO THE PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA: 
U VLADIMIR KURUN, VAIERY SOBOLEV (OBOES): VAL-
CHEMCO, OLEO ZAXHARIN (CLARINETS); VITALY BUY-
VLADIMIR SHAUT (FRENCH HORNS); LEV PECHERSXY. 
E 50K0J.0V (BASSONS). ' 
JOR. OF. MS I I  . . 
ERY BEZRU I ] 
ANOVSKY, \ " " 
ALEXANDR
• WOTMBI IEETH0HN. MMCHTO HO. S FOIPIMH) MO 01-
GHESTM I* E-FUT MMOI. OP. 71EAAIL GILELS. PIANO, SYMPHO-
MT ORCHESTRA OF THE LENINGRAD STATE PHILHARMONIC. X. 
VANDERUNG, CONDUCTOR. 
a mwm mm VMILEIWO: SOMHTO FOI MUUIM MO 
OMHESTM M0 SMTE FOI FUTE MO OR HUTU OP. IIS PAV­
EL NECHEPOREMCOI BALALAIKA; SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA OF THE 
MOSCOW STATE PHILHARMONIC. G. ROZHOESTVENSKY. CON­
DUCTOR AND N. ANOSOV. CONDUCTOR; ALEXANDRE XORNEY-
EV. FLUTE , 
.jh 
• W0S4W FLUOSM; PIMO CMMEfTO II • 
DOLF FIRKUSNT. PIANO. LASZLO SOMOGY, 
• W8S-im TCHAIKOVSKY: 111! OVEtTVRE, ilMSKY- XMSMOFF; 
CSPIICCIO ESPMHOL: CIPIICCIO ifilLEI M. ABRAVANEL 
CONDUCTING THE VENNA STATE OPERA ORCHESTRA WITH THE 
DEUTCHMEINSTER BAND. 
• W0M1M HOIST: THE PLMETS SIR ADRIAN BOULT CONDUCT-
| WG THE VIEM4A STATE OPERA ORCH. VIENNA ACADEMY CHO­
RUS. MARS: VENUS: MERCURY; JUPITER; SATURN: URANUS, 
NEPTUNE. 
• WOHin-t KMJOZ: KHMEO t JBUET | COMPLETE) (« TWO 
•ESOM SET) PCRRE MONTEUX CON DUCTUS THE LONDON 
SYMPHONT ORCH. AND CHORUS. 
• WOS-llil MASTEIPIECES OF IISSIM CHIICH MISIC 
AFOCKY CONDUCTING THE CAPPELLA RUSSIAN MALE CHORUS. 
BLESSED IS THE MAN; EASTER EXAPOSTILARION; THE BEATI­
TUDES; THE CHERUBIMIC HYMN, THE LORD'S PRAYER; AND OTH-
| ERS. 
• WOMm RICHARD IMIEt SELECTMMS FMM DEI IN 
, OESIIICLBW8TR WILLIAM STEINBERG CONDUCTING THE PITTS-
I BURGH SYMPHONY ORCH. THE RIDE OF THE VALKYRCS; MAGIC I FIRE MUSIC, DAWN ANO SIEGFRIED'S RHINE JOURNEY, AND I OTHERS. 
• WOMM RAVEL BOLEIO: Fill* HTBU. RRE OMCE: ONUS: 
THE SOMEIETS IPPKITltorSaHIEI: ESPIM H. SCM£RO+ 
1 EN CON>UCTING THE VIENNA STATE OPERA ORCHESTRA. 
I • WOMm Y1VALBI. OLOtU H. SCHERCHEN CONDUCTING THE 
I VKNNA STATE OPERA ORCHESTRA. 
I • WOMtn TCHAIKOVSKY: SWM LAKE SWTI ABRAVANEL CON-
| DUCTING THE UTAH SYMPHONT. OPENING SCENE;'DANCE Of 
I THE SWANS; WHJOING MARCH, DANa OF THE BUCK SWAN-
I AND OTHERS 
• WOS-HM HAYDI: SYMPHONY NO. IN: II0 MMOI C'MIU-
T*tT-); SYMPHONY HO.«: M F SMART MINOR TFUEWEU") H. 
SCHBtCHEN CONDUCTING THE VIEKMA STATE OPERA ORCH. 
I • WOMat BEST OF CHOPIN MAZURKA, E MAJOR. FOU r SONG 
I PIANO; SCHERZO OP. #20,12 i FLAT: PAUL BADURA-SKODA, 
I PIANO; CONCERTO 01: BARBARA HESSE BUXOWSXA. PIANO; 
I SONATA #2 in B FLAT MINOR, SLADYSLAW KEDRA PIANO- ANO 
I OTHERS. 
CONDUCTS THE VIEFMA STATE OPERA ORCHESTRA. 
• W0M1S7 FEMMOO »0t: HSTBOia FDR BWTU JOHN Wll-
UAMS. GUITAR. 
• WOMm «HE0: SOM OF NMWA (ORCHESTRAL SUITE) UTHA 
I SYMPHONT. MAURICE ABRAVANEL CONDUCTING 
• WOMM NETELSCY: HI  CHINESE TEMPLE HARDEN IN THE 
1 MYSTIC LAND Of EGYPT, JUNGLE DRUMS, IN A PERSIAN MARKET 
I IN A MONASTERY GARDEN, AND OTHERS A. AllBERTI CON-
DUCTO4G THE VIENNA STATE OPERA ORCHESTRA - -
VIENNA STATE OPERA ORCH. 
• WOMM IMHMT: SYMPHOWY NO. IC MHOS, OF, M WILLIAM 
STEINBERG CONDUCTING THE PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY OR 
CHESTRA. 
D W8MW7 UHT: MIZEPPI, HNNOMIM IHBPIODIO NOS.T.4. 
mi I HERMAM4 SCHERCHEN CONDUCTING THE VIENNA STATE 
 T . 
• WOS-TNS OMMS OF THE MT10MU. IHMNE, WHHINOTON, 
o e, VOL II FRED SWANN. ORGAN, FEATUMNG THE iMUSIC OF 
BACH. COUPERIN. REGER. FRANCX AND OTHERS. 
G was-iiM an PIEICE IINOS HBNOELAIIU IAN PEERCE, 
TENOfc HAMS SCMWKGER CONDUCTIfC THE VIEM4A STATE 
OPERA ORCHESTRA. 
P WOMFTS SOPTMO IALLETS: SIU.Y THE IQO/IOOEO MAURICE 
ABRAVANEL CONDUCTING THE UTAH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.' " 
• W0S-I1T1 JOHMI STIMSS WALTZES THE BLUE DANUBE. 
VOICES OF SWING. ROSES FROM THE SOUTH. EMPEROR WALTZ. 
TALES FROM THE VIENNA WOOOS, JUUUS RUDEL CONDUCTING 
THE VIENNA STATE OPERA ORCHESTRA.— 
AW«M-»LJRA WIDOW! SYMPHONT HO. I IN C MINOI, OP. 
^YMPHMYHO. I i.F MIHOI. OP. M, H. I MARCEL DUPRE. 
ORGAN: THE ORGAN OF SAWT-SUIPICE. PAWS. THE ONLY AVAIL­
ABLE RECORDING. 
• WOMm HEHOQSMHN: BOMTT COHCOTO FOI VIOUH. FUHn MO mm OKMESTH M O MHON CARROU GLENN. 
VKXIN; EUGEfC UST, PIANO. 
• WOMHI MM MOFFO UNAS SELLHN, OOW2ETT1, MTSSINI  
VEKH BELLINI, BELLA NICE. CHE AMORS, VEROl. LO SPMOA-
CAMMO; ROSSINk LA HORAIA FtORENTlNA; DONIZETTI: MEVO-
GUO FA'NA CASA. AND OTHBIS. 
?^E«AWpE«g!^RSS7^ 
CONDUCTING. -• 
•W8M4MISEETHOVEN. TIIOIN l-FLAT MMOI. OP. 17 FOI 
PIMO, VIOUN, IW CELLO EMIl GILELS. PIANO; LEONID KOGAN, I 
VIOLIN; MSTISLAV ROSTROPOVICH, CEUO 
• WOMBS TCIUIKOMKT: SLEEP WO BUITT nOEIPTS FMM 
-THE ULLET ORCHESTRA OF THE BOt SHOL THE ATRE U :S.S.R: 
BORIS XAKIN, COND. 
ISAWSBKY, C^WJCTORAI,MON'C 0"CHES7RA: yev<Un' 
• WMMOI UCHMMHMFS: CONCEITO NO. 2 FOI PIMO MO 
OICHESTMHI0.MN0I,OP. WSYMPHON¥<*CHESmAOFTHE 
LB4INGRAD STATE PHILHARMONIC; CONDUCTOR. XURT ZAN-
DERLING 
«"«» KHATCHATIIUUI/FIMMEITS FIOM 
THE BALLET, ALEXANDRE GAUK, THE BOLSHOI SYMPHONY OR­
CHESTRA OF THE ALL-UNION RADIO. 
qWMHW-r MOIMMETZ/IED POPPY BALLET: VIENU . 
SMTE OPEM 0MHESTU, HERMANN SHERCHEN CONDUCT-1 
INGS (2 RECORD SET) „ UN 
2?!SW.L2SHH?,IC0"#H,T0 " RO»MOU" *M OICHES-
TM IN 0 MUOI, OP. I LEONID KOGAN. VKXIN; GRAND SYM­
PHONY ORCHESTRA OF THE ALL-UNION RADIO: CONDUCTOR. 
VASIll NEBOLSIN 
ft MINOI OF II RU o W8M-RSI OIEINKIICHEH CHILDIEN'S CHOI! IN JIPIN: 
"coffiucnkc THE OEITHN. LATIN. MPMESE. SPTNTBAL SO HAS MARY HAD A BABY 
(.UNUUI.IIK> '"t- KOOJO NO TSUKTiZIGEUNERlEBEN; AVE MARIA. AND OTHERS. 
Q WOS-tm POPS PIOMEHME: WILLIAM STEINBERG. THE PinS-
BURGH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. • 
• WSS-lttl SONOS FIOM IIOADWAY. THE OPERA AND THE 
CONCERT STATE KIRITEKANAWA SINGS. 
• W0S-MS4 W.I. MOUIT'S FIRST FIVE SYMPHONIES: ERICH 
LEINSOORF CONDUCTS THE PHILHARMONIC' SYMPHONY: OR-
CHESTRA OF LONDON 
• WOMBS CONTEMPOMIY TWOS FOI FLVTE, CEUO 1 PIMO 
THE TIPTON TRIO! DAMASE; MARINU; ROMEN. 
• WOMM THENIMILE F1N0EIS OF JEM PIEIK JHMEZ 
• W0S-M41 PMOY « lESVAMEUCAN IN PtIISf 
GERSHWIN/PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. WILLIAM 
STEMERG CONDUCTING. 
• W0S4W THE IIVSMl CUSMML lYNTHEtUEl MIKE HAN-
XINSON ft THE PUTNEY V.C.S 3 SYNTHESIZER TOCCATA ft FUGUE 
IN D MINOR (J. S. BACH); SONATA IN D MAJOR (D. SCARLATTI); 
EINE KIBNE NACHTMUSK K. 523 (W.A. AAOZART; MOONLIGHT 
SONATA (L VAN BEETHOVEN); AND OTHERS. 
• W8MM4 TCHMKOVSKY: SYMPHONT #1 IN S MINOI. OP. 74 
PSTHETHINE STATE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA OF THE U.S.S.R.; 
CONDUCTOR. CONSTANTIN IVANOV. 
• WOIHM DVOOM: CONCEITO FOI CELLO MO FIMO IN I 
MIHOI, OP. 114MSTISLAV ROSTROPOVICH. CELLO: BOLSHOI 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA OF THE ALL UNION RADIO; CONDUC­
TOR. MORRIS KHAIKIN ' O 
• WMHMS DOWUUHh IYIES FOI FOU VOICES COME AGAIN; 
SLEEP. WAYWARD THOUGHTS; LOVE. THOSE BEAMS THAT BREED: 
COME AWAY. COME, SWEET LOVE; TO ASK FOR All THY LOVE; 
FINE KNACKS FOR LADIES. AND OTHERS. THE GOLDEN AGE 
SINGERS DIRECTED BY MARGARET FIELD-HYDE. JUIIAN BREAM 
.IUTE. 
• WOMMS-T SWM LAKE: TCHAIKOVSKY (COMPLETE) ORIGINAL 
SOUNDTRACK. THE LENINGRAD PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA 
CONDUCTED BY V.FEGOMOV (2 RECORD SET) $4.98 
• WOMM CONTEMPOUIY CUSSIC FOI CONTEHPOIMY PEO­
PLE: B. BARTOK SONATA FOR TWO PIANOS ft PERCUSSION: 
MUSIC PLAYERS 70, KIWI. MW ZEALAfND; E. CARR DANCES FROM 
"ELEKTRA", J. RIMMER, COMPOSITION 5 FOR PERCUSSION AND 
ELECTRON'S SOUNDS; GARY BRAIN, PERCUSSIONIST 
• WOS-IKS THE BEST HINOMYr- BARTOK/OOHNANY/XOO ALY, 
ROBERT G€R1€ VIOUN; REGIS BENOIT PIANO. 
TRA. 
• W0S41S4 VIIOiL FOX IH COHCEIT BACH PRELUDE-AND FUGUE 
IN E MINOR, BACH, REJOICE. BELOVED CHRISTIANS; GTGOUT, 
TOCCATA: REGER, FANTASIE ON THE CHORALE. 
• W0S-I1U JILMNHESM-S OIUTEIT HITS. VOL! TURINA, 
HOMMAGE A TARREGA: SOR ANDANTE LARGO. OP? T#5, VLLLA-
LOBOS, PRELUDE <3 IN AMINOR, BACH. SARABANDE; DOW-
LANDR FANTASIA; DE FALA: IE TOM BEAU DE CLAUDE OEBUSSY: 
ANO OTHERS 
S.SSi'jyi!alJS4£f:^MUttMITONSBITtWE UTAH 
SYMPHONY COT® UCTED BY MAURICE ABRAVANEL. 
• .BMM.U.NT-UEHl ONMN SYMPHONY (NO. 1MCMI-
SCN«"«R- ORGAN, THE UTAH SYM­
PHONY CONDUCTED BY* MAURICE ABRAVANEL 
| • WBMIW CNOPIN: PIMO CONCEITO NO. I • F MINOI. OP. 11 
I BARBARA HESSE-BUXOWSKA. PIANO: VIENNA STATE OPERA 
ORCHESTRA COW) UCTED BY SIR ADRIAN SOU IT 
• WOMItl CtMOElOEMSSY: U MCI FETES; IKIU: PIERRE 
DWVAUX CON8WCTNG L'ORCHESTRE COLORAME 
^rs?^W<SS^CH»CHENC0^^"THE 
DW0S41SI UST OF IMHMS «TH MOVEMENT—SYMPHONY ft 
INDMAJOR. OP. 73; 4TH MOVEMENT—SYMPHONY #1 IN C 
MINOR. OP. 68; TRAGIC OVERTURE IN D MINOR.OR, BTJ 3RD 
MOVEATFNT—SYMPHONY « IN F MAJOR, *B MOVE-
ATFNT—SYMPHONY #4 INE MINOR. OP. PBFVMUAM STEINBERG 
• WOMHI BEST OF MOZART EINE KLEU NACHTMUSK SYM- CONDUCTING THE PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY. 




I • W0S-II41 PE0I0 UYII8EN SI 181 SPtRISH FBVOIITES 
I S«OTHERS,A*T*; *MAPOTA LAMENTO GITANO VAIENICA: 
™INL.WOME?- AND SONG *ND OTHERS! VIENNA STATE OP­
ERA ORCHESTtA COMHJCTED BY ARMANDO AUBERTI • 
TFLWFOR FLUTE. MU I HHP M. LAVRY: SUITE 
CP^FTANTLOP 348 (L»7): F. VOSS SERENADE; BAX, ELE-
UEF /̂SS)1OTSBS: DANCES' ̂  THKE ETUMS:  ̂•W^MILĴ  MWMFOI CCUO MO PIMO SONATA 
I °1<BIMT» (8KORDED LIVE: AT THE ABBEY S»WA I0»? K»£L» OMNOSE, I Of CNCAICAT IN FfANCf ^ 
FREE! 
CELIO: AMTHOPTYMAKAS. PIANO. 
STUDENT RECORD 
and TAPE SERVICE ~ 
P.O. Box 431 
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15230 . 
My check or mon«y order b •ndotod. PtoaiM Mri'd m* 
rti* records I've listed. Make (heck payable to SRTS. 
Catalog 
Hwmb«« Mwovnt Ptkit 
TOFT Ikin MLVTF iRitvre «MBM eay O«H»IO! aK arm** o# #he rmeotd amoKM »*ik -I I 
Willi HKigiwik oclton ana prmvtats static j 
el»chto'f» buHd-up-whith can detfrey records.' I 
•fr»e with e«di nlijnimum order of 3 records. ! 
Address 
TlMrl CML 
The gasoline shortage has begun to 
affect the pocketbook of state 
government. January gasoline tax 
collections were down nearly 1300,000 
from a year ago, the state 
comptroller's office said early this 
WTEKI 'i. - . ,& 
JanuS^ colleicfibns: affirounted tor 
comptroller's office said. 
The lower income from gasoline tax, 
reduced ,i 
said. 
925,630,666, as compared to $25,926,585 
collected in the same month a year ago. 
The 1974 figure, a 1.1 percent decrease 
from last year, is 7.8 percent lower 
than expectedra motor fuel tax division 
official said. 
The >28,828,223 collected in 
December also was lower than 
anticipated, although still 0.9 percent 
above collections a year ago. Until 
recently, gasoline tax collections had 
been increasing on the average of 6.7 
percent a month with the increase in 
motor vehicles- and gasoline Sales, the 
5 cents on the gallon, most directly ** 0 The loss of revenue wijl not affect tlwrv-
o^affects the State Highway Department, 4v Texas Education Agency's programs;^ 
Uvjjwhich gets three-fourths of the tax, and * •- ' Tom Patton, supervising accounting 
t-f^iihe state school system, which gets .adviser for the agency, said Tuesday.^, 
f ";lbne-fourth.. ,c, - V r'Texas schools get their money from? ' 
; two sources — the Permanent Schodf-
Marquis Uoode, assistant state . Fun(J ^ ̂  general revtoueefun<: 
Patton explained. "If funds .^re lacking*, 
from one of thefee sources, then ^he» 
other source will make up for their-1-
deficiency." 
The only schools that "would btf\ 
affected by the revenue loss are in thel:. 
school districts, under the 'balanced^! 
budget plan, he said. ' . \"-
"These districts have a great deal of| 
health and do not have enough student^ ' 
to qualify them for both financial •' 
sources," he said. "But there are only! 
100 of them out of 1,000 school districts' 
in Texas." 
1M 
lysHu,! 1 ft sw®r 
^highway engineer for operations, said 
Monday, the highway department will 
iH' rfeel the pinch if gasoline tax collections i 
||||k)htinue to decrease. Should Mideast 
'oil again become available, he said, the , 
- 5 highway department'may avoid having 
' to curtail any of its programs. 
Goode said the department currently : 
has $421 million out in contracts for 
future projects. Thus far, no projects 
have been cancelled in response to the 
, drop, as there has been no indication of 
a serious decrease in revenue. 
/However, contract work^will have to be 
By CHRISTINE GILBERT 
Professional critics, like 
football fans, are people 
whose knowledge is vast and 
whose love' is great for the 
object they criticize, 
Lawrence Rosenfield, New 
York media critic, told 
communication students 
Tuesday. 
. Rosenfield, speaking on 
"criticism as^a mode of 
thought" as part of  
Communication Week, said, 
"A football fan loves the 
sRort, the athletics and the 
critic is a fan oi aesthetic 
events. Both witness events 
and then evaluate and reflect 
upon them, talking about 
them afterwards. 
"Even when the object is 
intended for some purpose 
a novel is to be read, an ad is 
to increase sales — it can be 
enjoyed whether or not it 
accomplishes its purpose," 
Rosenfield said. 
A specialist in multimedia, 
Rosenfield used slides and 
films to illustrate his lecture, 
keeping with his view that use 
of  media enhances a 
lecturer's v«pcds and raises 
the level of audi^)ice attention 
and participation. 
After pointing out critical. 
thought is a logical process, . 
Rosenfield asked, "Why then 
do critics so seldohi agree 
with each other if they work in 
such a logical way?" 
Rosenfield then suggested 
critics ask different kinds of 
questions and depending on 
which focus they take,  ; 
"they'll arrive at different 
conclusions. 
Examining the^ different 
aspects of crit icism, 
Rosenfield illustrated with 
television commercials how 
critical thought varies and 
how sources vary in the way 
they lend themselves to 
criticism. 
After showing a series of 
commercials  Rosenfield 
received varied opinions of 
the ads from the. audience. 
' 'When critics disagree, it's 
not because they're ignorant 
or' corrupt, though those are 
possibilities, but because jof 
how their heads work," 
Rosenfield pointed out. 
Women's information 
Since its opening last 
month, the Women's Referral 
Center has attracted between 
10 to 20 women each day, and 
the files of information are 
"growing tremendously," 
Barbara Cohen, spokesperson 
for the center, said Tuesday. 
„ The referral center, Union 
Building" 319, is a project of 
th.e Women's Affairs 
Committee of  Student 
Government and is open to all 
women in the Austin 
community. 
Committee members have 
gathered information in 11 
areas of interest to women 
including birth control and 
problem pregnancy, legal 
information, education and 
career choice,  women's 
organizations, psychological 
services, hospitals and health 
care," job availabil ity,  day 
care centers,  low cost  
housing, adoption and news 
services. 
"We've been asked for 
everything we have on file. 
Most women seem interested 
in f inding out about 
organizations, financial aid 
and pregnancy and jbirth 
control information," Ms. 
Cohen, co-chairperson of the 
Women's Affairs Committee, 
said. 
"The center is  also 
becoming a place where 
women can meet and talk to 
other women," Ms. Cohen 
said. She explained that often 
two women .come in with 
-different questions, and while 
"talking to the staff person it 
turns into a three-way 
conversation. 
The center is open from 
noon to 4 p.m. Mondays and 
Thursdays, or women can call 
471-3721 during those hours. 
SENATOR 
Social and Behavioral Science 
Paid pol.adv. paid for by Michelle Hanson 
$urz, Mrz for spring-fever 
of stf/7shj/7& 
an# a Jbovft/ef~ 
of frtsh 
ha/fete. 
• W8MI8I BIZET: CBMEN MITES 0 M8SI0 TO L'BILESIfHRC — Hums Bimgi THi'VUtjilWitTATI iTffCRA CWCIP ' VON-fiMIKHBilaMfT:TH0rOtPIMM,VIOiHl MDCEL-
" • 10 M 0 MMOI. Or..ll--tlBIMO«r LEV 080RIN. PIANO; OAV-
10 OtSTtAHIt, VtCAIN; EV1ATOSEAV KNUSHEVITSKY. CEII.O. 
• VOMIIi BACH KM MO (Alt JACK CROSSAN-S KEYBOARD I 
KALEIDOSCOPE, VOL 2 
«E>niMmi oou OKIVOUTOMO rata won 
•»TO-«tTW PtOKOnEFf; FUUMM8 ma ORCHESTRA DU I 
THEATH NATIONAL DEL'OPERA 0E PARIS. (THREE RECORD SET) I ITJI 
• W0MMI7H Witt DM IHEIIMOIO HANS <SWAROVSKY I 
CONDUCTS THE SUOOEUTSCHE PHIIHAHMONI (THREE RECORD I 
SET).... UM I 
nWMO-iniJ WI8IIEI: DIE WUKIIE HANS SWAROVSKY 
CONOUCTS THE SOOOEUTSCHE PHIIHARMONIE (FIVE RECORD I 
SET) : |)IJr 
• W0I041774 WtUOk IIEBFtlED HANS SWAROVSKY CON-, 
WJgS THE SUDOEUTSCHE PHIIHARMONIE. (FIVE RECORD SET) 
• WOBWTTM wmmu: SOmiMMIEIMO HANS SWAROV­
SKY CONDUCTS THE SUOOEUTSCHE. PHIIHARMONIE. (SIX REC-
°»*T) SHJI 
• WOM-MM utrntL mm m com THE UTAH SYMPHONY I 
ORCH. AND COMBINED CHORUSES Of THE UNIVERSITY OF 1 
UTAH/MAURICE ABRAVAMl CONO. (TWO RECORD SET) ... MM I 
gJHIMIH HAOBEL: J80AI MTOMUOL THE UTAH SYM­
PHONT ORCH. ANO UTAH UNIV. CHORUS/A*AURICE ABRAVANEL 
COM). (3 RECORD SET) ftM 
O MW4W4 H BOO EL: XEIXEI BRIAN PRIESTMAN COM>. THE 
VIENNA RADIO ORCH (THREE RECORDSET) |7JI j 
• *0W«n-l BUttCKTI: THAI! ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS 
CONOUCTED BY I. ETOME VERRY. (TWO RECORO SET) .... |l|| 
• VOMMW-IMOZABT: IE08IEM VIENNA STATE OPERA ORCH. 
CONDUCTED BY HERMANN SCHERCHEN. (TWO RECORO SET) 
• W0I04MM HM0EL lOOEUIOl ICOMflCTE OKU) STICH-
RANOAU.-FORRESTER, BRIAN PWESTMAN COND. VIENNA ORCH 
(THREE RECORD SET) (JJ| 
OMfOOMtH-l BBKMtTHE CASTLE Of DIME HOC IEMO ONE 
ACT OPERA/E. KIBKAlO. DUKE BWE BEARD. BARITONE/N POll-
KOVAi AKNTH. SOPRANO/BOLSHOE.SYMP. ORCH. OF THE All-
UNKDNRAOIO/G. ROZHOESTVENSKY.COM) IL4B' 
MAGNETIC RECORD CLEANER 
Reg. $3.95 WITH EACH ORDER (Minimum 3 Records) 
The Texas Air Control 
Board (TACB) and the U.S. 
Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) sett led 
differences over the boacd's 
$1.3 million federal funding 
request in all but two cases' 
after a Tuesday meeting.-
The two cases involved a 
request for two machines used 
in studying the formation of 
smog and chemicals that form 
smog, Charles R. Barden, 
executive director of the 
board; said; * 
"The EPA has not 
Canned Peaches 
Shortage Predicted 
By Zodiac News Service 
Canned peaches will be the 
next shortage. 
The National Canners 
Association reports a severe 
shortage of peach crops in the 
last two years has caused 
many canners to run out of 
peaches. The Association 
predicts a canned peaches 
shortage will hit' the United 
States by June. 
completely turned us down on 
the request for these 
machines, and there is chance 
we will get them,'' h&jNud. 
The EPA feels the macranes 
are exotic and unnecessary 
while the TACB feels they are 
important for studying air 
pollution in Texas. 
• • Relations'between EPA and 
TACB were strained last week 
when it was rumored that 
EPA was cutting off funds tb 
the board if it did not comply 
with the EPA*'s Texas 
Transportation Plan. 
The plan calls for a limit on 
automobile use inpallas, Fort 
Worth, Galveston, Houston 
and San Antonio. 
The TACB feared the EPA 
was reacting to a suit filed in 
protest of the transportation 
plan. The case is before tjie 
•fifth U.S. ^Circuit Court of 
Appeals. 
"This meeting has, brought 
both organizations (EPA and 
TACB) to a better 
understanding, and we will be 
informed next week on the 
approval of  our budget 
request," Barden said. 
11 STUTTERERS If 
Are y ou tired of feeling the shame, guilt 
& fear anxieties associated <. with 
stuttering? See what you can do for 
yourself! V 
"STUTTERING CAN BE CONTROLLED" 
Join the "Austin Council of Stutterers" 
Jay Spiller \iV' 
1127 Rufland 
Austin, Texas 78758 836-9304 
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By JEFF FRANKS" 
Johnny Carson claims that 
streaking has put a whole new" 
definition on the term "Big 
n Man on Campus." Walter 
Cronkite calls it "a grand 
spring adventure." The State 
of T^xas sajrs it is against the. 
- - -9 
V Alf tius is io say that those 
students who rah through the.: 
streets on those warm, spring-, 
like nights last week clothed; 
only in the innocence of youth 
may soon find themselves out 
in the cold, or more 
specifically, in court. 
University Police Chief Don 
Cannon said Tuesday his force 
will use photographs taken at 
last week's streak-ins to bring 
charges against participants. 
Cannon said that ^various 
friends of the police force who 
were in attendance will 
identify the guilty, v 
These friends Cannon said 
are not undercover agents but 
"just students that we know." 
He said that contrary to 
popular opinion the police 
"get quite a bit of assistance 
from students and faculty 
members who want to help 
out. That's one reason we 
" have a low crime rate." 
situation. 
"I am aware that students 
will pick, up on the latest 
college fads.' I must point out 
to student's that exposing 
one's genitals in 
against the law, and they will 
.^be subject to the. court and 
^University discipline." 
"Personally, I think to 
expose one's self in public just 
'shouldn't be done," he added. 
But while the University is 
making l ife hard for 
streakers, streakers are doing 
likewise for the University. 
Cannon said that whenever 
large crowds gather, "we 
have to have people to control 
them." This frequently means 
that an officer is required to 
work overtime, which means 
overtime pay and an added 
drain to the police budget. 
Cannon said one of his 
officers was slightly injured 
last Friday when someone hit 
her with a bottle/ 
"Our people were trying to 
clear the street ,  when 
someone threw a bottle and 
hit a woman officer in the 
back. It wasn't serious, but it 
bruised her pretty badly," 






IS The 6reof 
Divide 
Man and shadow main kl The Texas AFL-CIO 
Delivered 
By®AFL'CIO Committed 
the traniiHan from brick 
to p*bbl«-ip*ck«d con-. 
crete. 
Ttxqn SNtff by jay M|H»r 
Committee on Poli t ical  
Education (COPE) dist­
ributed its political wallop 
Tuesday by endorsing seven 
candidates running for.  
statewide office. - ^. - -w-
comptroller's race an 
Wallace for the 
Railroad Commission 
School Board 
/"University - Young 
^Democrats endorsed four 
candidates for the Austin 
School Board in a Tuesday 
jught meeting. 
The group voted to support 
Cor 
FinancialTip 
Cannon said that streaking 
is "a violation of the law" and 
that the police "don't have 
any choice" but to arrest 
violators. "We are bound by 
the State of Texas to uphold 
the law. He said his personal 
opinion is that "it is against-
the law." 
The punishment for 
_ streaking is a charge of 
- disorderly conduct which has 
a maximum fine of $200. 
' Cannon said those students 
arrested and convicted will 
have a criminal record,  
"which could keep them from 
getting jobs later on." / 
Another problem arrested 
streakers may run into is 
disciplinary action fiy the 
University. Dr. Lawrence 
Franks,dissociate dean of 
students, said Tuesday that 
streakers may be put on 
disciplinary probation which 
he called "the highest-
warning we have." A person 
on disciplinary probation may 
be subject to expulsion if hew 
she cause any more problems. 
Franks said that. before 
deciding whether to place 
someone on probation he 
would have to examine the 
would be filed if they could 
identify the bottle-thrower. 
Also, the University may be' 
faced with a possible lawsuit 
from Lucetta Wornell ,  
sophomore radio-television-
film major, who was arrested 
last Friday while watching a 
streak-in. She was charged 
with disobeying a lawful.order 
to clear the street. * 
"It's just an idea. A friend 
of mine has been jumping up 
and down saying it was cruel 
and unusual punishment to 
. airest me when everyone else 
was doing the same thing. I'm 
considering the possibility," 
• she said. • 
By PAUL WALTER 
Money is like sex — you're 
supposed to behave 
intell igently about i t» but 
nobody teaches you fiow, Dr. 
Carl  Hawver,  National 
Consumer .  Financial  
Association vice-president, 
said Tuesday. 
Speaking at  a 
Communication Week 
sandwich seminar on 
"Communication in Money 
-Management," Hawver said 
the biggest problem in most 
families is toe lack of frank 
communication about what 
they want and what their 
goals are. 
"Complete frankness should 
always be there, without it, 
pipe dreams become 
disasters," he added. L-
Hawver stressed money 
management training should 
begin early — in the third 
grade — and all members of 
the family participate from 
then on. : - - ' -
Hawver 's  money 
management plan utilizes 
thorough records to account 
for al l  the money spent,  then 
by using these records it can 
be determined how much each 
member of the family spends. 
Each member then is  
allotted a lump sum each 
month to cover his needs, with 
these allowances distributed 
weekly.. 
All other family bills, under 
this plan, are paid by check 
sticking with straight contract 
basis for purchases." 
A revolving pl%n enables a 
purchaser to pay part of a 
balance each month until the 
amofint meets the credit 
ceiling. If a purchaser has 
three cards with $300 ceilings, 
and puts off paying the entire, 
balance, he suddenly finds 
himself $900 in debt Hawver 
because "people with money told the lunch crowd. 
in their pockets spend it." • 
Hawver explained in his 
family this plan avoids the 
usual financial arguments. 
"If the wife comes home 
wanting a full-length mink 
stole, it's all right because she 
knows the money will come 
out of her allowance and she 
will rearrange her budget to 
cover it," he said. 
Of the "credit card world," 
Hawver said, "it's hard to get 
At an earlier appearance 
Hawver, who also is national 
chairman of the Public 
Relations Society of America, 
said today's credibility gap 
between America 's  
government^ business and 
intellectual leaders and the 
"concerned public" is  a 
problem in which public 
relations could and should 
play an important mediating 
role. % 
' nmleting its biennial 
convlnuon at  Municipal 
Auditorium, COPE declined, 
howeverr to endorse either 
Gov. Dolph Briscoe, oi; 
Frances Fa re fit  ho1d, 
Democratic candidates for 
governor in the May 4 
primary, citing that "our 
overriding concern should be 
the strengthening of a state 
"Democr a t ic Party in 
preparation for 1976.'' 
COPE, the political arm pf 
AFkCIO, endorsed former 
Secretary of State Bob 
Bullock for the state 
, TO PLACE A 
TEXAN 
_ CLASSIFJEDAD 
CALL 471 -5244 
'*• • ••••••••••• ••••«-!$ 
Five statewide incumbents 
running for re-election also 
endorsed were Lt.  Go 
!s;:ceMri5»c D v̂r Bob Armstrong. Agricultural ''; "s- o t S u.I 
Commissioner John White and . 
St?.te Tr"surerjesse Karp tor P™M " Concerning congressional, 
. State Senate and Texas House 
races in the primary, the 
COPE report recommended 
"that the convention accept as 
endorsements those re*, 
commendations of local 
central councils and local 
COPEs" which will meet 
later this month. v 
Bil l  Anderson, press 
secretary for Mrs.  
Farenthold, said, "I'm not 
surprised at all in COPE's 
decision not to endorse a 
' candidate for governor. It' 
-happened before in 1972. 
ar
Discussing the 
endorsements, Stacy Suits, 
president of the organization; 
said. " We plan to concentrate 
oiur efforts on an absentee 
voting campaign^ since the 
April 6 election will be held 
during spring break and many 
students will be out of town." 
An absentee ballot box will 
be located at the University 
State Bank on Guadalupe 
Street, Suits said. "We're 
going to stand on the West 
Mall and the Drag and get 
students to go down there to 




by without credit, but *stay "It's very important the 
away from buying on a Communication always be 
revolving plan, instead truth," he added. 
Watch Fori. 
S S '74 
Coming Soon I 
wr * 
Tu«i.-Sot. March 12-March 16 
BRUSHY CREEK 
Turn-Sat. March 19-March 23 
EWING ST. TIMES 







• Amster Music • 
« 1624 Lavaca J 
• ••••«•••••••••••••.. 
Live entertainment all week 
50® 




«. 6 Dor 
5econd Level. Ooble Moll 21st 6 Guodalupe-" 
free parking in the rear » 
TONIGHT-THURS. 
3 DAYS ONLY 
B.W. 
Advancwl tickch at Discount Records & inh«r Sanctum 
SAT. JiRRY JIFf WAtKtR'S BIRTHDAY PARTY -
Afro-American and Mexican American 
< Culture Committees 
• • present ' ' 
An earlier evening dinner featuring 
BLACK SOUL FOOD 
MEXICAN FOOD 
Wednesday, March 13 
4:30 p.m£ " 
65' a plate 
Union Jr. Ballroom and 
r "Star Room 
murmmnm 
EVERYONE ADMITTED FREE TONITE 
PREMIER 
I From the Director of 
5 LAST TANGO IN PARIS 
• Bernardo Bertoluccl's 
IPARTNIEI? 
CHAMBER MUSIC CELEBRATION 
CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE &' DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 
MARCH 19 AT 8 PM IN HOGG AUDITORIUM 
NO COVER MON.-THURS. 
OPEN S p.m. ' lOth/Lamor 477-3783 








live# AU. WEEK! 
NATIONAL RECORDING ARTISTS 




| CTSPAMM aANOMLU' 
t" aSrelwiime Mdaqrali mm FRIDAY, SATURDAY 
CEC OPTIONAL SERVICES FEE DRAWING MARCH 13-19 
AT HOGG AUDITORIUM BOX OFFICE, M) AM-6 PM, MONDAY-FRIDAY 
PUBLIC TICKETS $2 
h . «  
(.iiwiM III 
TMM*» TOM Trntl 
March 15-16 Adm. Sl.S0 
7sJ0-f:K-11;l5 
FRIDAY in J*tMr Attd. 
SATURDAY in A C Aud. 
•v , 
^ 
f - A  
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r ^ % 
m 1926 E. RIVERSIDE 
^Happy Hour HiBalls 50%^S 
^Monday ̂ HrwThvrsday^ 
-  ̂ ^  . f t p  P E A  T U R I N G :  f l f  
tOHlGHT - AUDITION IN 
M 'Modern Times' is a very,very funny movie. 
It is also an extremely loving one. i 
If, for some ridiculous reason, you haven'tjseen it* 
you cannot afford to delay. YoA Tim*' 
&..M 'tSf: 
THURSDAY - GINGER CAIN 
The result of our diverse energies pointed in I 
one direction. We have the best little bar in 
town (honest). Explorers. You'll find us deep| 
In the heert of MR. GATTI'S on East River­
side. Dontt be surprised; Just relax and enjoy | 
^the change. 
^ rTexas Union Arts and Theatre Committee 
- MQM Musical Series - ^ 
till EASTER PARADEIf 
• Starring: Judy Garland Fred Astaire, Peter Lawford,. 
_ AHn MiUer 
Arthur Fr*d 
by ChariM Waltart 
m , . and lvria bv Inlna Bwlln 
7 and 9 p.m.' a- ; 
$1.00 UT $tud«nt«r 
— Faculty, Staff 
$1.50 Mambart 
„ ' ^fWt tv s 
r . ., \ r t • 3 <' 
^MODERN Tliie«N HAS 









•vr. ' -—'• 
Qnolinioiî MODERN 
with Rulette Goddard . 
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Recital Scheduled 
Gary Wortley, master of music degree candidate will 
t a recital at 8 p.m. Wednesday in Music BuilcUgg 
ecital Hall in partial fulfillment of degree requirements. 
The flute recital will include Suite Modale for flute and 
:^^piano by Ernest Blocks Trio Sonata from the "Musical 
^Offering" by J.S. Bach; Argoru III for solo flute by Alvin 
Singleton; and Concertino in E Major by Henri Tomasi. ' 
Tom Schultz on piano and Janice Seemann on violin "will 
iv?5assist Wortley. 1 N 
Wortley received a bachelor of music degree from the 
University in December, 1972. He was 1974 finalist in the 
ational Young Artist Competition and recipient of the 
diand-Odessa Symphony Association award. 
fTfce Grande Booffe; 
tarrtag Marcello 
^IpiittoiaiBi, Michel 
|l§J»iccoli, Philippe Nolret, 
Ugo Tognazzi; produced by s 
Jean Pierre Rassam; " 
.^Cpnritten and directed by 
i ^-?^larco Ferrerl; at Dobie 
By WILLIAM A. STONE JR. 
Texan Staff Writer 
"TheGrande Bouffe" offers 
an outrageously unique and 
Pi xifm-
fascinating premise: four 
men shut themselves off from 
the rest of the world and 
systematically^; eat 
themselves to death! %$£ 
: -vHhi; 
They spare nothing in their 
extravagance — the finest 
foods are brought to them in 
truckloads; a trio of whores is 
invited to satisfy their more 
prurient interests; one of the^„, 
men, (Ugo Tognazzi), a cheff 
nventive. 
by profession, prepares their , 
food with care and perfection. ;' 
In short, they're "going out in 
"BOUFFE" was directed 
by Italian film maker Marco 
Ferreri, but his story is set in 
an exquisite old house in 
France, and it serves as a 
criticism of bourgeois 
debauchery and a moral 
Super Disney Family Fun 
love takes the helm 
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. ./jUssi » i< 
commentary on. human^ 
i- •< "t 
iestrainl^^^M^ 
lite men ittVolvfed lathis 
''gastronomic seminar'.' are 
not liberated by constant' 
satisfaction of their desires 
on the contrary r thfy are 
trapped by#i|§||: 
Mastroignni is adorable 
here as the perpetual lover of 
women with a penchant for shocking. But however 
old cars and erotic fantasies -disgusting or repulsive they 
too-good-to-be-true mockery themselves in comic relief. ... 
of Marlon Brando as the,.,.. As Michel Piccoft^ 
Godfather. .^progresses farther into the-
THE MOST enjoyable feasting, he becomes painfully 
aspect of "Bouffe," however, constipated -r all of whicH 
is director Ferreri's sense of could be sad and almost 
mMMmetrnes 
FOX TWIN 




STARTS TONIGHT ' 
John WAYNE - Ann-MARGRET 
"THE TRAIN ROBBERS" 
Plus 
"THE SKIN GAME" 
James GARNER - Lou GOSSETT 
: "Train" at 8:25 * "Skin*; at 6:40-10 p.m. 
• THEltTWtS 
Twin r $1.00 til 5 p.m. 
Cinema : MON.-FRI. 
19S0 BAST RIVKRStDK DRIVE 
By VICKIE L. HENRY 
< Texan Staff Writer 
humor and innocence. i^tragic. Ferreri quite-1 
The scenes in this movie arl" inventively makes the whole 
sometimes erotic, sometimes thing funny, and it's this kinif 
of treatment, 1 think which' 
makes '; Bouf fe' ' 
Jognazzi is, g^n Jjett^r, in his , are In tend 
peraA 
English version of Giuseppe 
<r# rjfir ^ ^ 
Verdi's lync comedy 
Sffi-SS® 
441-5M9 
Joseph E Levine presents a Mike Nichols Film starring Jack Nicholson • 
• k*"H * *" ) CandoBwaw* | 
M* Camal Knowledge'ls one of the best movies ever." 
~u* SmM'>> OM"iopoffttnW(St2M* I 
I NkholSwiiKk Nididls(Ni.CaiidiceBe^e9i^ ^ I 
• | /^thurGarfui^AnnMai^«aiKlJulesFeffier. 
I £ tamalKiwwiedge.| 
1! i 
8 5 . | An Avco.EmbaMy Ptdura 
Executive Producer Joseph E Agvine • P*o0ug»<I and Qtri^gied by 
!•'" ^(S^Carriaiki»wi€K>oe"fip;A^ 
FEATURE TIMES - l:15-3HHM:45-6:30-g;15-10KK> 
bad, right and wrong. 
"FalsUff emerges as one of the great figures of comedy,"*" 
Oucloux added. "Only music of such, nobility could endow the 
Falstaff" staged by University opera students, enters its last overweight, threadbare, dilapidated rain of a man with a halo of n 
performances for the season at 8 p.m. Thursday and Saturday in former knightly grandeur, and thus give him what every ". 
Hogg'Auditorium. ; 'fi# ' notable comic character needs — a dimension of tragedy." r. 
The special Engliish- vferslofl of the Italian "opera buffa" Adel Migid of the drama faculty handled sets for the 
translated by Walter Ducloux director of the Opera Theatre, is" production) with Ann Lind in charge of costumes. Susan t 
a joint presentation of the Department of Drama and the Opera Hallman of the' drama faculty operates the lighting. 
Theatre. ' Thursday's cast will consist of Samue} Byrd as Ford; Nancy ! 
The opera was written by Verdi in his 80th year and is his Olson as Mrs. Alice Ford; Marjo Carrol as Anne; and MarciS" 
second work in "opera biiffa." It was produced for the first Frank as Mrs. Meg Page; and Cynthia Karnstadt as Dame 
time at La Scala in 1893 and was an immediate success. 
- Verdi created the central figure in the work. Librettist Arrigo 
Boito represents an amalgam of Shakespeare's two Falstaffs. 
The noble aspects of the old rogue, brought out in "Henry IV," 
..are set into the plot of "The Merry Wives of Windsor." 
Verdi's version of tha, comedy, Ducloux said, ̂ portrays the 
characters not merely as puppets but. as human beings with 
Quickly. 
Saturday's production of the comedy will feature William 
Cason, Deborah Strain, Carol Baxter 
Kimberlyn Jones. 
•





9 The Killers 
24 Doc Elliot -
tO p.m. 
' : 7, 24. 36 News 
Hilt 
1454-J711 
.CAPITAL PLAZA NOMINATED FOR 
2 ACADEMY AWARDS! 
TAKES OFF LIKE A BLAZING FOREST 
XUv, JOSEPH E LEVINE praem 
GEORGE G SCOTTi 









TODAY Si:00 t9 1J0 
AnAicoEnibaayFktiiiv^^l 
• 1 J9-3tM-3h30-7^0-9J0 
I "A TERRIFICALLY 
| MOVING EXPERIENCE. 
Full of paradoxes, 
it is at once heart­





OFF IH 35a» HIWAY 7^0 
HIGHLAND MALL NOW IN ITS 10th WIEKI 
NOMINATED FOIL-
16 ACADEMY AWARDS 
INCLUDING -




A GEORGE ROHiaaM 
7 "THE ST/NGM m 
12HW-2t2M^9-7HN>-9i20 
msM $1.00 tit 100 adEPT "IxOTdst" 
FEATURES 1:00-3:05-5:10-7:15-9:20 
strengths and weaknesses, both proud and pathetic, good; and ~ through Friday. 
; : David Niven narrates the 
CBS special, "We Live With 
Elephants," at 7- p.m. 
Wednesday. The film special 
focuses on the adventures of a 
family dwelling among 500 
elephants on the Manyara 
Preserve in the Rift Valley, 
Tanzania. 
Dieter Plage filmed the 
story of elephants and their 
environment when he 
accompanied a young Scottish 
scientist and his family 
throughout much of his study 
Tickets will be oh sale through Saturday in the box office at 
Hogg..Auditorium. Rates are $1.50 for students and $2.50 for., 
nonstudents. Seats may be reserved between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. 
• V': ; ' 
of elephant's attack, hostility 
and devotion. ' 
-.6:30 p.m. 
' 7 Maude - • 
7,;:V ? News - . • •, 
24 I Dream of Jeannie < 
^Eyewitness News 
7 p.m. . - - - - •• 
7 Sonny and Cher 
; " 9 Washington Connection r • -
24 The Cowboys 
3 6  A d a m - 1 2  -  •  • — ^  •  
7:JO p.m. 
9 Theater in Ametica —"In 
Fashion" 
.. 24 Movie; "The Ha/iged Man" ; 
36 Movie: "The Execution 
10:30 p.m. .• \ 
7-Movie: "Gun,Glory" . 
" *" 9 Firing Line . 
24 A8C W<rfe- >Wortd 
Entertainment ; 
36 Tonight Show ' ' 
of 





Auditions for the upcoming 
Center Stage production of 
Oscar Wilde's "The 
Importance o f Being 
Earnest," will be held at 8 
p.m. Wednesday at the 
theater, director Ken Johnson 
said Tuesday. 
Persons interested in roles 
in the summer musical 
production, 'Finian'sT 
Rainbow," also should attend, 
he said. Center Stage is at 403 
E. Sixth St. 
The Back Forty Steak House 
5th & Neche* 
Now Featuring 
FAMILY STYLE BAR-B-QUE 
ALL ONE CAN EAT 
Minimum 4 Persons 
Tu«>. thru Sat. 5:30-9:30 
SHAKEY'S 
2915 Guadalupe ^ 
presents 
KENNETH THREADGILL 
' TONIGHT THRU SA^RDAY 
Serving your favorite Beer and'jNin* Coolers, 
• Sangria, and 21 varieties Pizzas 
476-4394 29^5r Guadalupe 










OFF IH 35o< HIWAY TIC 
PASSB 














pulled together "bg 
new 
COMEDY CLASSIC 
/A&tyf/e you *7foei/?zt St/tpe?* 
FEATURES 1:00-3:15-5:30-7:45-10:00 
| a tin iron in his belt and no badge. 
ThBstarvafEddia. 
Thsbestexxoiiinl 
ROBERT BUVALL . 




SI.25 EViRY FRIDAY-SATURDAY 
"STRAW DOGS" 
DUSTIN HOFFMAN -
' ' ' SUSAN GEORGE . 
WMNCR197SCAMMS 
nLMnsmua 




"HIROSHIMA may trW/ turn out. to be a 
landmark in the history of thr film form ... 
Individual srfrtM have an impact almost ex­
cruciating ... it u pure film." Neur York 
Herald Tribune -
"Alan Re*nais\ film in quite possibly the 
most controversial firm feature since 
CITIZEN KANE. It has aroused the same 
sorl «jf- excitement and partisanship; Us 
place in film histotY seems no less firmly awMrrrf." 






DOUBLE FEATURE $1.50 







Keeps me wanting to see 
another by Eric Rohmer." 
-John Schubeck 
HAYDEE POLITOFF 
.PATRICK BAUC^AU IN 
A Eric Rohm^n 
\ "La - , 
Collectionneuse" { 
4 Path4 contemporary' I 
. films presentation I 
With Eiji Okttt*. Kioto Kiihkh 
Dirtcttd by Hitothi Teshlgihtra 
Produced by Kiichi Ichtktmt and TtdaM Oi 
^ Tetltiithtrt Production . A Ptthe Contemporary Film Release 
KWWIRUI «»TwmiJW.iw4. iwwaifui KnwiiouiiHBiiiiM • C»« nui ftsnw mn 
MibNiTE M6vlEi 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY 
DOUBLE FEATURE $1.00 
mm? 
;• SATURDAY & SUNDAY ONLY " ̂  
DOUBLE FEATURE $1.00 • 
CURSE OF PLUS THE 
THE WEREWOLF I WOLFMAN 
"my night at maud's 
was for me the finest 
film inthe festival (New 
York ^969)." 
j-Vinceni Cenby. New York Timtt 
Rohmer's 
! MARX BROS. 
I DUCK SOUP I MONKEY WITH QUVIR REED OF WITH LOHCHANEY - ̂ K<|55Sk!MMjflSl^| H 
[ 12:10 J[ BUSINESS 1J3O |^™ id iv , i s  " FAMI 3:20 2K»0-S:00 
1500 S. PUEASANT VAUEY ROAD 




FEATURE TIMES 2-4-6-8-10 $1.00 til 
Reduced Price* 
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HEIJD OVER FEATURES 2.4-6-mm 
CHRISTIE SUTfjEf^LHIlD WHO HAS NOW BEEN1XILED FROM RUSSIA NOW « 
KNOWS AND Sit THE REASON WHY—HE WANTS 
AIL THE WORID TO KNOW AND UNDERSTAND 
in Color Print* by Movidab A Paramount 
$1.00 til 6 p.m. 
ixniK UFK#n:i>iii»iMNMKi( .  _ 




e #1.0p tH 6 p.m. 
' lEATIIRi TIMfS 
FEATURE TIMES. ,,,6P^ 
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IEST ACTRESS/BEST SCREENPUY 
George Segal  ̂
CSfaî Jacfeoiv 
A ^ i 
'V/Kfwdsi 
in K- 3m- ^ t "m"* X" S h ?, * j — 
Ifet 
'A£fc-
- .-ft •* 
• 9 ;  ^ I• -v':• 
, „ . „ Texan Staff Writer 
^ Merceries McCambridge leaned close to the microphone, 
"foiled her eyes back into their sockets". 
Suddenly, ay flesh-chilling wail escaped her lips, and that 
eerie, qll-too-familiar voice of "The Exorcist's" demon 
bemoaned, ''What an excellent day for an exorcism." 
- —}- a recent interview at St. Edward's University, where she is 
appearing in. "The Desk Set," Miss McCambridge eagerly 
described her ordeal in recording the demonic sounds at Warner 
Brothers in Hollywood; the long, excruciating hours,. the., 
nauseating vomiting sequences, the personalexhaustion. 
"I Would sometimes be standing in front of k nest of four 
microphones and tlffe' man running the sound console would be 
behind me. I didn't want anyone between me and the film," she 
said. ^ f _ : •" />j; 
; "There wefe sequences in which I was strapped into a chair, 
at my own request. They tore up sheets and put me in restraint 
as they would a person that was in some kind of institution." 
During the vomiting scenes,Miss McCambridge swallowed 
raw eggs and pulp&i apples about halfway down her throat, then 
"brought them all up." Because of physical and emotional 
exhaustion, she could work only an hour or two at a time. * 
.. "I had never been faced with the challange, the dare, of 
interpreting, merely vocally, an entity that was Lucifer," she 
said.. •; \ -
Perhaps the. most difficult task was synchronizing the 
vocalizations yrith the filmed movements of the little girl's 
mouth. • . 
"When littje kids swear, they swear very fast because it 
embarrasses them. Well, you can imagine trying to put the 
venom, the tege, the terrible vile andivil of the devil into those 
words, saying them that fast." Miss McCambridge said. 
Ideally, she Wfould have elongated the vowels; drawn out the" 
devil's speech. But because the film was virtually finished' 
before she even started recording this sounds, Miss 
McCambridge was forced to match her vocalizations to the 
girl's pace. 9 
"The constant danger was that there was a very fine line to be 
drawn. Jo overstep the line ever so slightly would mean that it 
would slip from horror into being ludicrous," she said. 
In a raspy, throaty voice, not totally unlike her natural one, 
Miss McCambridge demonstrated, the chilling sounds of the -
A Vice That Wilf^ Down In History 
' insisted that there are no expressions in the movie that an 
ordinary person would not have been exposed to by the age of 10 
years, and that those who object to the profanity are being 
hypocritical. v < 
"The worst single word in the lilm is the adjective that thtf 
^ mother uses in talking to a Jesuit," shes&id. "Nobody seems to 
be worried about that. It's what the demon says that everyone's 
mad about. What kind of socieiy are we when we accept it frotn -
: a woman in conversation but won't accept it from the ruler of 
hell?" 
§?$ She validly pointed out, undoubtedly poking fun at certain 
' ̂ puritan extremists, 'ihow else should the devil talk, like Billy 
Graham?" 
' Having had 16 years of convent training, Miss McCambridge. 
*" found it difficult to say some of the lines in the script. After 
much thought, she "came to terms" with, herself, reasoning 
that "you can't go to church every Sunday as a child, a grown­
up, a fundamentalist, Baptist, Methodist, or whatever, and 
: listen to the preacher pound the pulpit about evil and Satan and 
then expect Satan to be some little prince. I got to the point 
where I thought of him in a Biblical Sense, as someone for 
whom 1 could feel compasssion. 
b Miss McCambridge, who won an Oscar fat her role in "All the 
King's Men," expressed certainty that "The Exorcist" has been 
her most difficult role thus far. . V. 
»: She said that her two weeks in Austin will serve as a nervei?>$f 
telaxer after the tedious, tiring recording job. 
"Some people have to spend six months in therapy with som$ 
Shrink to feel better," she added; 
—Teimn Staff Phefe by David Newman* 
Mercedes McCambridge 
m* 
demon's breathing. Although many theater patrons continue tq_ 
imagine that it is the ' 'real devil" speaking, the actress merely 
remembered the hoarseness of her voice firing bronchitis 
attacks and spoke accordingly^:1^ .1 
"If people are vomiting, passing out; screaming and running 
from the theater. they are dolHgitbecause they are adornim 
the vocalization with their own images," she said. : f 
. "If out of someone's bronchial throat comes horror enough to 
frighten people to death, :they are supplying much of the horrpr; "i 
•--which is, at one and thd &me tltfie, the magnificence of radio mm, 
and of the human imagination." • --
__ Many have questioned the suitability of "TheExorcist" for. ... 
young children — some have denounced it as unsuitable for any : 
age — largely because of the "vulgar" language it employs. 1 
Miss McCarnbridge became enraged upon mention of this. Shlfif 
INTERSTATE THEATRES 
w .. . ^ Si 
A Ouadglup, Second l*vd DoM. Mad 477-13M• 
SCREEN! 





mm 2-4-6-$r >10-$1.50 
•••••ill 
Editar'i Note: Dutos and Dawn 
Spivey, who prepared this column, are 
loctl utroioKcrt (pedalttlag ia natal 
clur|i, pertoul intervtem, aoalyili and 
astrology claim. . ,f' 
ASUS: Seeking your own kind of 
perfection from innatfe potentialities 
can bring difficult mystical iournies. 
TAURUS: Your hopes and wishes are 
challenged Which' could turn you tc 
the occult or "borderline" sciences. 
, GEMINls Your assets are Well defined, but 
unusual' condltiifts regarding 
partnerships may qfbud the issues. 
CANCfR: i The structure of your life 
becomes clearer though you-may 
have difficulty regarding certain 
experiences. 
WO: A release from frustration and fear' 
redirects your purpose ahi vour 
imagination is energized. 
VIRGO: You are attractive to "others, 
partnerships are beneficial; though 
: obstacles appear, they are Illusory. 
ilUA: Regard for health, beauty and 
vitality is predominant as your ideas 
dwell on the arts. , 




' with . 
Atigela & W.C. 
BE 10 'S 
w Mixed Drink* 
24th and Rio Grande 
••••••••••••••••••I 
• The Largest ' 
S Selection of J 
i RECORDERS! 
in Texas • 
from $2.25 up J 
See us for • 
Recorders & • 
Recorder Music • 
Amster Music • 
. 1624 Lavaca • 
••••••••••••••••••• 
horoscope 
affairs of the heart maKes it difficult 
V to express your desires.—1~~- —-• 
SAGITTARIUS: There is a tendency toward 
self-deception now regarding the 
harmony In your home situation. 
CAPRICORN: Being in the company of 
• creative people brings an energizing 
Influence that Inspires ideas. 
AQUARIUS; You become more able to 
distinguish between desire and 
actual requirement which dispels all 
illusion* . 
HSCfSi This is a time when strange 
energies delve Into the unknown 
aspects of your psyche. 
TONIGHT TONIGHT 
OUR 20th ANNIVERSARY 
1954-1974 
presents 
Direct from Paris Openings... 
FOUR NEW 
FRENCH HUMS 
^ (with subtitles) 
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY 
7 & 9 P.M. 






; SAN ANTONIO 
FRI., MARCH 15 
8 p.m. 
MUN. AUDITORIUM 
.Tickets in Austin 
Raymond's Drug No. 1 
, Call: 476-1090 
Listen to KOKE/FM 
'•1964. 
STARTS TODAY! 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 1:45 $1.50 til 6 
FEA. 2:00-4:006:00-8:00-10:00 
lACADEMYAWARD NOMINATION 
BEST ACTOR-JACK NICHOLSON 
best Supporting Actor-RANDY QUAID-Best Screenplay-ROBERT TOWN 
SOUTH SIDE 
710 E Bon White 
444-2296 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 7:00 
SHOW STARTS DUSK 
THE LAST DETAIL 







BILLY THE KID 
|Hi METROCOLO^ M 
AM v 
Cayr by TECHNCOLOFT 
$1,00 tn 3 p.m..;,. 
Features 
2 
lutura S  T A T  




!(;') i a 'ADA i i MM ' .1 i 
"Diane 
cAllen Tfeaton 
1 BOOT - Yellow m 
- Submarine H 
ON THE SAME.PROGRAM 
Wayne " BIG JAKE 
SOUTH SIDE 
710 £ Ben White 
444-2196 CW BWMt told —4&G933 
OPEN 7:00 FEA. 8:00 
$1.00 til Showtime OPEN 7:00 FEA. DUSK 
¥ 
^VMAIDN/TE MOVIES 
YOUNG HI HOHOCHN 
«'s  nm 
BRILUANT?! TONIGHT THRU SAT. 
DENNIS PATRICK 
PETER BOYLE 






- «VMMAIAlMSO COMMwr MlOO 





*- : c fc j i iT  
EASTWOOD 
MfeHDD 
teOHNIcd'OR* • PANAVISON* IPi 
mm 
—JUDITH CRIST, 
New York Magazine 
^ ' / i  • !  A  r f « t t r -
minWIy racy, rowdy 
movie. It has i raw Uai 
oftrath,atoiicliia9 
honesty ami, at tjm«s, it 
•wiMiyfaaay.lfyaa 
can stand the raagh talk,: 
it is a surprisiiffiy tender i 
movie.9* 
—KATHLEEN CMHOLL, HX (WOT Nun \ 
f this is ane of thaaaiqiia-1 
pictures of this year, 
early as it ft,aad easy to: 
remember for a good 
long while." 
'THELASTDETAILtsateice! 
poignant and terrifying, 
hratalyat tender,often 
funny but with an 
underlying urgency.** 
, —AKTHU* nmvn.mnM • 
law MMfOCk Driw-4534641 
LAST 
2 DAYS 
3 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS INCLUDING BEST ACTRESS 
OPEN 1:45 
RATURES 2-444-10 




Can Heironymus Merkin 
ever forget Mercy Humppe 




MARSHA MASOfl and Etl WAUACH 
COLUMBIA PICTURES 
JACK NICHOLSON.THK LAST DMEUL with OTIS YOUNG 
I CLIFTON JAMES 
tRANS*TEXAS 
hQUTHWOOD 
Johnny Cash . 










MNOY OUAIO | 
ScrMnpUy by R«b«t Tnm • Isnd M tlw nswl ky Dnfyl|Mttt« > IWel CAROL KANE 
PnMeM ky GmM kpn • Dlrtcttd ky HD Aikky • AN ACROSAT MM * A B-P AmocWm Ftttim 
COLUMBIA PICTURES/ A DIVISION OF COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES. INC. 
Cotar by Oekne: 
s  ̂>• / SCREEN II MIDHlTE$L2l 
M 
- — 
^drxesday, .March 13/1974 THE DAILY TEXAN if ? 
' ' , ' 4' - v v / * AI V 
^ CLASSIFI^AgVERTISING 
IS word minimum - . 
Lactt word one lime .....iJ 
Each word 2-4 times 
Each word 5-? limes ...... 
• Eoc.li word 10 or more times 
Student rate each time 
•Classified Display 
t r ol. x one inch one time .... 
i iol. x one inch 2-9 times .... 
,1-tol « one inch 10 or more limes 
I ®lKOf» ejelBPSFj^^. 100|i.iv 
Tvesdey Ttin Mwdty ..... 10:00 a.fi 
WeAieidey Ttiwi twiday . 10:00 a.n 
Thvnday Tmm Wtdwtjdqy 10:00 o.H| 
Friday Tmoti Tbvrak»y ....... 10:00 a.rr 
'In tto iwwt of mn modi in on' 
•jodverHsomont, immediefe iwtkt imrtt bt 
^von o« th#pvbMBheQ.w».fospom<tioier 
vonly ONI ln«wriKi imofrion.At dcrimt for 
•rdjwslmonhi ehowld be medo not ktov 
»H*on 30 dc^ft affor (Mb&arion." 
LOW STUDENT RATES 
MS word minimum each day . S .75 
• cach additional word each day $ .05 
.1 col. x one inch.each day .;.. 52.37 
' "Unclassifieds" I line. 3 days SI.00 
: (Prepaid, No Refunds) 
.'Students must show Auditor's 
'receipt and pay fn advance in,TSP 
'Bldy. 3.200 ( 25th & Whitis) from 8" 
•a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through 
>Fri<f,-,y . 
B/W PORTABLE Televltlon, good4? 
condition ,  $15  Of  bes t  o f fe r .  Ca l l  Den atV 
477-4107 after S p.m. 
MINOLTA SUPER 8 camera. *utopak 
0-6, 4-1 Zoom, with Intervolameter. 
Perfect condition. $140 cash. 477-3032. 
1969 VW CAMPER Van! Excellent 




'72 CZ250. Excellent condition. *485.441-
1973' PINTO, extra clean. 12,500 miles. 
Automatic, AC, super buy. 52,649. Call 
soon. 474-6636. 
WILL SELLo 4 month Karate 
membership for discount of S75. Contact 
Mary OeBarbrle. 447-4894. 
MARTIN 12-strlnfl guitar, D-12-20 with 
case, Excellent condition. Best offer 
over $250. Vox Berkley II amp, $40. 
Serious buyers only 477-5244. 
SPEAKERS • air suspension, perfect, 
condition - 8" and 4" in each cabinet, 
22'Vx 13 x lO'/i. $55. 459-7994. 
FOR SALE 
; AUSTIN > 
CAMPER MART. 
See us at 6324 N. Lamar for custom built, 
all aluminum and wood-aluminum pick­
up camper tops. 
r Start at $159.95 





Your time is valuable 







Efficiency, 1, 2, and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Offer the solution to-
your housing. 
The South Shore's central location 
provides, easy access to U.T. 
Come by and see our new efficiency and 
1 bedroom apartments on the banks of 
Town Lake. Complete with shag 
carpeting, accent wall, modern fur­
niture, plus an individual deck overlook­
ing the water. 
From $145 — all bills paid 
300 East Riverside Drive 
444-3337 
LE MARQUE 
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
$115, one bedroom $130, two bedrooms 
$170. Pool, sundeck, folly carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat. 
302 W. 38th 
451-6533 452*8006 
Central Properties Inc. 
WALKTO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
apartme'nti^- available: -Carpeted, 
CA/CH, pool,"sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31st 
478-6776 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
LOOKING FOR AN APT.?" 
Choose from over 10,000 units, 
Advantage Point Apt. Locater 
" 451-8242 - No fee. 
vw parts and service?" SKYDIVE! 
NOW LEASING new efficlfncy 
apartment. One semester or longer. 
$135/month. All bill* paid. 2700 Manor 
Rd.; 477-4118, 2504 Manor Rd.; 474-2201. 
MINI APARTMENT. Open beam 
. ceiling, shag carpet throughout, all built 
In kitchen, color coordinated. ' 
pool,; near campus 
Central ProperSes Inc. 
ti i. 
$134:50 bills ppld. 452-5533, 451-6533. 
CA/CH, 
4000 Avenue A. 
, Quality work at reasonable prices. Tune-
" uo 510.50 plus parts. Free diagnosis. 
Eslimates -and comprassion -c+tecks. 
Please try us' (We have moved to 1003 
Sago Brush) For information call 836-
3171 Overseas Engine and Supply^ 
Tluinks' • : 
Xerox or I BAA : 
4c COPIES 
Reduction Capability to 24 x 36 
, - / Pictures, Multilith, 
Printing, Binding „ 
EFFICIENCIES. $115 Plus electricity. 
Pool, AC, carpet, paneling, no pets. 
Huntington Ville. 46th and Av 
8903. 
ve. A. 454-
QUICK TO UT 
Ih, Lake & City view, .split. •Sout
study area. 3 br, sprinkler, 






4-P EMBERTON" BRlCK 
^Luxurious 8 room/ 2 studies. 34 acres' 
wooded. «•-' 
Ann Crockett Realtor 
444-2702 
^ i 
&t> CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
flgold. Capitol Diamond Shop, 4018 N. 
amar, 454-6877.. 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with every guitar, Amster Music, 1624 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED 
Instruments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUOS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built. 20% discount on all 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. 
WE RENT CAMERAS, lenses, strobes, 
tripods, protectors. Polaroids, et cetera. 
Rental Department, Capitol Camera 476-
3581. 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts on 
strings and accessories.'THE STRING 
5HOP, 1716 SSh Antonio, 476-8421. Tues.-
Sat. 10-6. 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Must sell to repay loan. Penny, 442-0782. 
BOXER PUPPIES. Handsome, spunky, 
Jovable companions. AKC, quality line-
bred. Impressive pedigree. Healthy, 
alert. Shots. 267-1336. 
ORNATE BRASS BEDS. Polished, with 
side railings. Just arrived. Doubles and 
singles. Sandy's, 506 Walsh. 
.. .MARTIN D-28guitar. One year old. Sell 
with hard, son, or no case. Call for 
details. 836-4143. 
.CAMERAS 30%-50% Off. Canon Ftb 
bl.2, list $534, only $282. Camera 
.Obscura, 478-5187 evenings. 
BankAmericard, Mastercharge. 
]970 CAMARO, 3-speed. Excellent 
|onditlon, good gas mileage. Call 476-
TRIUMPH GT-6plus. 1970,^28,000 miles, 
mint condition, with overdrive (77 mpg), 
Vichelins, complete service record. 
Serious inquiry - 453-3334. 
ATTENTION MARRIED STUDENTS! 
Want economical housing? 10' by 52' new 
"Moon mobile home located in UT Trailer 
:T>ark. Evenings, 474-2591. 
-•BEST BUY IN TOWN: 1973 Pontiac 
. "Grand Prix, loaded. Leather top. $3,800. 
/Wl-5946. 
MINIATURE SCHNAUZER pups. 
Excellent bloodline. AKC registered. 
Male.'Female $150. 444-9109 after 5 
weekends. 
AUTOMATIC CAMERA: Minolta 
Himatic 7s with Kauo electronic flash. 
Asking $130, 471-1381. 
•« CHEVROLET PICK-UP 6cyl. in fine 
shape with camper and lots of gear. $400., 
288-1050. 
*66 PLYMOUTH FURY. 318 V-8, 
automatic air, PS/PB. Runs well. 453-
8779 after 3 p.m. 
_1 AKC IRI$H 5ETTER i>up{Sl«V, H«Sltfry, -
- friendly, i months old. Shots, wormed. 
$•100. 476=5439 after 5, Weekends. 
x— ___ 
SONY TC Dual Capstan Orive Auto 
reverse cassette tape deck. $150. Eddie, 
454-9089 after 6 p.m. 
LIKE NEW BSR 810 turntable with 
Shure M91E. Used only six months. $125 
441-7572 
iuNN CONCERT BASS Amp (2-15" 
Altec speakers), Glanmni Craviola (12-
String Italian guitar) 3 microphones and 
other miscellaneous sound equipment. 
477-3802. 
1973 CAPRI 2600, 13,000 miles. 
FM/cassette stereo, AC. vinyl top. 441-
1865, 258-5121 ext. 371 -
MOTOROLA TV, territlc buy for $25 22" 
screen. 476-9078. 
^948 CADILLAC HEARSE, largest car 
ever made. Show Exxon you can still 
•fiord gas. Completely restorable„ Have 
most new parts. $695. 476-9078. 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Almost new. Must self. Penny, 442-0782. 
fEMALE IRISH SETTER pups, AKC; 
150. Call 512-275-3702, Cuero. Texas. 
<2 INCH ELECTRIC RANGE. Double, 
seff-cleaning, automatic ovens. White. 
|300. 453-6544 after 5:30pd. 
fAWASAKI TRAIL. IOOcC. 10 speed ansmission, 1973, $450. trade on MG 
Midget or Sprite. 454-3825. 
— *2 IH. METRO VAN with hydraulic lift, 
$425. '72 ton Ford Van 452-0004, 442-
WILL SELL to best offer: Girls 3-speed 
bicycle, lamp, room divider, shelves, 
.pictures and stereo. 477-0969, 471-4209. 
WifrNOBTOtf 1972 $1,000. New .SfllMjjjSiL 
VI P. 
APARTMENTS 
. 33rd 8, Speedway 
„ Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
Split level luxury living. Beautiful studio 
ed for " ' 
mpora 
pool, cable, TV, shag 
units design
New confe  
3-5 mature students, 
i ry decor. Walk-Ins, 
/ . carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. 
King size one bedrooms: also available. 
Leasing for Summer and Fall 
Drastically reduced. Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5560 or 477-7451 
ESTRADA 
APTS. 
Has vacancies, 1 and 2 
bedroom 
1801 South Lakeshore Blvd. 
Phone 442-6668 
WEST AUSTIN Brand New 
Efficiency. 5 minutes to down­
town and shuttle bus to UT. 
Call today for your choice of 
color schemes. 
472-0558, 4728278, 4766707 - unit 
7551 
$129.50 
All Bills Paid 




476-6707, unit 7551. 
TWO BLOCKS UT 
O n e  l a r g e  b e d r o o m  
a p a r t m e n t s .  C A / C H ,  
carpeted, cable, dishwasher, 
covered parking, laundry. 
ABP S142.50 
477-8146 2101 Rio Grande 
POSADA DEL NORTE 
Save money. Come live with us. For the 
next three weeks only get your $100 gift. 
Young manager and tenants. Cfub room, 
volley ball court, private parties, shag 
carpet, one and two bedrooms, flats and 
townhouses. Shuttle bus. 
45, 8,55 '<• 452-5326 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
_through the communlty convenient to 
campus«A shopping and conveniently 
priced from $125. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394 Central Properties Inc. 451-6533 
ELEVEN POOLS 
EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM $132 ALL BILLS 
PAID 
A new concept in apartment 
c o m m u n i t y  l i v i n g .  F i v e -
architectural, styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for $120 all bills paid. 
1 5 0 1  K i n n e y  A v e .  N o .  I l l  
451-6533, 447-3983 
Central Properties Inc. 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM furnished 
apartments. Good location, near 
campus, shopping center, and shuttle 
bus. All bills Paid. For more 
Information, call 454-9475. 
NEW THIS WEEKI Ptince de Uon III, 
22nd and San Gabriel. Extra large two 
bedroom, two bath apartments ABP. 
Most outstanding apartments In the 
university areal Call Rod Wetsel at 472-
894) or 472-8253. . 
"$149.50 ALL BILLS PAID. 1 bedroom 
furnished, CA/CH, built-in kitchen, near 
campus; 4307 Avenue A. 451-6533, 451r 
- 3840. Central Properties Inc. 
SUMMER RATES NOW! Six blocks 
from Law School; 2 blocks shuttle bus. 2 
bedroom/2 bath; one bedroom $135., AC, 
carpet, dishwasher, disposal, walk-in 
closets. 32nd and Interregional. 477-0010 
or GL3-2228 " 
MINI APARTMENTS, also one and twq 
bedrooms. Close to campus. Fully 
carpeted, CA/CH, rich wood paneling, 
pool, all built-in kitchen. From $119.50. 
4200 Avenue A. 451-6533,4S4-6423. Central 
Properties Inc. 
STEPS TO UT. 1 4 2 bedroom 
efficiencies. Nice pool area, study room, 
oriental furnishings. From $139 ABP. 405 
: East 31st, 472-2147, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Company 
QUIET ENFIELO AREA. One bedroom 
with built-ins, vaulted ceilings. Small 
community living. $139.50 plus 
electricity. 801 West Lynn. 477-8871, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Co. 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, 
Highland Mall, & Capitol Plaza. Large 1. 
& 2 bedroom with ail the extras. From 
Clayton 
Barry 
THE BLACKSTONE } 
$64.50/month 
Apartment living to block from Campus 
Individual applicants matched with 
compatible roommates 
2910 Red River 476-5631 
A Paraaon Property 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
I've Got a Secret Apartments. 
Located in the heart of UT 
area. 1 block to shuttle. S149.50 





$137.50 plus electricity. 1T05 
Lane. 453-7914, 472-4162. 
Gillingwater Company 
EFFICIENCIES ON SHUTTLE. $129.50 
includes 'shag, complete kitchen, 
CA/CH.. Small community. 4204 
Speedway. 452-0986, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Co. 
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new 1 4 2 
bedrooms with shag, icemaker., 
trlubroom, TREES. Secluded location In 
Northeast off Manor Road. From $159 
ABP. 2602 Wheless Lane. 926-4202, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Company. , 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from $139.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lynn. Barry Gillingwater Company. 477-
7794, 472-4162. 
GREAT PEOPLE! Brand new two 
bedroom apartments, completely 
furnished. Frost-free refrigerator, self-
cleaning oven, dishwasher, S149.SO 
monthly, $75 deposit. Convenient 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students 
and families welcome. Manager 385-2043 
after 4:00. 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. $139 ABP. 1211 West 8th 
(off Blanco) 474-1107, 472-4162 Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 
FLEUR OE LIS. 
student. Lovely one bedro 
campus. Shuttle. Summer; rates. 477-
5282. T 
COLORFUL MINI apartments on 
shuttle. Two locations, two designs. 38th 
and Speedway area. Convenient to 
downtown and city bus. From $119-5124 
plus electricity. Barry Gillingwater 
Company. 454-8576, 472-4162. 
404 Eastt30th. Mature 
I om. Walk to 
APARTMENT FINDERS service. 
4162. 
472-
• 1 Block Campus 
• Free Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Quiet 
• Maid Service 
• All Bills Paid 
2506 Manor IRoad 
Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
Efficiencies only 
$50 deposit 
Lowest Rates in town 
Going fast! 
$124 bills paid 
474-5550 477-3651 
KENRAY Apartments and Townhouses 
under new ownership, 2122 Hancock Dr. 
-a—* tg ATrreHtana Theater, walking d<i-~~ 
tance of North Loop Shopping €enter 
and Luby's. One half block from shuttle 
&nd Austin transit. 2 bedroom 
townhouses. extra large. Two bedroom 
flats, one and two baths. CA/CH, dis­
hwasher. disposal, door to door garbage 
pickup, pool, maid service if desired, 
washa'eria m complex See owners. Apt 
U3 or call 451-4848 
Four people suites; 2 bdrms, 2 
baths, living room, dining 
a r e a ,  k i t c h e n e t t e .  P r i v a t e  
Rooms Available. 
1908 University Ave. 
478-2185 
WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 E Woodward Office 107 
444-7555 
1. 2. or 3 bedrooms 
unfurnished or furnished 
From SM0 • S265 
2 iwimmirt pools, playgrounds, 
washarenai' lighted grounds. 5 minutes 
to UT. minutes to B A F B.. steps from 
iRS on Bus ime BILLS PAID. Free 
Channel TV 
FACULTY 
AND STAFF — 
Large 3 bedroom duplex townhouse In 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn., 
vaulted ceilings, orange shagr-fencea 
yard, large walk-ms. 64I3B Auburn. 926-
Mt4, 472-4162 Barry Gillingwater Com­
pany. 
TW R N  , .  ting Rav 
w^jrwrcosawSn 
41774*14. 'i  ̂
 ̂ SONY 250 reel Us reel tape deck. S90 476-
«nt em. 72 or 4SI-I0H. 
k? !v«; 4~QHANNEL. 8-tfSik home 
£tajrer<recorder. Like new. $1)0. 477-
THE WILLOWi^lT7" 
Live m Aooded Seclusijjri 
Larger Apartments with shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent wall and con-
vement central location 
1 Bedroom 
$145 unfurnished SIM furnished 
2 Bedroom 
TREES & VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedrooms turn, or unturn. only 3 
^mifLironi-dQwntown, .5 09in; from UT. -
Larje walk-ins., .extra storage, -private 
Balconies, lots of glass. From $179 plus 
E OAK KNOLL, 620 South -1st (use 
Timbercreek entrance). 444-1269, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
shag - paneling 
giant wg|lk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8118 472-4162 




Huge 1 & 2 Bedrooms furn, or unturn. 
with large walk-ins, beautiful landscap­
ing. From SI54 ABP. 1100 Reinll. 452-




1 & 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
Full kitchen 
CA/CH, carpeting. ... 
Large walk-In closets 
Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
Peaceful courtyard with pool 
pnly steps to shoe 
405 East 31st 
-472-m7r47^4+4J-
REDWOOD EFFICIENCIES. Near 
campus and shuttle. Shag, full kitchen, 
small community living. $145 ABP, 403 
West 38th. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
472-4162, 454-8576. 
1 BEDROOM $139. Near campus and 
shuttle, convenient to. downtown. New 
furniture, pool. 407 West 38th. Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 472-4162, 454-
8576. 
TARRYTOWN. ONE BEDROOM. 
Mature single, due to special 
circumstances. Ail bills paid. Only $125. 
459-7950. 
ONE BEDROOM Apartment - $155.00. 
Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
West Avenue. 474-1712. 
NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
bedroom.. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From $125 plus electricity. 1402 








42 Dobie Mall 476-9171 
Free Parking 
Open 75 hours a weeK 
L COPY SHOP I I 
RBC/Bond Paper Super 
r copies " 1 -
A>Au$tin Parachute Center ' 
F.or information Please cal.l 
* 272-5711 anytime b 
LEARN TO SAIL 
THIS SPRING VACATION 
^ Intensive course, April 1-5. Sailing 
everyday on 46 ft.: sloop,, overnight 
graduation cruise. ONLY $75/PERSON. 
VIKING, Box 421, Po0 Aransas, Texas 
78373,'" 
512-749-5960 ; 
NELSON'S GIFTS; Zunl Indian 
jewelry; African and Mexican Imports. 
4612 South Congress. 444-3814, Closed 
Mondays. 
•SELF-ACTUALIZING process. Call 
Human Dynamics Institute. .452-8705. 
VOICE INSTRUCTIONS. John Waldlng. 
• 444-'9i)35., 1'. 
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR. Beginner 
and advanced. Drew. Thornaion. ,479-. 
2079. '..-rf 
i.TlL sjAAJWLH INiTRUCIORi 
NLtDtD 
June • July 
Field classes in science-oriented and 
pioneer heritage program, i.e. geology, 
paleontology, plant and animal 
communities, botany, mapping, organic 
gardening, Austin heritage, pioneer 
skills. (Pre-school - Adult). Knowledge 
of local area will be helpful. $2.50 per 
hour for 15-30 hour week.. Contact 
NATURAL SCIENCE CENTER, 401 
Deep Eddy, 472-4523. Mon.-Frl. 9-5:00. 
DANCERS 
No experience necessary -
earn S600-S800 per month 
working in one of Austin's 
newest clubs. Call 327-9055 
after 2. p.m. 
JACK'S 
CROW'S NEST 
507 E. Bee Cave Rd. 
(2 mi. past Zilker Park) 
North of 27th 
•' Guadalupe v 
M B A .  i  ,  
Typing. Multilithing, binding 




with or without pictures.^ 
2 Day Service 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park 
TYPING II 
A Responsive* Typing Service 
'2200 Guadalupe 
KEMAUElROQJWWiTE NEEDED; One MA rAftm r>>wii»u ->nai»6iWAn:6 MM ' Taiaja ... " 
BOTH SEXES 
MASSAGE 
New cxp<in&«on details the hiring of 10 
to be trained anjtl flpjQ.)Vp/:K 
Fast Thesis 
Professional Resumes 
JJo Wassles Seientifie 




Binding . , . Printing 
Save Time • Save Money 




With any typewriter or 
adding mactiine repair.— 7=-*^ 
Reasonable rates. 
Sales, Service, Rentals. 
MasterCharge BankAmerlcard 
Call 474-2566 
ABC TYPEWRITER CO. 
Free pick-up and delivery. . 
PROBLEM 
PREGNANCY 
Austin Maternity Counseling Service 
offers residential and non-residential 
programs. Located 2 blocks from UT 
campus. 510 West 26th. 472-9251.. 
We have been In this business 
for 50 years 
bedroom luxury ,, apartment on Town 
Lake, $82.50, ABP. NR shuttle. 447-3797 
after 5. 
UT AREA/2 bedroom, 2 bath, CA/CH, 
walk-In closets, laundry, pool, utilities, 
reasonable. 477-2608. 
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE. Own 
room, $80 plus electricity. CR-route. Call 
Debbie 453-1922, 478-5831. 
FEMALE: MARCH FREE. 2 bedroom 
apartment. Town Lake, $85.00 ABP. 
Shuttle, own room. 444-3837 anytime. 
MALE ROOMMATE to share furnished 
home with two graduate students. S72.50 
bills; no lease or deposit. 837-0304. , _ 
E X P E R I E N C E  
NECESSARY 
Call Mr. Forter 441-4151 
O V E R W E I G H T ?  T R Y  
NATUR.TRIM. NO hunger 
pangs, no exercises, no drugs. 
A unique natural food formula 
a c c e p t e d  a s  a  s o f t  a n d  
effective way to weight loss. 
C a l l  o r  c o m e  b y  N a t u r a l  
Health, 8330 Burnet Rd. No. 
128, 454-2581 after 7 453-0733. 






ROOMMATE NEEDED large 2-1 
furnished apt. Own room. All kitchen 
appliances, CA/CH. $85 plus elec., on 
shuttle. Bob, 441-3377. 
STRAIGHT MALE ROOMMATE: 2 
bedroom, $50. ABP, IC shuttle,' pool. 
Park. 477-5092. . V. . v. 
,f ^ " ' 
ROOMMATE large furnished 2-story 
house, own room near 47th and Red 
River. Laurie, 453-9779. 
ROOMMATE to share large 2 bedroom 
apartment - March free. $70 ABP. Fred, 
477-4222. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for young 
persons who would like to work In a new-
massage parlor in North Austin. Ask for 
-Slgne between 10 a.m. to 12 midnight. 
Friday and Saturday till 1:00 a.m. 451-
9190, or come by at 1104 Koenig Lane, 
'between Lamar Blvd. and Burnet Road. 
Relaxing atmosphere. 
LOCK, STOCK & 
BAR REL RESTAU RANT 
TYPING 




472-8936 30A Dobie Center 
Reports, Resumes 
Theses, Letters 
All University and -
business work 
Last Minute Service 
Open 9-9 Mon-Th & 9-5 
- Fri-Sat 
WANTED EH 
openings for Lunch Waitresses, 
ail Waitresses, Hostesses, Waiters, 
4* copies* 
PRESS ON 
THE TEXAS UNION 
COPY CENTER 




'til midnight every day 
Information Center 
• X e r o x ,  T r a n s p a r e n c i e s ,  
Multilith 
PRESS II 
We handbills. specialize in resumes, 
letterheads and envelopes. 
Check Our Low Rates 
2200 G°uadalupe 
Just Across The Street 
ECONOMICAL GARAGE 
Best prices, experienced mechanics. 
Trust us not' to rip you off. Tune-ups, 
brakes, overhauls.. House calls or 
breakdowns $5.00 additional. 
AIR CONDITIONER SPECIAL 
Leak test, check line pressure, add freon 
if needed, clean inside filter, check all 
mounting bolts 8, brackets, adlust drive 
belt. Parts 8, labor. ONLY $7.50. 
Call Mike or Bob 444-2403. 
TENNIS RACKET stringing. Vantage 
II, Nylon - $7.50, Gut - $15.50. Pick up and -
deliver. 454-7535. 
ECONOMY MOVING. Conscientious . 
Services at the lowest rate. OtHI -
anytime. 385-8509.'- f' 
LIBERALCATHOLiCPRIESTwIIIIng 
to perform outdoor^ wedding or 
information concerning; 453-1398 or 451-
7941. 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST LARGE B L AC K / Brown 
Shepherd-Collie mix. Very friendly. 
Answers to BrujoV REWARD . 454-9020. 
LOST: BLACK and white female 
Siberian J^usky, no collar or tags, has 
slight limp, answers to Loki; If found, 
please call 476-0403 
LOST BLACK CAT, female, flea collar, 
Willow Creek-Burton Drive area. 
Reward, please call 444-2749. 
SWTSU. CLASS RING, 1971. Ring of keys 
near 24th/Lamar. Reward. 476-9420. 
Jim. 
REWA.RD FOR INFORMATION 
concerning metallic blue Ford 1963 Van, 
Lie. No. BN-7065, stolen from Jester 
parking lot No. 67"C" sometime in the 
early morning hours Sat. 3-9-74. Ph. 471-
7836 or contact UT police. 
REWARD. Lost black female puppy last 
Thurs., March 7, around 23rd and San 
Gabriel. Small scar oh side of face. 
. PLEASE call 441-3167, 441-5525. 
JOB WANTED 
MOVING? My pickup makes the going 
easier. OnS truckload: $12 Two loads: 
$20. 258-1891. 
COMPETENT MATURE former UT 
'Administrative Secretary available 11-3 




Busboys, Kitchen helpers, Cooks, and 
Bartenders. Full or part-time. Phone 
daytime 454-6307 for Interview. 
Holiday House No. 1 
Part-time production worker needed to 
work nights. Must be able to work some 
weekends. Excellent position for college 
students, due to our scholarship 
program. Apply at 1003 Barton Spring's 
between 5-7 p.m. daily. Rd. 
PART TIME WORK. 
Call 452-2758. 
$300/per month. 
COWBOYS AND HANDS.WANTED for 
New York camp. Wrangler-counselors 
apply now: High Chaparral Ranch; Rt. 
23C, I - " East Jewett, N.Y. 
NEED LABORERS and helpers on large 
apartment project. Call Bob Kendrlck 
after 6 p.m. 441-0663. 
WAIT-PERSONS WANTED. The Back 
Forty's Steak House. Apply In person. 




WANTED - part time. 




ASTRONOMY, PHYSICS, MATH 
,Jutoring. Experienced tutor with 
master's degree in astrophysics. Call 
Martin anytime. 441-6141. 
TRAVEL 
THE BUG INN Volkswagen Shop. Free 
Timing, Carborator adjustment with 
this aiL-1024 Airport. 385-9402. ^ " FOR SALE 1969 VW CampmobH 
'a MONTH RENT FREE 
furnished one bedroom. CA/CH, cab . 
452-3076, 258-1832. 
NOB HILL APARTMENTS 1-2bedroom 
furnished, pool, dishwasher, disposal, 
bills paid, laundry, V> block to IC shuttle. 
2520 Longvlew. 477-8741. 
EFFICIENCY - H05 all bills paid. Maid 
service, 6 blocks campus, shuttle bus. 
2408 Leon. 476-3467. 
EFFICIENCY2700Swisher, 1 block Law 
School. ABP 5120/month. 478-6550. 
FURNISHEO CAMPUS apartment 
available April 1st. One block from law 
school. Call 477-0969, 471-4209. 
NEAR CAMPUS. Furnished efficiency 
with CA/CH, dishwasher, disposal, etc, 
$120. 104 East 32nd. Manager apartment 
no. 103. 476-5940, 451-2832. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment. 
Shag, dishwasher, cable, pool, shuttle. 
$135 All Bills Paid. Call 474-2605. 
STUDIO„APARTMENT - male grad 
student. Large living area, kitchenette, 
walk-in closet, hanging cloStt, tall 
shower, private entrance, shuttle. $100 
ABP 478-6380. 
GROW YOUR OWN Food. We turn 
lawns into gardens with Troybullt 
Rototlller. Reasonable, guaranteed. 454-
8211 after 6:00. 
CARPET CLEANING, maid service, 
party cleanup, you name It, we do It. 
Quality work, home or business, at 
lowest prices. The Services Co. 453-0457. 
UNF. APARTS. 
You Belong At 
EnglishAire 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, 2, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un­
furnished, and all the extras 
you expect — like laundries, 
saunas, exercise rooms, game 
rooms, pools, putting green, 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
the Cricket Club. Soon there'll 
be a water polo pool and hand-
ba11 courts, too. Come Join us 
now! From $145 
- * - 444-1846 ' " 
2101 Burton Dr. 
\ (off East Riverside) 
rebullt englne. good tires, good mileage 
Call 447-4252, $1,750. 
BUSINESS 0PP. 
20 YEAR OLD retired student will show 
you how to earn up to $800 monthly while 
attending school. Send brief resume to 
P.O. Box 5159, Austin, TX 78763. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
House plants save money. 474-1100 
Schwlnn 10-speed 476-4282. 7 p.m. ~ 
New backpack 8, frame 477-6677 
Classical 78rpm records 478-9954 
Read Vellkovsky's Worlds In Collision 
Refrigerator $25. 476-7889 "r—7 
Free Dalmation pups. 474-1136. 
God needs a water heater. 451-2403. 
28mm Canon f3.5. $110. 477-4222.' 
Wrecked*'66 Mustang. $200, 477-4222. 
tost keys - prize. 454-4479 or 472-0837. 
ACTORS NEEDED for student film. 
Call Joe 477-4386 or 474-4488 after 5 p.m. 
BASEBALL MANAGERS and coaches 
urgently needed for North Austin Lions 
Club. Babe Ruth League. Mr. Jarman 9-
5; 454-4BS1. After 5, 452-3303.. 
WAITRESS/WAITER toaftted 2-3 nights > 
per week 4-12 p.m. The Stage Coach 
Lounge. Please call Charles Jacobs. 451-
5291, alter A p.m. 345-9046. 
• WANTED PHOTOG RAPHERS 
MODELS for special assignment. 
Excellent pay, send vital statistics and 
photos to Lou Butler, Gen. Del., UT Sta., 
Austin, 78712. 
EXPERIENCED SALESPERSON for 
ladies' sportswear shop. Part-time. The 
Crickett Shop. Highland Mall. 
FOR RENT 
FOR RENT. Ten acres pasture, ten 
Some shelter horses- only.-
i«_ —'— * Call evenings; 447-3459. 
COMMERCIAL SPACE for immediate 
occupancy. 1000 sq. ft., 600 ft. 
downstairs, 400 on the mezzanine. 
• $275/month (Includes utilities for firm 
With established credit). J.B. 
Hightower. Trl-Towers North. 476-7636. 
.ABACUS 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
1301 S. Interregional 
444-0816 
Typing (SO'/page), Printing 
and Binding 
A to Z 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St. 
'• 472-0149 
Theses, Dissertations, themes, 
P.R.'s, BC Reports, resumes 
Multilithing, Binding 
Everything From A to Z 
BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selectric, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. - -
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All 
your University work. Fast, accurate, 
reasonable. Printing-Binding. Mrs. 
Bodour. 478-8113 -
MABYL SMALLWOOD Typing - last -
minute - overnight available. Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmericard. 892-
0727 or 442-8545. 
FRANCES WOOD* Typing Service. 
Experienced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-6090. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of type 
styles and sizes. Barbara Tullos, 453-
5124. 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenig * 
Lane. 459-7205. 
M AND J. TYPING of theses, resumes, 
dissertations, duplication, binding: open 
everyday. 442-7008. Not at old address. 
Please call before coming. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typlng. 
65 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call 
447-2737. 
RS TYPING SERVICE. Professional 
typing. Reports, theses, dissertations, 
resumes. Copy service available. 453-
7577. 
HOLLEY'S TYPING SERVICE. A 
complete service from typing .through 
binding. Available until 10 p.m. 
Experienced in all fields. Near campus. 
1401 Mohle Drive. 476-3018. 
EXCELLENT 
SECRETARY TYPIST 
producing finest quality typing for 
students and faculty members in every 
field for 15 years, will take meticulous 
care to type law briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses, and dissertations 
accurately, observino proper forms. 
Hatest-medeW BM executive cat bun rib­
bon typewriter. All Work proofread. 478-
0762. 
"Just North of 27th 
Guadalupe 
& 
PORT ARANSAS - Spring Break; 
anytime - large house for rent. $30 daily, 
$160 weekly, sleeps 20. Call 1-512-749-6603 
e v e n i n g s .  -  7 — '  
TYPING 
STARK TYPING . Experienced theses, 
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlene 
Stark, 453-5218. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path, Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. • 
. 
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades! 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphfll Park 
FOR SALE 
STOCK REDUCTION SALE 
Ail Bills Paid 
M0 South First St -444-0687 
TANGLE WOOD 
WEST 
Barry Gillingwater Company 
VILLA 
TEXAN DORM 
' 1905-1907 Nueces 
_F®lL Sprlng semester • $44.50/month; 
gle 
Hy remodeled. Also available 
tin l rooms, parking, refrigerator. Hot 
plates allowed; Two blocks from 
campus. Co-ed. 
RESIDENT MANAGERS 477-1760 
UNF. HOUSES 
RETAIL ZONING. Large older home 
pear University; Fresh p*lnt, plenty of 
_g4M^»io|L s27|/rnonth. Oall MeGrew. 459---
ARCHITECTURALLY. UNIQUE hoUH 
Jj^auatiVsldA^lWniies-'.iron^Ampvs' 
•no city, Aesthetic living for couple. 
$4$0,.288-1835, 471-51)7. , \ 
Gold Omega calendar watch. 926-6914. 
New Schwlnn Varsity lOsp. 926-6914. 
. For tale Conn. French hrn. 471-7823. 
15 cubic ft. fridge. 478-6992. $30. " 
303Q Receiver, 25 rms watts per channel. List $299.95. 
urntabl'e, new model SR-212. List $149.95 SCI-1253 3-
"*• Pord Torino. $300. 476-4962 
English 3-sp«ed. Men's. 477-2159: 
AKAI AA| 
S A N S U f 1  
way speaker, 12" woofer, 5" midranger, 3Vj" tweeter, clear 
sound. List $149.95 each. Total List Price $749.95 each. 
STOCK REDUCTION PRICE $435.00 
SANSUI 771 receiver, 45 rms Watts per channel; List $389.95. 
xllfilialBII 
AFROTC Air Force mess dress for tele. 
Si»M.Cal l  459-409J.  ( - - • • •  
S&iVt, 
Tw ROADRUNNER tlr«* 4* 
jgj* good condiflonr-best offer. 47i» 
1 Br. Furn. $145 
2 B-v Furn $190 
Dishwasher - Shag Carpet 
, Central Air & Heel ' 
1403 Norwalk 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
472-9614 
fWftlthed. ewn iuuiii, jhti, shuffle/pets 
welcomed. $80.1 too Clayton. 4S4-16M, . 
FURN.  HOUSES USE 
; DUAL 1214 changer, base, dust cover, Shure AA91 ED cartridge — 
..List $201.80. SCI-1253 speakers. List $149.95 each. Total List 
Pr.icG S&9A^S..„—-—"" *, -• --
STOCK REDUCTION PRICE $499.00 
HARMAN KARDON receiver, .22 rms watts per channel List 
>199.95, DUAL lZU changer^ogy^te.^List $201 M 
206 West 38th 
I or, 2 BedroomJFurnistied. Convenient to 
UT.  Beaut i fu l  Pool  and Pet lo.  
Reasonable; Shuttle 'i block. 
452-3314 459-9927 ,453-4545 
PRIVATE FURNISHED room, 704 West 
23th. Controlled heat, air conditioned, 
refrigerator. Call 477.56J4. 
SANTA ELAINA M0jUieri4H Rio 
Grande, Kitchen, CA/CH, maid service, 
co-ed, $70^74. 472-3684. Don. • 
LAKE AUSTIN -  IS  mlnotet  
campus/downtowrt. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
mobile hornet. $8> to 8140. Mack's, 
Marina. 327-1891, 327-1151. 
DAILY TEXAN 
CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR SUMMER SESSION 2-1 house IJ—-rTHE Y WO R K . 
• Tarrytown. All bills palrf. Washer and v' 
dryer. No pets. C»ll 477-5570. ' 
PI n-gom ^ 
STOCK REDUCTION PR ICE $395.00 
PIONEE R KP-300 FM stereo cassette for your car. List $149.9$ 
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• 
in Service 
From Austin t '̂sf! Louft 
J?§ By JEFF SAMFIELO 
' Amtrak will extend train 
service Wednesday from 
Austin to St. Louis via Fort 
Worth. 
The route from Fort Worth 
through East Texas and 
across Arkansas to St Louis 
generally follows the old 
Texas Eagle route, dropped 
several, years "ago by the 
Missouri Pacific.-
Austin' passengers will pay 
$38 for a one-way coach ride to 
St. Louis, or $65 for a 
roomette which includes 
' sleeping facilities. The trip 
takes 24 hours. 
As Amtrak begins the new 
service to St. Louis, the Texas 
Association for Public 
Transportation (TAPT) has 
released a plan to involve the 
State of Texas in Amtrak's 
rail passenger service under 
Section 403 of the National 
Rail Passenger Aet. 
Section 403 allowed Amtrak 
to open new rail routes on a 
cost-sharing basis with an. 
individual state, Lyndon 
Henry, TAPT "(executive 
director, said. 
The- plan, proposed by 
TAPT, would start with a 
120,000 state-funded survey of 
existing and potential routes. 
"Interest by the State of 
Texas in improving Amtrak 
service is especially needed in 
this time, of energy crisis," 
Henry said. 
: "Passenger trains get over 
100 passenger-miles per 
gallon of fuel. Rail travel 
needs as much state 
assistance as has been given 
to highways," he said. 
AUSTIN TOMOM&W 
(•HAS! Ill AUSTIN TOMOIROW 
NCIOMOtNOOD MliTtNO Zona 4." 
from 7 to 10 p.m. Wednesday at 
Maplewood Elementary, 3S0S 
Maplewood Ave. 
ANNOUNCOMNTS 
AUSTIN AO cuNtC.will feature a film 
anthology, "Future Shock," 
''Consumer Dialogues" and 
^ .A "Paper: The Prologue—" at 9 a.m. 
'" Wednesday in the Joe C, Thompson 
• Conference Center. At 10 a.m. in the 
• Center, David Y'. Burkett ill, 
assistant ioiurnalism professor at 
; Trinity University, will speak on 
"Who Is Saying What to Whom ... 
and How." Vance Packard, author 
• of "The Hidden Persuaders" -and 
"The Status Seekers," will speak on 
his recently published book, "A 
Nation of Strangers," at 2 p.m. 
COMMUNICATION WICK program 
Wednesday includes Byron Welch, 
president of Welch lAssocIates, i nc. 
. He will speak on "The Fund Raising 
. Aspects of Public Relations" at 10 
a.m. in Communication Building A 
.. 3.1.12. Welch also will speak at a 
• sandwich.seminar at noon on the 
? Communication Plaza oo "How To 
Raise Money s Successfully." , 
OlfA*TMtNT OF MMSIC ANP CUlTgitAL 
BNTCKT AINMINT COMMITTM will 
sponsor a concert at 8 p.m. Tuesday 
In Hogg Auditorium. Frans 
Brueggen will perform on,the 
' harpsichord and Alan Curtis will 
7 play the recorder. The concert is 
free to optional ticket holders and S2 
for general admission. Drawing will 
be from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesday 
. at the Hogg Auditorium Box Office. 
MAMNO AND STUDY SKU1S LAtOtATOCY 
will sponsor a discussion on 
"eonce<|jtf£tlon and CreatlVe Time 
Use" at?3 p.m. Wednesday In Jester 
A3.32. No pre-enrolIment Is 
necessary. 
UNION ANKO^AMCRICAN CUUUtl AND 
MEXICAN AMIRICAN CULTURE 
— COMMITTHS will sponsoradlnnerat 
4:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Union : 
Junior Ballroom and Union .Star. 
Room. 
UNION ARTS AND THEATER COMMITTEE will 
present a film "Easter Parade," at 7 
and 9:15 p.m. Wednesday in the 
Union Theater. The filrtv starring 
Judy GArland and Fred Astaire, will 
cost Si for students, faculty and staff 
and sl.50 for members. 
MECTINOS 
AMERICAN INOIANSttOW TEXANS will meet 
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday In Scholz' 
Beer Garten to open a meeting of the. 
v Social and Cultural Club and discuss 
the status of native American 
students, faculty and staff 
recruitment. 
CCNTiit POR ASIAN STUDIES will meet at 6 
' and 7 p.m. Wednesday in Bustness-
Economlcs Building 265 to show 
"Dance of the Warriors," a film 
made in Peking in 1957. 
CHAMA CHA KISWAHIU will meet at 7:30 
p.m. Wednesday at 705'/j Harris 
Ave. for a travelogue program. Dr. 
Edgar C. Polome, chairman and 
. professor of the Department of 
Oriental and African Languages and-
Literatures, will show movies and 
comment on his travels in East and 
Central Africa. Refreshments will 
be served. New members are 
welcome. For information call 
Charles Pence, 476-3656. 
CHIIO DEVELOPMENT CAREERS 
• ORGANIZATION will meet at 7 p.m. 
« . Thursday in the fourth floor'library 
of the Home Economics Building. 
Ms. Joyce Wilsori from the Office'of 
Early Child Development twill 
present information concerning iob 
applications and interviewing 
techniques for work in the early 
childhood development field. 
.JjtWMAN ClUR will » 
. : Wednesday in Jti«.Catij[ollc Student 
Center. Ail memberi are urged to 
attend. 
STUDENTS OIOER THAN AViRAOC will meet 
at noon Wednesday in Union, 
y. Building 213 to hear a talk for 
: Lorena Giguet and Jerry Weiskott 
- on "Married Student Concerns." 
'r Sandwiches, drinks and chips will be 
• ' sold. 
UNION FOR RADICAL POUTtCM ECONOMICS 
.... will, meet at noon Wednesday In 
' Union Building 202 to hold its weekly 
brown bag luncheon. 
UNIVERSITY - ANTtWOMUXMCAL SOCIETY 
will meet at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in 
, ' : Burdlne Hall 212 to hear Barto 
Arnold, assistant state marine 
archaeologist, speak on 
' '" "Underwater Excacatlon of a 16th 
Century Spanish Wreck Off the 
Texas Coast." : 
,;The construction cost of 
about one mile of urban 
'highway would equal the cost 
of upgrading the existing train 
trade between San Antonio 
and ; Fort Worth-Dallas 
Henry said. 
Among the ne^ routes 
suggested for study are links 
between Austin and Houston, 
Fort Worth-Dallas and El 
Paso and Houston and DenVer 
via o»T h e 
Worth-Houston service 
through Dallas also would be 
considered. 
The TAPT plan also 
proposes evaluating the use of 
high-speed "turbotrains" for 
runs between Fort Worth-
Dallas and Houston; Fort 
Worth-Dallas and San 
Antonio; and Houston and San 
Antonio. 
Several French-built  v: 
turbotrains, capable of ISO 
miles per hour speeds, are... 
operating on Amtrak routes In 
the Midwest. 
"The turbotrain is the most 
energy efficient mass 
transportation vehicle in 
existence, and perhaps, the 
least costly to put into 
amount* of track upgrading 
needed and possible'  
installation of new signaling 
devices," Henry said. 
. ; Henry said the TAPT plan 
would include assessing the;. 
possible ridership and costs 
associated with such new 
routes and improvements. 
The funding of the study is 
being considered by the Texas 
M ass Trans portation. 
Commission and the State-
Division of Planning 
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, Visitors inspect the wildflower exhibit at Texas Memorial Museum. 
IM MilM 
nting Ritual Budding 
By CONNIE BACON 
„ Warmer weather, bare feet, cut-off jeans, 
Walter tops and that lazy feeling mean that 
Spring must be near. 
And the annual replanting of University 
feeds in anotherrtiw^f-the^pring 
ritual. .. 
"Where pansies are, marigolds will be put 
in, and vice versa," J.ti. Mitchell Jr., 
superintendent of buildings and grounds, said 
Tuesday. — 
: Work on the West Mall project will 
continue into the spring, with contractors 
putting shrubs, oak' trees and flowers; or 
flowering shrubs, for color, in planters, Paul 
Preparation for the University's spring 
growth began with fertilization of the grounds 
in January, Pantier added. 
The corner of 24th and San Jacinto streets 
is being renovated, Mitchell said. The grass, 
which had become compacted during the 
winter, has been plowed up, and new sod will 
be planted. ' 
_ Suchrenovation will take place in other 
areas if warranted,' he added. 
Mitchell said the former site of CP Hall,-
the old nursing school, at the corner of 24th 
and Speedway streets, in under study. 
Architecture and engineering students are 




A watercolor exhibit 
Texas wildflowers pr 
by University museoloj 
students is on display at tt 
Texas Memorial Museurik' 
2401 San Jacinto St, -
The exhibit, which feature^ 
more than 20 watercolors 
Texas artists Nannie Huddle 
and Mary Motz Wills, was/ 
prepared by Dennis CfoW off 
Austin. f ^ 
The project was designed toi 
give th$ students practical! 
experience in just one of the: 
many areas of museology ~ 
the study of museums. 
•Hie wilc^lower exhibit ^Itl " 
lie open to the public through 
May in the second floor; 
corridor of the museum from 
9 a.m. to 5' p.m. Monday 
through Saturday, and from 2 




" - ? $ 
SHINER BEER NITE 
f$£vety Wednesday 6 p.m: ^Midnit 
15' 
HECTOR'S 
 . i i ght 
Per Bottle 
N. tAMAft 
MIDNIGHT EVERY DAY 454-9242 
O. Pantier, assistant superintendent ot landscaping of the. site, Pantier added. He 
buildings and grounds, said 
Copper plants will te arranged, in some of 
"the circle beds around the law school and on 
the roof of the Computation Center, Pantier 
said. . 
ut fNOtNKWNO WlVB CLUB will meet at 
7:45 - p.m. Wednesday at 6813 
~ Williamette St. to discuss budget 
vacationing. 
SEMINARS 
RARTIST STUOB4T CENTER «MINARS are 
being held at noon every Wednesday 
in March at 2204 San Antonio St. 
Lunches are available for S1 or bring 
your own. Bob Thrift, student 
minister of University Baptist 
Church, will conduct the discussion 
—- of a tiook by Tommy Starkes, "No " 
Man Goes Alone." 
CONSUMER AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION COMMITTEE OF STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT will sponsor a 
sandwich seminar .at noon Thursday 
...ia _UniSi!3._ Building. 304. Dr. .Ljnn 
Draper, -director of the Nuclear 
Reactor Lab, and Dr. Harlan Smith, 
chairman of the Department of < 
Astronomy, will discuss the short-
and long-range effects of energy •...•• 
c onse rva t i on  e f f o r t s  and  
development of new forms of powers 
on environmental pollution and Its 
control. 
DEPARTMENT Of ASTRONOMY Will sponsor 
an pxtragalactic astronomy seminar . 
at 2 p.m. Wednesday In Robert Lee . 
Moore Hall 1S.2I6B. '•' ^ 
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUM will be held at 4 
p.m. Wednesday in Robert Lee .' 
Moore Hall 4.102. Dr. John M. ^ 
Wor i ock  o f '  Be lT .  Te lephone  r 
Laboratories will speak on "Soft 
Phonons and Phase Transitions." 
UNION ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE will 
sponsor a sandwich seminar at noon : 
Wednesday In Union Building 104. . 
Boyce Harburg, president of Austin * 
Credit Bureau will speak on "How to 
Keep a Good Credit Rating" in the 
Consumer Protection Series. 
UNION IDEAS AND ISSUES COMMITTEE Will : 
sponsor a sandwich seminar at noon 
Wednesday in Union Building 304-
— 305: Bishop-James—Armstrong/ a— 
member of the McGovern Steering - < 
Committee, Methodist bishop over 
the Dakota area and participant In t j 
. the Wounded Knee negotiations, will ! 
speak. 
Shoe Shop 
W« make and 











• LEATHER SALE it 
- Voridui kinds, colon • 751 per ft. 
Cqpitol Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca Austin, Texas 478-9309 
said the recommendations eventually will be 
seen by William Wilcox, director of thef; 
Physical Plant. 
Winter makes its official departure March 
20. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
J TONIGHT ONLYI | 
DOAK SNEAD BAND 
(Playing Original Progressive Material) 
t 
t 4--
I. 6th at 
Mixed Drinks 
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 ̂FOR HONKY TONK HEROES 
I. STRAWBERRY JAM  ̂
WEDrVIBROIASii 
THURS. JABBERNOW 
'S ĵO GUADALUPE 
W0M 
4208 N. Ldmar 
"GOOD NEWS" 
from Dallas 
; Blood Plasma Donors Needed:  ̂
4 -V-Men & Women:— J 
EARN $10 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7 P.M. 
TUES. & FRI. 8 A.M. to 3 P.M. 
CLOSED WED. & SAT. 
409 W. 6th 
\ , presents 
RAY WYUE HUBBARD 
- — (Red Neck Mother) — 
and "JIMMY JOHNSON 
Open for lunch 11:30 
2 for 1 Mixed Drinks till 6:00 
38th and IH 35 492-2306 
No Cover Charge 
mice DRINKS 9-M 
EveryWmdnudav 
Leg Contest - WIN $25 






















ARE YOU ON SCO-PRO? 
If YOU BRING AN OFFICIAL NOTICE THAT YOU ARE ON SCHOLASTIC 
PROBATION, YOU WILL RECEIVf A DISCOUNT ON BEER AT THE 
it...Still 40( a shot 
. . ... Coming ' '•.••• • 
Friday - Asleep af the Wheel 
Saturday - Doug Sahtn & Freda & The Firedogs 
Bmm Caves Rd. 327-9016 
—M— 
LAMBS NIGHT 
All unescourtMl ladies are admitted free 
and served 2 free drinks 
Nostalgia Weekend: 





' &*ry Hghr&3 
neuouanr 
. .&0of >* •.•••• 
•••••• •? 
< "Af 
Second Level. Dobie Moll 21sr 6 Guodolupe 
f free porking in the reor 
* 
SCCPPRO 
609 W. 29th off the Drag 
POOL • PINBALL • FOOSBALL • PONG 
fRELSTEREO MUSIC : _  ̂
477-0548 




ALL GIRL FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT - Tues.; Mar. 19, 6-12 
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25tti & WWtis 
I 
fieney. 471-43 s»g«). 
1969 OPEL. GT, 35 mpg, 4 speed, 
"jnW, good tires. S1200.476-8llf after S. 
1973 OPEL GT, 4 speed, I track am/fm, 
16,500 miles. 12950. 471-5717 after i shed and 
One and tw 
Tappan 
Dishwasher 
Individually: Cup trolled. 
CA.'CH, pool. 1V c tile 
SEVEN TOWERS 
le V 453-7 
5ANSUI 7000 receiver 70/70 rms. Very 
powerful! Also 100 watt speakers. $550. 
Takes All 476-7902. 





furnished and Unfurnished 
One Bedroom Apartments 
Tappan Appliances 
isher, disposal, gas stove 
iy rontrolled CA/CH. TV eabl 
I * QUINTANA 
reek Road 454 
VROLET paneled truck/body -
an.) 'ins' 3 very good. Motor and trans. ., 
eVcrllf • J700. 472-3064 aftef X p.m. v 
KifEp "j /ing. - - ^ rhe baby RoMs-





ay. This is«n in 
"worth more In 6 
4-1227 after 5. 
?LE us»d car l#6» Ford. 
i CUTLAiS tuOijr. hi, ac. ps, good• 
tiles, clcan buy. Call Joe La-Fleo. Days. sisS 
444-6172 iPlciise leave message. 
Evenings after 8, 442-1007 BLACKSTON 
5-y.E .Free case 'wews agj as 
Ulster Wusiq, lAjf .-Jeijon. 452-755T after 6. 
' AL ELCCOIC iter. «oo . _ .. 
« r. A ^araaon 




i- dh -all uimtv Bw*><^w»>j«>'rt«wci air TOfis.vwJ.-badv oam^e^TOO. Canal 
».47tl»0S. ^ 




CLIP AND MAIL TODAY! 
•WRITE YOUR AD HERE — 
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t o r s A t t a c k  p & p t h  
Leads Liberal Fight Against Restoration Bill 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Led by Sen. Harold Hughes, 
t>-Iowa, liberal Senate Democrats Tuesday mounted an 
* Emotional fight against restoration of the death penalty. 
''In the name of God, I ask my colleagues to join mein 
rejecting death, in affirming life, in rejecting vengeance, 
*•_ In affirming redemption," Hughes pleaded. 
r "THERE IS NO middle ground, no neutral zone," |l£ 
- added. "Hie choice is either life or death. 
Hughes spoke as the Senate began consideration of a 
bill that provides the death penalty for treason, espionage 
and crimes where death occurs — including murder, 
^.political assassination, kidnaping, hijacking and others. 
^ There have been fio executions in the United States. 
"^' slnce 1967, and in 1972 the Supreme Court invited 
€oagcess to set firm guidetioes wder which <Ue 4£fetfe-
. .penalty could be carried out. 
; In a classic liberal-conservative confrontation, Sen. 
John L. McClellan, D-Ark„ argued that "justice deserves 
|,i:;;no less" than restoration of the death penalty. 
> •' • He said the "death penalty must be restored if our 
violence and keep faith with our moral purpose as a hone of the specific "aggravating" factors existor if any 
people? Is ultimate violence the antidote for violence? . of the "mitigating" qircurr»i*an'*«,a Hn 
"For me, the answer must be no. I cannot be brought to ̂  The mitigating circumsl 
believe that the way to conquer, crime in America is to~* under 18; his capacity 
revert to institutional killings in the name of justice." 
Hughes, who plans to retire form the Senate in January 
. to devote himself to religious work, was joined by Sens. 
| Edward M. Kennedy, I>Mass., and Vance Hartke, D-Ind., 
and a Republican, Jacob K. Javits, N.Y. 
; , Kennedy said his slain brother, Sen^'Robert" P.' 
Kennedy, D-N.Y., "would not have wanted his death to be 
the cause for. taking another life." He said the death 
penalty "constitutes cruel and unusual punishment" and 
falls unfairly on the poor aixi^minority groups. .... 
' -lMcC((ellaB^ehiiiusi2ii& 
which would draw the death penalty, said, "People who 
commit crimes like these have forfeited their own right 
to life. I think it is the very minimum and not the 
maximum of what should be enacted." r < < 
But Hughes, asking the Senate to defeat the bill, said 
Jvtf 
criminal justice system is to combat effectively the ever- • "Tlje juiestio^of the death penalty is not just another 
.increasing tide of violent crimes — crimes of terror 
?,that threaten to engulf our nation and if the confidence of 
i^fthe American peoplf in our system of justice is to be 
: ''IrcsJfcorcd 11 • 
• BUT HUGHES asked, "Is the morbid trip back to the 
•W'death penalty the right way to protect society from-
Austin Tomorrow 
matter relating to the administration of criminal justice -
in this country. -
"IT IS THE most profoundof all moral judgments for 
the nation. ...The death penalty demeans society without 
protecting it." 
- Under the bill, the death penalty cannot be imposed if 
mstances do. «;-p. „ 
tances are if the defendant is 
to understand the crime is 
significantly impaired; if he acted under unusual and 
substantia) duress; if he was a minor participant in the 
crime; or if he could not have reasonably foreseen that 
death would occur. _ ;f 
If there are no mitigating factors in a crime involving 
: national security, the death sentence must be imposed if 
the defendant had previously been convicted of a crime 
providing a sentence of death or life imprisonment; if he 
knowingly created a grave risk of substantial danger to 
.national security .or if a graveMsLot death to anothm'. 
IN OTHER CRIMES^ the aggravating factors include 
previous convictions; if there was a risk to another 
person besides the victim; if the crime was committed in 
an especially heinous, cruel, or depraved manner; and if { 
it was murder for- hire. 
Separate trials would be held to determine guilt of the 
defendant and to determine the sentence. If the death 
penalty was imposed, the sentence would be 
automatically reviewed by a higher court. 
The legislation would apply only to crimes under 
federal jurisdiction but McClellan said it could serve as a 






Watergate burglar James W. McCord 
Jr. Tuesday formally asked the House 
to impeach President Nixon on grounds 
he failed to inform law enforcement 
officials that money was paid to buy the 
silence of the original defendants. rC 
—UPI T«Uphot# 
James W. McCord 
Convicted K ST. CLAIR has said the White Hou$e 
s> will give the committee the 
—T«ran Staff Mwta 
Dick Lillie 
By SUE GRAUERHOLZ 
The lack of effective public 
transportation and housing in" 
neighborhoods near the'University were 
problems listed most often by citizens who 
participated in the f if st meetings of Austin 
Tomorrow, Dick Lillie, City Planning 
Department director, said Tuesday.. -
During the first of a series of progress 
reports to the news media, Lillie outlined 
problems and goals of citizens Who, Lillie 
said represented a small percentage, but a 
good cross-section, of the population. 
THE RESULTS will be evaluated with 
regard to their feasibility by the city 
manager and city department heads at a 
meeting Friday. 
These results, together with the results 
of future meetings, will bp presented to 
the City Council in a final report during 
the summer of 1975. Liilie said. 
neuis 
Wilson Unveils Socialist Program 
LONDON (UPI) -* Prime Minister Harold Wilson, risking defeat at the 
head of his week-old minority Labor government, unveiled a strongly 
Socialist program Tuesday and said he would not quit unless he was 
beaten in a parliamentary confidence vote. 
"The government will not be forced t6 go to the country exfcept in 
situations where every member of Parliament was voting knowing the 
full consequences," Wilson said. 
He took his defiant stand in his first appearance before the new 
Parliament elected Feb. 28. 
Heavy Fighting Continues on Golan Heights 
TEL AVIV (UPI) — Israel and Syria traded heavy artillery fire along 
the Golan Heights cease-fire lines for hours Tuesday. Deputy Prime 
Minister Yigal Alton of Israel warned afterwards that continued fighting 
would harm prospects for a troop disengagement accord. 
Syria said its forces dealt "heavy blows" to Israeli positions and shot 
down a helicopter, but Israel said there were no casualties. 
^ Just before the fighting erupted, Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir 
, said Israel could* not surrender the Golan Heights because continued 
occupation is-the^country's only guarantee of security in the North. 
Solzhenitsyn To Settle in Switzerland 
BERN, Switzerland (UPI) — The Swiss government said Tuesday 
Nobel Prize-winning author Alexander I. Solzhenitsyn, stripped of his 
citizenship and exiled by the Soviet Union a month ago, intends to settle 
permanently in Switzerland wijtto, his family.., 7 
I j I ' ^ 
Uncertainty Downs Market "• 
NEW YORK (AP) — Uncertainty over the future courseof Arab oil 
policy knocked the stock market off its recent upward track Tuesday. 
The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials, which had hit a 1974 closing 
high Monday, retreated 1.33 to 
' The report consisted of specifications 
made by two discussion groups, he 
~ explained. One group was concerned with 
problems in the Core Area (the 
University, Capitol and downtown area), 
and the other was concerned with 
problems of neighborhoods. 
Lillie emphasized the possibility that the 
results and recommendations that will 
comprise the final report could change. 
_ during the next 46 scheduled meetings. 
LILLIE SAID he has been discouraged 
by the low attendance at meetings in some 
areas but was pleased that the groups 
were "a pretty good balance" of persons 
from different backgroundsr 
The final proposal will be submitted to 
the news media before it goes to the City 
Council so more citizens than the few who 
attend the meetings will be familiar with 
its contents, Lillie said. 
Problems of the'Core Area centered 
around traffic congestion, inadequacy of 
parking facilities, lack of bicycle routes 
and- sidewalks and inadequate public 
transportation. The second largest 
problem reported was poor general 
appearance, destruction of historic 
structures and too much litter, Lillie said. 
THE GROUP suggested that the city try 
to upgrade public transportation by 
increasing. the frequency and routing of 
city buses. 
It also recommended the construction of 
peripheral garages and morec-. bicycle 
routes, the encouragement of a car pool 
system and the preservation and 
construction of historic structures. •' 
The neighborhood group named some 
similar complaints but included the high 
residential density in the University area, 
the lack of required statements. about 
traffic generated by new development and 
inadequate off-street parking. 
The group suggested stricter zoning 
ordinances to prevent further spot zoning, 
: improving the quality and availability of 
housing by providing more low cost 
housing, preservation of older 
neighborhoods and restricting apartment 
construction in single-family residential 
areas. 
THE GROUP ALSO suggested better 
public transportation, specifically to make 
it more convenient to the handicapped and 
the elderly. 
Austin Tomorrow will meet at 1:30. 
Sunday in the Union Main Ballroom. All 
meetings are open to the public. 
same 
material, including tapes, turned over 
to the Watergate griand jury. But 
investigators said the House request, 
spelled out in a 17-page list of tapes arod 
„ 0 . documents, went beyond that. 4 *" 
McCord charged Nixon wi th. x^Ihe tapes request^ cover ; L . 
rnu^iision, or concealment, <h a late Fetoruat* 
the period when in a six-page document sent to the 
House Judiciary Committee, which is 
studying the . president's possible 
impeachment If1- { 
NIXON'S CHIEF Watergate lawyer, 
James D. St. Clair, while not referring 
specifically to McCord's charge, 
suggested in a New York Times 
interview that the President was not 
guilty of failing to report the hush 
money payments since "the President 
is the chief law enforcement officer in 
the country." V 
Judiciary Chairman Peter W. Rodino 
Jr., D-N.J., told reporters his panel has 
asked the White House for more than 40 
tapes covering six days of "Watergate-
related conversations. Included is the 
March 21, 1973, meeting . when Nixon 
and his top aides discussed payment of 
hush money and possible clemency. 
UPI learned that 43 tapes were 
imy>lved. One requested was a 
recording by Nixon of his "personal 
recollections" following the meeting 
March 21. ."T 
A COPY OF the Committee's lengthy 
request for ta^es and documents was, 
shown to UPI by a White House official 
who claimed the House was "on a 
broad-scale fishing expedition." 
Investigators believe the tape of 
Nixon's personal recollections is 
valuable because it could show the 
President's intent at the meeting. 
Nixon has said that after discussing 
money and clemency March 21, he 
dismissed both, saying "it would be 
wrong." John W. Dean III,  the 
President's former counsel, has 
testified Nixon made no such 
disclaimer ddring the meeting. 
Rep. Edward Hutchinson of 
Michigan, ranking Republican on the 
committee, said, he had been informed 
some progress had been made in 
obtaining tapes from the White House. 
He said tapes covering three of the six 
dates were delivered Monday. But 
Rodino disagreed. 
"I regret that is not accurate," 
Rodino told reporters. "We have noL 
received any of those tapes." 
1973. This includes 
Nixon said he first learned of the 
Watergate cover-up Jrom Dean in 
March, and by April the cover-up 
became unraveled, revealing that 
major White House officials ..were,, 
involved. t 
White House Press Secretary Rohafd 
L.. Ziegler told reporters Tuesday the 
President feels he already has given 
the committee "wide ranging and 
substantial materials," and that he 
does not intend to give the panel 
"search rights" for further 
^presidential files. 
"THE FACT of an impeachment 
inqiiiry does not give Congress the right 
to back up a truck and haul off White 
House files," Ziegler said. 
McCord accused Nixon of violating 
three federal statutes ahd four 
constitutional provisions and of 
committing impeachable offenses of 
cr i  mina1 nonfeasance and 
malfeasance. 
, McCord charged Nixon "may have... 
engaged in a criminal conspiracy 
against the United States ... and 
"""engaged in a further conspiracy to 
impede and hinder those holding office 
.. .from proper discharge-of their 
duties," an apparent reference to 
blocking of the Watergate 
investigation. : /"" ' " • 
; t HE REFERRED to Nixon's news 
" conference last Wednesday in which he 
said Dean told him March 21 "that 
payments had been made to the 
defendants for the purpose of keeping 
them quiet, not simply for their 
defense." McCord claimed his 
conviction would have been overturned 
if it had been known hush money was 
paid. 
St.  Clair said, however, the 
President's legal obligation when told 
of the payments was to see that the 
judicial process was set in motion and 
carried out. 
This Nixon did, ,Si Clair said, citing 
the fact that seven former associates of 
„ the President were indicted 11 days ago 







Unanimous Consent for Governor's Appointments Unwanted 
C o n f i r m a t i o n  A m e n d m e r i t  D e f e a t e d  
New York Stock Exchange closing 
index: 
Index 53.06 up 0.13 
Industrial 57.83 up 0.20 
Transportation 39.23 off 0.08 
Utility 
Finance 65.61 UD 0.06 
By BILL GARLAND 
Texan Staff Writer 
The Constitutional Convention picked up steam 
Tuesday, approving several Executive Article sections 
and rejecting a radically different approach to 
confirming gubernatorial appointees. 
Confirmation of appointments by the governor is 
currently done by a two-thirds Senate vote. 
AN AMENDMENT by Kerrville Rep. Jim Nugent 
would have required consent of the full Legislature. 
Delegates, composed of 130 representatives and 31 
senators, whistled and applauded when at attempt to 
table the Nugent amendment failed 94-66. 
Voting only may have reflected an attempt on the part 
of some representatives to intimidate their fellow 
.senatorial delegates, however, since adoption of the. 
amendment failed 85-75. 
"We're going to have to have orderly changes and not 
radical changes that would create many problems we're 
not even anticipatory of now," Lubbock Rep. R.B. 
McAlister siad in objection to the amendment. 
"Isn't it time that we bring some democracy into the 
appointive process?" Nugent asked. 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Chairman Sen. Bill Meier 
of Fort Worth said the change would keep the Legislature 
tied up for months in confirmation proceedings. 
"The acceptance of this amendment would be the first' 
step for a unicameral Legislature. We have no procedure 
for joint action," Meier said. 
Approximately 1,100 appointments are made by the 
governor each year to various agencies and boards, 
including boards of regents. 
At the beginning of Tuesday's session, the convention 
extricated itself from the second section, ending the one 
and one-half day hassle over the governor's power to 
remove appointees. - - -
A COMPROMISE was reached on the proposed 
governor's removal power, requiring that he receive a 
majority vote in the Senate rather than the originally 
suggested one-third vote. 
Midland Rep. Tom Craddick brought back up his 
proposal to make the governor need a two-thirds vote. 
Convention president Price Daniel-Jr. voted for the 
first time in a close situation trying to table Craddick's 
amendment but the proposal survived 81-81. 
Introduced by Snyder Rep. Renal Rosson after the table 
attempt failed, the "majority consent" compromise ; 
passed on a voice vote. 
An amendment to make gubernatorial appointees 
"serve at the pleasure of the governor "without Senate 
confirmation was tabled 101-54. 
BEFORE THE Tuesday session ended, delegates had 
approved 12 sections of the 27-section article. 
Language was retained in most of the. sections as 
propoed by the Executive Committee. 
The committee kept current requirements for running 
for governor, including the regulation that a governor be 
at' least 30 years of age. 
"I think there's a good chance we'll finish up (the 
article) tomorrow," Daniel said at the sessions's 
conclusion Tuesday. 
"We're making the kind of progress we would have if 
the Education Article wouldn't have been, loaded with 
such controversy," he added. 
EDUCATION ARTICLE debate took the better part of 
three week's with the convention meeting mostly in half-
day sessions. s 
Wednesday's session will begin at 9:30 a.m., picking up 


















































887.12, but gainers edged out losers 
755 to 636 on the New York Stock 
Exchange. Big Board volume was a 
moderately active 17.25 million 
shares. 
Brokers said Wall Street would 
b e  w a t c h i  n g  e l o s j e l y  f o r  
"developments at a meeting of Arab oil ministers scheduled for Wednesday 
in Tripoli. Hopes for an end to the four-month embargo on shipments to 
the United States have been cited as a major factor in the market's gains 
of the last few weeks. 
Westmoreland Vies for Governorship 
COLUMBIA, S.C. (UPI) — Gen. William C. Westmoreland, retired 
Army chief of staft who commanded U.S. troops in Vietnam, announced^ 
his candidacy for the South Carolina governorship TuesdayAinder the 
Republican banner. 
The 59-year-old soldier, sought by both parties as a candidate, would be 
the state's first Republican governor of this century if he succeeded in 
carrying the GOP colors to victory. — 
Three More Kidnap Suspects Arrested 
MIAMI (UPI) — FBI agents Tuesday night arrested three men in a 
rundown section of Miami on charges of conspiring to kidnap 8-year-old 
John Calzadilla last week. 
The FBI statement said the arrests brought to eight the number 
arrested in the kidnaping. 
The three men arrested were identified as Jose Antonio Hernandez,. 17, 
of West New York, N.J., and brothers Roberto Martinez, 37, of West New 
York, and Jorge Martinez, 28, of Union City, N.J. 
The FBI said the three men, who offered no resistance, would be | 
"brought before a committing magistrate as soon as possible*'' 
. - ___ _  ' J  
-Star-Witness* Defends^Vesco -• 
NEW YORK (UPI) — Under cross-examination, the government's star 
witness ip the_Mitchell:Stans conspiracy trial testified Tuesday that he 
Ttever triedla "ft* anything tor freewheeling financier Robert L. Vesco 
through John N. Mitchell. » ~ *-
New Jersey Republican leader Harry L. Sears, in his si^th day ,on the 
stand, testified thatailhis meetings with former U.S. Atty. Gen. Mitchell 
were open and above board. 
Finance Committee 
Turns Down Request 
For Fee Bond Sales 
By JOHN MORRIS -
Texan Staff Writer 
Although the University received 
everything it  lobbied for in the 
Constitutional Convention's Education 
Committee — and then some,— University 
regents were not so lucky" before the 
Finance Committee. 
The Finance Committee, which 
approved its article by a 21-0 vote last 
Friday, rejected a request by Regent 
Erank-C-Erwin which would-have allowed ~ 
bonds to be sold for constructing 
classroom buiildings. D 
ERWIN'S REQUEST came in the form 
of a letter 'to Rep. Neil Caldwell of 
Angleton, who chaired the committee. The 
letter said the regents agreed in part with 
the Constitutional Revision Commission's 
document but took issue with some 
arguments against building use fee bonds. 
Caldwell said the proposed article 
"prohibits not only bonds supported by the 
pledge of tuition' — which Erwin was" 
agreeable to — but also prohibits the 
pledge of building use fees." 
The regents- proposal was~"& technique 
- to finance bmldings-,'"-Caldwell"saitfr 
above the revenue provided by the fees 
themselves. i 
Such building use fees may be used-for 
.  construction; Imairilenaric<eT and' 
improvement, -but "'/They don't need that' 
. much money for maintenance," Caldwell 
added. . . , U 
IF BONDS WERE Issued against 
building use fee revenues, they would 
become part of the state debt, prohibited 
i*" 
except in rare instances by the present 
Constitution. 
"Mr. Erwin contends that the place to 
settle this dispute (over inclusion of 
building use fees in the state debt) is in the 
Legislature, not in the Constitutional 
Convention," Caldwell said. 
"I think the Legislature could correct 
any problems in application of the building 
use fee, if there has been any abuse." 
TOM_KEEL, executive director of the 
Legislative Budget Board, agreed that 
Erwin's proposal was designed to alter the 
status of building use fee revenues— 
"His (Erwin's) point is, he wants the 
constitution to include building use fees, 
so they (the University) cap get better 
bond ratings." „ . — 
In support of his case for such bonds, 
Erwin said, "It is suggested that the bonds 
constitute an undue burden on students 
attending state colleges and universities. 
.Nothing.could be.further from the truth.'* 
He then listed in his letter resident 
tuition and student fees for 31 American 
universities. At the top was the University 
Of Pittsburgh^whiGlv-*ehargeS"$493r per; 
"semester; UT Austin ranked 29th, at fl89 
per semester. 
f THE FINANCE ARTICLE will not 
jcomel before the conventipn. for' some 
-time, but'whenltdOes,"If U probablytake 
as long as the education article," one 
. observer commented. 
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Originally scheduled for two days' - The famed Albarracin* family p«rform on* of th«ir unique atrial maneuvers -''.S.-' J 
debate, the Education Article Was finally while hanging from a construction crane 100 feet above th« buttle and noise | 
of midtown Washington. They will continue p*rformina their death-defying 
fol Circus.America. April 
approved after, three weeks of discussion 
and revision. " " i-ff 
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